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A Area in 
BTU British Thermal Unit
C or MCP Thermal capacitance BTU/'R
O F Degrees Fahrenheit
ft , Cubic feet
g.e.t. Ground Elapsed time





psia, Pounds per square inch
Q Heat rate or heat load BTU/hr
O R Degrees Rankine
UA Heat transfer coefficient BTU/hr-.°R








This volume of the Thermal APU/Hy^: ,,alics Analy s is Program (TAHAP)
documentation contains all the User's Guide information plus pro-
gram description necessary to run and have a general understanding
of the program. -This information consists of general descriptions
of the APU/Hydraulic System and the TAHAP 'model, input and output
data descriptions, and specific subroutine requirements. Deck set-
ups and input data formats are included in Appendix A while
Appendices B thru E have other necessary-and/or helpful information
for using TAHAP. Volume II of the TAHAP documentation consists of











McDonnell-Douglas Technical Services Co. (MDTSCO) under the Space
Shuttle Engineering and Operatic,n;; Support (SSEOS) contract is
responsible fur providing support to the Consumables Analysis
Section (CAS) of the Mission Planning and Analysis Division of
NASA/JSC. The Consumables Analysis Section is responsible for
providing consumables budgets for the electrical, mechanical
(Auxiliary Power Unit (APU)/Hydraulics), and environmental con-
trol systems of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The MDTSCO support
of CAS in this effort includes determining APU subsystem fuel
(hydrazine) and APU/Hydraulic water consumables requirements,
and performing various studies to assess the APU and Hydraulic
system mission requirements compatibility with system operational
and performance constraints. This support is partially accom-
plished through the use of the Thermal APU/Hydraulic Analysis
Program (TAHAP). The TAHAP documentation has been divided into
two volumes. This document is the User's Guide and Programmer's
_	 r
Manual for TAHAP. The math model descriptions of the driver




The thermal APU/Hydraulics Analysis Program (TAHAP) is a dynamic
simulation of the Auxiliary Power Unit/Hydraulic (APU/ L.lyd) System
thermal performance._ 	 In the following sections there is a general
description of the APU/Hyd system itself and the TAHAP model along
with some background information on the model. 	 A description of
the basic program structure including reference to the routines
and special variables which control the progress of the program
is contained in Sec. 3.1. 4 followed  by a brief description of each
of the TAHAP supporti.rng_ subroutines.
3.1-	 General	 Description
The following sections contain a general description of the
APU/Hyd system and briefly describe the way TAHAP simulates it.
The purpose and capabilities of the model are also-discussed along




	 Purpose and Capabilities of TAHAP
TAHAP is designed to simulate the APU/Hydraulic system to the
i 
i
level of detail	 required to adequately determine mission-timeline-
dependent consumption` rates -for both N 2 H4 for APU power and water 	 a
for APU and Hyd system heat rejection.
	 Its primary` purpose is to
compute these APU/Hydraulics consumables requirements.
	 A secondary
purpose of TAHAP is to evaluate the compatibility of system perfor-
mance constraints with mission requirements.
	 Two versions of
_	 3
a
TAHAP were developed to run mission consumables analyses for both
Approach and Landing Test (ALT) and Orbital Flight Test (OFT)
missions.
3.1.2 General Description of the APU/Hydraulic system and its
simulation
The Orbiter hydraulic subsystem is comprised of three essentially
parallel fluid circuits which supply hydraulic power to the Flight
Control surfaces, Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) controls, SSME,
Thrust Vector Control (TVC), landing gear and other utility actua-
tors. Each hydraulic circuit is powered by a constant pressure,
variable displacement, main pump which is driven by one of three
APU's in the APU subsystem. Each APU consists of a 2-stage turbine
which drives the main hydraulic pump through a speed reduction
gear box, roughly 19 to 1. The turbine is powered by the catalytic
decomposition of liquid hydrazine (NzH4) supplied to a gas gen-
erator from a fuel pump-augmented blowdown supply system. A lub-
rication oil circulation system powered by the APU gearbox is used
to provide active thermal control for each APU.
i
Heat rejection for each APU lube oil; and hydraulic oil loop is
provided by one of three water boilers for OV-101 and one of three
water ;spray boilers for OV-102., Separate heat exchangers are





The OV,101 and OV-102 APU/Hydraulic system fluid loops simulated
by TAHAP are illustrated in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 respectively.
These fluid loops are simulated as follows:
The individual instantaneous actuator flowrate demands are used
for determining the heat loads on the hydraulic system and the
main pump power input requirements. APU performance data, normal-
ized to main pump input power, is used to computefuel requirements
directly. The water consumption rates are determined by computing
the heat loads on the Neater boiler. This is accomplished by com-
puting the thermal mass response to hydraulic heating at nodes for.
each actuator in the fluid circuit and computing the main pump
and APU gearbox waste heat rejection. The heat sink performance
of the water boiler is computed using predicted heat exchanger
effectiveness for the environmental conditions and the fluid con-
ditions at the inlet.
3. 1.3 FEAR Documentation
TAHAP is an application of the FORTRAN Environmental Analysis
Routines (FEAR, Ref. 1) developed by the TRW Systems Division and
modified as required. The routines in FEAR were originally written	 a
as 'utility support for Environmental Control and ,Life Support
Systems (ECLSS) consumables analyses models. A driver program
was written for the APU/Hydraulics consumables analyses using FEAR.
Consequently many of the subroutines have lines of code or large
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areas have been left in the coding on a non-interference basis
in order to keep from unnecessarily deviatin g from the general
FEAR application techniques and FEAR documentation. The effort
required to remove such sections has riot been justified since
they are essentially transparent to the user. Careful deletion
of those sections, however, should not effect the running of
1 TAHAP. These sections are not addressed in the write-up
except in defining storage allocation. (Appendix D)
3.1.4 Program Structure and Control
The structure of the Thermal APU/Hydraulics Analysis Program
i
(TAHAP) is shown in the diagrams in Figures 3`-3 and 3-4. As
I
shown. the program control is handled primarily by DRIVER, "MAIN"
and DRAW. Because of its size the program needs to be overlaid.




when "MAIN" calls DRAW, which controls the use of the Cal Comp plot
package. The routine, DRIVER, merely manages the switch fromthe
first layer which has "MAIN" and all the consumables calculations,
to-the second layer which contains DRAW and.its supporting sub-
routines. "MAIN", which is consequently a subrouti.ne, functions 	 1
as the main routine of the first layer and is referred to as
the main routine. S3
i
Essential to the program control are the routines START, PRINT,'
j	 and'PLOOT. The y odel is initialized by a call to START which is
called only once as one of the first executable statements of
1"
















































*THESE ROUTINES ARE CONTAINED IN THE UTILITY LIBRARY RANDIO PACKAGE.
**THIS ROUTINE AND ITS SUPPORTING ROUTINES ARE ON THE CALCOMP FASTRAND FILE
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*THESE ROUTINES ARE CONTAINED IN THE UTILITY LIBRARY RANDIO:PACKAGE
"THIS ROUTINE AND ITS SUPPORTING ROUTINES ARE ON THE CALCOMP FASTRAND FILE.
"MAIN'_' START zeroes blank common, reads in the input data, and sets
up the computation and print intervals for the program. Once
the run has been initialized by START and the hydraulic system line
data tape has been read in (for ALT only) it is driven by a
mission timeline which is input on tape. This timeline input
includes time, total system flolwrates, actuator flowrates, a con-
figuration flag, vehicle load factor, and APU speed flag. For
each time on the tape the distribution of actuators among the
three systems is determined from the value of the configuration
flag in conjunction with the loss management matrix: which is input
on cards.
PRINT, which is called each computation cycle, manages the print
frequency and format while the routine, PLOOT,-stores the desired
parameters for plotting on magnetic drum to be retrieved later by
the DRAM layer.
The input/output flow is presented in Fig 3-5.
The timing sequence is set up to use the data on a particular
record until the time stored in UPTIME, the first word of each
record, is reached. The present input tape being received
gives the time at which the rest of the data on the gape record
becomes applicable. Consequently some logic was developed for 	 a
saving all the values on the tape except UPTIME until the next
UPTIME has been read in. The timeline data is further processed
i
j	 in order to average the data over the computation cycle.
FIGURE 3 7 5 INPUT/OUTPUT PROGRAM FLOW SCHEMATIC FOR TAHAP
TABULAR DATA .PRINTOUT
PCF'	 —
® INPUT DATA PRINTOUT
TAPE	
o NODE THERMAL DATA AND
ACCUMULATED 'CONSUMABLES
AT SPECIFIED INTERVAL
THERMAL APUJ	 THROUGHOUT MISSION
HYDRAULIC	 \ HYDRAULICS SUMMARY TABLE AT END OF
SYSTEM LINE
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Frequency of data on the input tape often varies due to its
origin i.e. the difference between input data created from simu-
lator output tapes, trajectory tapes, or just estimates of the way
a mission may be run. The averaging and tape record cycling pro-
cess allows the input data to be totally asynchronous with the
computation cycle. Tape record frequencies greater or less than
the computation'cycle can be processed. The logic is, however,
limited to accepting a maximum of 25 datarecords within one
computation cycle.
Since a particular set of data will be used until the value for
UPTIME is reached it is desirable to keep the program from run-
ning at its constant computation cycle during the on -orbit periods
when the APU/Flyd system is shutdown on long missions (i.e. Z 163
hours on Baseline Reference Missions 1 & 2.) The program control




the variable, FUDGE. A mission can be reinitialized at a pre-
selected time by utilizing one of two options available in RSTART.
i	 The component and fluid temperatures are reinitialized just before
deorbit by either reading in a new set of 'temperature initializa-
tion cards or defining all nodes to a predetermined constant. The
time value read in from tape is scaled by the variable, FUDGE.`
Example: If Pre-deorbit checkout begins at 163.46 hrs. insert
an "IF" statement that will start substacting FUDGEj
17
Iwith a value of 163. hrs from UPTIME at .4 hrs. This
will allow a sufficient number of on-orbit solutions
to bring the system to equi l i bi-J um and the time values
on the plots can be easily altered to reflect the true
mission time.
The value for FUDGE is input on the Summary Table control card
described in Appendix A.1. For all other missions, FUDGE will
default to zero.
Also integral to the basic program structure are several of the
variables i n the blank common block. Due to the time dependence
of the component and fluid temperatures P and F, storage.loca
tions are provided for both current and previous values through
the timing indices, K and L. Until the beginning of the thermal
loop, "K" refers to the most recent values of P and F. During
i the thermal loop "L" is filled with the present solution and "i"
retains the previous. At the end of each cycle through thei	 _
thermal loop "L" is filled with the present solution and "K"
retains the previous. At the end of each cycle through the thermal
loop the subroutine FLIP is called which exchanges the values.
Specific reduiirements'for the control subroutines mentioned are
^	 3
discussed in Sec- 6. Timeline input data is listed and described
in detail in Sec 4.2 and general storage allocation for blank
i
I. comnon is given in Appendix D.
18
3.2 OV-101 (ALT) and OV-102 (OFT) Functional Flowcharts
Due to differences between the OV-101 and OV-102 vehicles and the
kind of mission involved, the mode-1 is split into two versions.
The primary differences involve heat sink devices (water boiler
for ALT, water spray boiler for OFT), and the difference in flight
environment between ALT and OFT. The OV-101 vehicle is subject
to atmospheric flight throughout the entire mission, while OFT
missions involve relatively short operating periods in the tenuous
atmosphere. Several subroutines are included in the ALT version
for modeling the hydraulic lines in greater detail than is done
i'
in the OFT version. The lack of insulation on the OV-101 lines
and the atmospheric environment requires that different methods
for computing heat transfer be employed for OV-101 than those used
for OV-102 on orbitaT missions.
BOILP, the subroutine used to model the OV-101 water boiler is
i
used to model the pool mode of the spray boiler on the OV-102	 i
1
vehicle. The spray mode is modeled by the subroutine, SPRAY,
along with several flag checks in the main routine and in MOD.
I
All the present modeling of the spray boiler is preliminary and
should be changed as soon as spray boiler design information
is available.
L	 Most of the differences are reflected in the "MAIN" routines.
Functional Flowcharts for MAINI (ALT)`, and MAIN2 (OFT) are "shown
in Figures 3-8 and 3-9 respectively.
19






f	 READ IN DATA CARDS,
DEFINE PRINT FREQUENCY
CALL LILOAD
READ IN LINE DATA FROM TAP
INITIALIZE NECESSARY ARRAYS, SAVE
INITIAL VALUES, TINIT, IWAT, G(X,I)






INITIALIZE_ TEMPORARY STORAGE VARIABLESI
T(I),"TFLWW(I), FLWW(I)
t 1
CHECK TO SEE IF DATA l
BEING USED IS
	




re	 IME + DELT < UPTIME,
NO
INTEGRATE'TOTAL SYSTEM FLOWRATES AND
I	 ACTUATOR FLOWRATES OVER COMP CYCLE
i
I
READ _Iil NEXT RECORD Oil TAPE






RAGE TOTAL SYSTEM AND ACTUATOR
 OVER TIMESTEP
— 4
IF END OF I1ISSIOJ, 	 ZERO SPECIFIED
PARAMETERS, TFLAW, TFLW, POWER 	 FLAW, FLW_
CALL HYDACT
BUILD ARRAY OF ACTUATORS FOR EACH
SYSTEM DEPENDING ON SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.
SUM HEAD LOADS AND THERMAL CAPACITANCE
PER SYSTEM
_CALL Z_IPIT




COMPUTE PUMP EFFICIEKY, POWER ADD
CASE DRAIN FLOWRATES CONSIDERING
SYSTEM CON`FIGURATIO4, APU OPERATING SPEED,















COMPUTE, SPECIFIC HEAT AND 'DENSITY
OF LUBE OIL, HEAT LOAD ON GEARBOX AND
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR LUBE OIL
HEAT EXCHANGER
1
SET FLAG FOR TRANSFER VALVE
COMPUTE LEVEL OF WATER -	 YES	 IS
IN BOILER BH2O AND THERMAL	 TRRNSFEP, VALVF




E	 COMPUTE LEVEL OF WATER CONSIDERING




THIS TIMESTEP, DWTRAN, AND TOTAL
TRANSFERRED SINCE OPENING OF VALVE,'BH2OF y
i F






COMPUTE BOILER TEMPERATURE CONSIDERING
ADDITION OF COLD WATER TRANSFERRED
RECOMPUTE WATER LEVEL, BH2O, ON BASIS
OF WATER TRANSFER THIS.TIMrS1'EP
'I Y
COMPUTE THERMAL CAPACITANCE OF
BOILER AND WATER LEVEL
{ OE
m- —	 -- —
i
I	 CALL BOUNDT
I	 DETERMINE AHiBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE.
i
COMPUTE ORBITER STRUCTURE TEMPERATURE
AND VEHICLE COMPARTMENT AIR TEMPERATURE
FOR EACH OF THE BOUNDARY NODES
i
INTERPOLATE FOR ALTITUDE, ALT.





















G	 5 of 10
SOLVE THERMAL












CALL LOOP (GEARBOX I)
DEFINE STARTING NODE FOR 'LUBE`OIL LOOP
CALL PLATEC (GEARBO X I)
SOLVE HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN GEARBOX AND





CALL LOO P (PUMP I)
LDEF I N E STARTING NODE FOR HYDRAULIC LOOP
CALL PLATEC (PUMP I)
SOLVE HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN HYDRAULIC
`PUMP AND HYDRAULIC FLUID, PUMP AND GEAR-




j	 I ---ENO	 PUMP DISCHARGE FLOW









RMINE HEAT REJECTION DISTRIBUTION
WEEN DISCHARGE AND CASE DRAIN.




COMPUTE HEAT TRANSFER TO BOUNDARY NODES
FOR THE LINES FROM PUMP TO THE ACTUATORS
SERVICING SYSTEM I. DETERMINE ACTUATOR
INLET TEMPERATURES. PRINTOUT RESULTS.
DETERMINE NUMBER, JK, AND CHECK ARRAY,





SOLVE FOR HYDRAULIC HEATING, HEAT TRANSFERn
FROM FLUID TO ACTUATOR, AND ACTUATOR TO
BOUNDARY NODE I
CALL THERMR
COMPUTE HEAT TRANSFER TO BOUNDARY NODES FOR
THE HYDRAULIC RETURN LINES FROM THE ACTUA-
TORSTO THE MIXING POINT FOR FLUID FROM
ACTUATORS AND CASE DRAIN. DETERMINE RETURN
LINE MIXING POINT TEMPERATURES. PRINTOUT 	 a
RESULTS.
i
CALL M I X
j	 MIX HYDRAULIC FLUID RETURNING FRO114
ACTUATORS WITH SYS I CASE DRAIN TO
DETERMINE WATER BOILER INLET FLOW
RATE AND TEMPERATURE
MAINZ












—	 ^—	 INLET FLOWRATE
V \
GREATER THAN
SEND TOTAL FLOWRATE	 21 GPi^1?
THRU HYDRAULIC	 YES
HEAT EXCHANGER SEND 21 'GPM THRU HYDRAULIC HEAT EXCHANGER
AND REMAINDER OF FLOW THRU WATER BOILER
BYPASS
DEFINE TEMPERATURE OF FLUID IN HEAT
EXCHANGER AND BYPASS EQUAL TO THE MATER
BOILER INLET FLUID, TEMPERATURE
,CALL HYDFLD
COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEAT AND DENSITY OF	 a
HYDRAULIC FLUID AND HEAT TRANSFER 3
COEFFICIENT FOR HYDRAULIC HEAT
EXCHANGER
CALL GOILP
DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT WATER IS BOILING
IF BOILING, COMPUTE WATER USED. IF NOT,	 1
CALCULATE SENSIBLE HEAT TRANSFER ONLY.








MIX HYDRAULIC FLUID FROM HEAT EXCHANGER
AND BYPASS TO DETERMINE, RESERVOIR INLET
FLOWRATE & TEMP
r--	 ^
CALL TRANS (PUMP TO SPLIT NODE)
(PUMP TO BYPASS NODE)
(PUMP TO BOILER, INLET)
DEFINE TEMP AND FLOWRATE OF EACH NODE UP"
TO THE BOILER EQUAL TO PUMP TEMP & 'FLOWRATE
CALL HYDFLD
COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEA► AND DENSITY OF
HYDRAULIC FLUID AND HEAT TRANSFER COEFFI-
CIENT OF HYDRAULIC HEAT EXCHANGER
CALL BOILP
SOLVE FOR HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN FLUID AND
E
WATER IN BOILER. IF BOILING, COMPUTE WATER
CONSUMED. IF NOT, COMPUTE SENSIBLE HEAT
TRANSFER ONLY.
CALL TRANS (PUflP-'I TO RESERVOIR I)
DEFINE INLET FLUID TEMP AND FLOWRATE OF 9
RESERVOIR EQUAL TO PUMP TEMP AND FLOWRATE
CALL PASS (EATER STORAGE TANK I)
COMPUTE HEAT TRANSFER FROM WATER STORAGE
TANK TO WATER BOILER TO BOUNDARY NODE
ORIGDTA.I,PAGE
OF P00R : 	 ^
QLALITy
r'	 27`
CALL PLATEC (RESERVOIR I)
SOLVE {TEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN RESERVOIR
AND HYDRAULIC FLUID AND RESERVOIR AND
BOUNDARY NODE
CALL TRANS (RESERVOIR I TO PUMP I)
DEFINE FLUID TEMP AT PUMP EQUAL TO
TEMPERATURE OUT OF RESERVOIP.
CALL FUEL
CALCULATE FUEL AND ENERGY CONSUMED CONSIDER-
ING APU SPEED AND POWER.
	 PREPARE FUEL USAGE
VALUES FOR SUMMARY TABLE.
CALL QBA.L
CALCULATE TOTAL SYS HEAT INPUT, AMOUNT
OF HEAT STORED AND AmoUNT OF HEAT DISSI-
PATED FOR THE TOTAL OF THE THREE SYSTEMS
CALL PLOOT
i PUT APPLICABLE DATA FROM PRESENT COMP
CYCLE ONTO HIGH SPEED DRUM FOR EACH
PLOT DESIGNATED BY PLOT INPUT CARDS TO BE
	 j
RETRIEVED BY DRAW AT END OF MISSION',
CALL SELECT '(ENTRY TO PRINT)
IF PRINT COUNTERSATISFIED, PRINTOUT
RESULTING NODE DATA AND ACCUMULATED








REVERSE INDICES REPRESENTING PRESENT AND




































READ IN DATA CARDS.
DEFINE PRINT FREQUENCY,
INITIALIZE NECESSARY ARRAYS, 3AVE INITIAL
VALUES, TINIT, IWAT, G(X, I)
READ IN FIRST TIMEPOINT,
SET INITIAL FLAGS-
A	 ` BEGIN TIMING
SEQUENCE_
INITIALIZE TEMPORARY STORAGE VARIABLES
T(I) TFLWW(I), FLWW (I)	 CHECK TO SEE IF DATA




TIMIE + DELI < UPTIME?
INTEGRATE TOTAL SYSTEM FLO14RATES AND
ACTUATOR 'FLOWRATES,OVER COMP CYCLE I
I
i
READ IN NEXT RECORD ON TAPE, UPTIME, TFL,/r
FL,`OFTACT, SKIP, IFLAGI, ISPD1,GRAV, ALT2
CALL RSTART IF LONG MISSION AND REINITIAL
IZATION REQUIRED, SUBTRACT ;FUDGE FROM






B	 2 of 8
r
AVERAGE TOTAL FLOW AND ACTUATOR FLOWS
OVER TIMESTEP
IF END OF MISSION, ZERO SPECIFIED PARAMETERS.
Ti'LAW, -TFLW, POWER, FLAW, FL4J
CALL HYDACT
BUILD ARRAY OF ACTUATORS FOR EACH SYSTEM
DEPENDING ON SYSTEM CONFIGURATION, SUM
HEAT LOADS AND THERMAL CAPACITANCE PER
"SYSTEM
DO I 1 NTURBN -
CALL FLOPWR
COMPUTE PUMP EFFICIENCY, POWER AND CASE
DRAIN FLOWRATES CONSIDERING SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION, APU OPERATING SPEED AND
PUMP INLET TEMPERATURE.
Y






ZERO HEAD LOAD AND	 SET TURBINE TO	 J
FLOWRATE PARAMETERS 	 RUNNING TEMPERATURE
D	 CALL-LUBOIL
COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEAT AND DESNITY OF LURE
I	 ^
OIL, HEAT LOAD ON GEARBOX AND HEAT TRANSFER




MAINZE	 3 of B
DETERMINE THERMAL CAPACITANCE OF SPRAY
BOILER ON BASIS OF AMOUNT OF WATER IN
BOILER
INTERPOLATE FOR ALTITUDE AND CGMPUTE
AMBIENT AIR PRESSURE, ALT, P2
	
SOLVE THERMAL





COMPUTE TURBINE COOL DOWN
m	
-T Loop
CALL LOOP (GEARBOX I)
DEFINE STARTING NODE FOR LUBE OIt- LOOP
CALL PLATEC (GEARBOX I)
SOLVE HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN GEARBOX AND




CALL LOOP (PUMP I)
DEFINE ` STARTING NODE FOR- HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
LOOP
CALL PLATEC (PUMP I)
SOLVE HEATTRANSFER BETWEEN HYDRAULIC
PUMP AND HYDRAULIC FLUID, PUMP AND




MIX HYDRAULIC FLUID FROM EACH OF THE
ACTUATORS- ON SYSTEM I
-
CALL MIX












DETERMINE PU14P HEAT REJECTION DISTRIBUTION
BETWEEN PUMP OUTLET AND CASE DRAIN.
CALCULATE CASE DRAI IN AND DISCHARGE
iTEMPERATURF-S
DETERMINE NUMBER, JIB, ANO ARRAY, NHYD,




I	 SOLVE FOR HYDRAULIC HEATING, }-FEAT TRANSFER











DETERMINE HOW MUCH FLOW GOES




DEFINE TEMPERATURE AND FLOWRATE
INTO BOILER EQUAL TO THAT JUST MIXED
CALL HYDFLD
FROM HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR AND CASE DRAIN
COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEAT AND DENSITY
OF HYDRAULIC FLUID AND HEAT TRANS- T-FER COEFFICIENT FOR HYDRAULIC HEAT
CALL SPRAY
EXCHANGER
bETERMINE AMOUNT OF WATER USED TO COOL
FLUID DOWN TO CONTROL TEMPERATURE
CALL BOILP




I,IATER CONSUMABLES.	 IF NOT, CALCULATE
SENSIBLE HEAT TRANSFER ONLY.	 PREPARE
WATER USAGE VALUES FOR SUM14ARY TABLE
CALL MIX
MIX FLUID FROM BYPASS AND FROM BOILER
a
CALL TRANS -(PUMP TO SPLIT NODE)
(PUMP TO B-YPASS)
(PUMP TO BOILER INLET)
DEFINE TEMPERATURE AND FLOWRATE OF EACH




COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEAT AND DENSITY OF
HYDRAULIC FLUID AND HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT OF HYDRAULIC HEAT EXCHANGER
CALL BOILP
SOLVE HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN FLUID AND
WATER, IF WATER BOILING COMPUTE WATER
USED. IF NOT, CALCULATE SENSIBLE HEAT
TRANSFER ONLY,
CALL TRANS (PU MP TO RES ERVOIR)
DEFINE TEMPERATURE AND FLOWRATE INTO
RESERVOIR EQUAL TO PIMP TEMP AND
FLOWRATE
CALL PASS (WATER STORAGE TANK)
COMPUTE HEAT TRANSFER FROM WATER STORAGE
TANK TO WATER BOILER TO BOUNDARY NODE
CALL PLATEC (RESERVOIR)
SOLVE HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN RESERVOIR AND
HYDRAULIC FLUID, AND RESERVOIR AND BOUNDARY
NODE
CALL TRANS (RESERVOI R-1.0 PUMP)
DEFINE FLUID TEMP INTO_PUMP EQUAL TO FLUID
TEMP OUT OF RESERVOIR_
rMAIN2
L ' of B
CALL QGAL
CALCULATE TOTAL SYSTEM HEAT INPUT, AMOUNT
OF HEAT STORED AND AMOUNT OF HEAT DISSI-
PATED FOR THE TOTAL OF THE THREE SYSTEMS
CALL PLOOT
PUT APPLICABLE DATA FROM PRESENT COMP
CYCLE ONTO HIGH SPEED DRUM FOR EACH PLOT
DESIGNATFD BY PLOT INPUT CARDS TO BE
-RETRIEVED BY DRAW AT END OF M ISSION
1.
CALL SELECT (ENTRY POINT TO PRINT)
IF PRINT COUNTER SATISFIED,
	
PRINTOUT
RESULTING NODE DATA AND ACCUMULATED
CONSUMABLES IN SPECIFIED FORMAT.
INCREMENT TIME
CALL FLIP
REVERSE INDICES REPRESENTING PRESENT



















The -following is a brief description of each of the subroutines
called from either the ALT or OFT versions of the Thermal APU/
Hydraulics Analysis Program (TAHAP)
BOILP
	 - Determines sensible and evaporative heat sink
performance of water boiler, computes and integrates
'
consumption rates.
DRAW	 - ' Retrieves data to be plotted from high speed drum,
prepares it and calls the CALCOMP'routines.
FLIP	 -- Reverses -timing indices,
FLOPWR - Computes pump efficiency, shaft horsepower, and case
drain flowrate	 converts flowrate units.
FUEL	 - Calculates fuel rates, fuel	 anal energy consumed and
accumulates consumables preparing accumulated values
for summary table.	
'.
-	 FUNC-	 - Function subprogram which outputs value of polynomial
curve fit evaluated at a given X.
HYDACT - Uses system configuration flag and loss management matrix
d
to build array of actuator system assignments.'
HYDFLD - Solves equal,-ions for specific heat and density of
i
hydraulic fluid, computes heat transfer coefficient
for water boiler hydraulic heat exchanger.




LILOAD - Reads in line data and constructs necessary arrays,
(ALT model only)
LINFLO - Defines the_flowra.tes in the hydraulic lines.(ALT model
only)
LOOP	 Defines current temperature of starting node of thermal
loop equal to that node's most recent temperature
j solution.
LUBOIL - Solves equations for specific heat and density of
lubrication oil, computes heat transfer coefficient for
lube oil	 heat exchanger.
j`	 MIX	 - Determines resulting flog; and fluid temperature from
mixing of flow from several branches
MOD
	 - Solves general equations to proportion flow split
_between two branches in response to prescribed
temperature control
	 location and proportinnal gains.
I	 PASS	 - Solves heat transfer equations for a passive (external l
to fluid loop) component. 	 3
PLATE	 - Determines diffusion node heating,
PLATO	 -
a




Determines diffusion node heating for components
thermally coupled to other components or boundary nodes.
PLATEC - Determines hydraulic and diffusion node heating for
components thermally coupled to other diffusion and/
or boundary nodes.
	 ( Entry point to PLAT1 C )
39
PLOOT -	 Puts data for requested CALCOMP plots onto high speed
drum.
PRINT (ELECT)	 -	 Provides print-out in specified format and
updates time.
QDAL -	 Performs a heat balance by computing the total heat
in, total	 heat out, and total,heat stored in the system
for the purpose of error detection, and numerical error
magnitude assessment.
RSTART -	 Reinitializes node data for long missions.(OFT model
only)
SCAL -	 Performs scaling for CALCOMP plots, used by DRAW.
-	 START -	 Reads input data in specified formats and sets up
coupling data.
SPRAY -	 Presently used for simulating spray boiler and computing
water consumed.Should be 'replaced as soon as spray
^
1
boiler design data is available.
	 (OFT model	 only)
THERMP -	 Computes the heat loss in the hydraulic pressure lines
from the pump to the actuators due -to conduction,
radiation, and convection 'coupling, determines actuator
inlet fluid temperatures, and prints out line data.
(ALT model only)
THERMR -	 Computes the heat loss in the hydraulic return lines 	 '
_ from the actuators duo to conduction, radiation, and
convection coupling, computes fluid branch mixing
temperatures, and prints out line data. (AL.T Model only)
• 40

4.0 INPUT DATA DESCRIPTION
The thermal APU/Hydraulics Program (TAHAP) requires that several
types of dita be input. The data consists of systems data and
mission timeline data, the specific data required is described in
the following sections along with a note as to the mode of input
(card or tape.) The format and units required for each data item
as well as the input deck setup is described in Appendix A.
4.1 Systems Data
The systems data described here consisting of node thermal data,
node coupling data, and the loss management and system configura-
tion matrices must be input on cards. The hydraulic line data
described in this section is input on tape and is for the ALT
model only. In section 4.1.5 boundary conditions data which can
be input is discussed briefly._ The format and sequence of these
cards are described in Appendix M.
4.1..1 Node Thermal- Data
There are six thermal parameters which require definition at each
diffusion node inlet.. Four of these parameters need to be input
f while the remainder are computed within the program.
I




1. Thermal capacitance, MCP 	
1
2. Heat transfer coefficient, UA
i
3. Initial  component temperature
4. Initiai fluid temperature
42
a
}The other two parameters are computed within the . program and need
not be assigned values on the node data card. These two parameters
are,
1. Dynamic thermal capacitance (referred to as "WC P " or "flowrate")
2. Heat load, Q
Passive thermal nodes need only a value for the thermal capacitance
and component temperature.- Boundary nodes need only component
temperature, and no data is required for arithmetic nodes. _There
must be a node data card for each node in the model regardless of
whether or not any thermal parameters need to be specified for that
node. Values will default to zero where a value is not given,
s
4.1.2_ Node Coupling Data
The node coupling. cards contain the following data:
1. L, J - the coupled nodes
2. UAij - conduction/convection coupling heat transfer coefficient
3. ae AFi a - radiation coupling heat transfer coefficient.
There is a section of the START routine which rearranges this
data such that one card for each pair of nodes will handle the
coupling from I to J and conversely. The order of the nodes on_
a
the card is insignificant. There are several boundary nodes in
the model strictly for coupling components to the vehicle
a
structure and ambient air, the coupling cards for these node fairs
o -o contain a fi,ag for including heat loss to the structure in




}4.1.3 Loss Management Matrix
The loss management matrix (LMMTRX) is one in which each row
represents an actuator, and the first three columns represent- the
actuator's primary, first standby, and second standby systems
respectively. The fourth column is filled with zeroes for ease of
manipulating the data. Each card has the actuator node number
on it where it won"t be read by the computer for ease in inserting
or removing cards as the list of actuators changes. The data in








Figure 4-1	 Loss Management Matrix
lst 2nd Column Actuator number




1 3 2- 0 2
1 0 0 0
3
2 1 3 0 4
2 3 1 0 5
2
0 0 0 6




3 0 0 0 90 0 0 10
2 0 0.
0 11
3 0 0 0 12
3 2 1 0 13
l 0 0 0 14
2 0 0 0 15
3
_0 0 0 16
3 2 1 0 1%
i`
3' 2 1 0 18
j	 2 1 3 0 19
l 2 3 0 20
3 1 2 0 21
.	 1 0 0 0 22
2 0 0 0 23
45
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Loss Management Matrix (cont'd)
1st 2nd Column	 Actuator number
I	 Primary Standby Stanby of Zeroes
3'I 0 0 0	 24
j	 2 3 0 0	 25
,I	 1 3 0 0	 2E
2 3 0 p_	 27
.	 1 3 0 0	 28









1a 0 0 0	 33
1, 0 0 p	 34
1 0 0 0	 35	 {
1
p O 0	 36
N
1 0 0 p	 37
1 0 p p 38
2 0 0 0 39
3
0
0 0	 (OFT model 40
only)
0 0 0 41
2 ' 0 p 0 42'
3 0 0 0	 43-
i 40
r	 f
4.1.4 System Configuration Matrix
The :system configuration matrix, iPDO,j s comprised of each
possible combination of pressurized, depressurized and off systems.
Each rota is input on a separate card with the row number in a column
not read by the computer. This row number is used as the system
configuration flag. The three columns represent systems 1, 2, and
3, respecti v.ly. After the system configuration flag is read from
the input tape, the matrix is checked for the configuration of each
system and computes the applicable pump efficiency and total system thermal
capacitance and builds the arrays of actuators going to each system.






Figure 4-2 System Configuration Matrix
System 1 System 2 System 3 Configuration Flag
3 3 3 1
3 3 2 2
3 3 1 3
3 2 3 4
3 2 2 5
3 ] 1 6
3 1 3 7
3 1 2 8
3 1 1 9
`	 2 3 3 i'0
2 3 2 11,
2 3 1 12
2 2 3 13
2 2 2 14	
1
2 2 1 15
2 1 3 16
2 1 2 17
2 1 1 18	 1
1 3 3 19 x
1
3 2 20	 j
1 3 —1 21
1 2 3 22,
1
2 2. 23
1 2 1 24
1 1 3 25
1 1
_2 26










I	 4.1.5 Line data (ALT model only)
The line data, which is read from a data tape contains the following
information on each record.
1. the line number
2. a flag to distinguish between forward and reverse flow in
system 1 landing gear circuit
3. coupling node number (structure node minus 250)
i 4. complete list of the actuators serviced by this line




4.1.6 Boundary conditions data (ALT model only)
The model is presently set up with an ambient air temperature vs
altitude table hard coded into the subroutine BOUNDT. This table
typical
	Y	 Yincludes information for a t ical cold da y, 	day, and normal
day profile. Another array of coefficients is hard coded in the
routine which is used in the computation of secondary structure
temperature and the vehicle compartment air temperature. The
input required for this computation is a flag on the mission control
card (described in Appendix A.1) which tells which type of ambient
air profile is desired for the mission being analyzed. The computed
structure temperature is stored in the component temperature locations
i
for these same structure boundary nodes. Both values are used in
determining the heat 'loss in the lines calculated in THERMP and THENMR.
The structure temperatures are also used for the heat transfer solutions
}
4
for coupling between components and boundary nodes.
If a mission analysis is desired which needs a profile not pro-
vided by the subroutine, BOUNDT, the program can be modified
to accept a timeline namelist of boundary temperatures Values
for each timestep can be found by interpolating between the
values in the namelist in the same manner as the program i nter-
pol ates for each altitude value. The data required in each
set of the nam^elist profile would include:
1. The time at which the temperature values in the namelist
apply
2. The secondary structure temperature
3. The vehicle compartment air temperature
4. The ambient air temperature.
4.2 Mission Timeline Data
y
For any mission analyzed a mission timeline input tape is
required. The following data is required on each record.
1. Time,'UPTIME
2. Actuator flowrates, FL
3. Total system flowrates, TFL`
a
4. Pump shaft horsepotiver, SKIP (not used by TAHAP-power-values
3
used are internally generated)
5. System configuration code, IFLAGI
6. APU operating speed flag, ISPD1
7. Vehicle load, GRAY
1
`	 3. Altitude, ALT2
	 A
50
Although the set of actuators for OV-101 does not include some of the
actuators that will be on the 0V-102 vehicle there will be words on
each tape record for all of the actuators. Since the last six actuators
in the OV-102 list are not applicable to OV-101 their flowrates will be
read into a different array and be ignored. Zeroes will be given for
the flowrates of the actuators that are not applicable, to the particular
version being used. This procedure a'lows the input tape to be created
in one standard format.
The specific format, data types,, and units for the mission timeline









5.0 OUTPUT DATA DESCRIPTION
The data generated by TAHAP is output in two forms; tabular data
printout received every time the program is run and plots, from the
CALCOMP plotter, which are only generated if desired. Although
there is presently no capability in the program for graphic output
via microfilm or microfiche, the tabular data printout may be out-
put via microfilm or microfiche through the addition of a control card.
The following sections describe the data generated by TAHAP, along
with reference to the places in the program where the data is
generated. Sample output is shown in Appendix E.
5.1 Tabular Data Printout
Each of the following sets of data, except the initial output is
printed at the print frequency input on the run control card.
5.1.1 Input Data Printout
The first set of tabular data printout is generated by the START
subroutine, and is a printout of the card input data. This set of
printout consists of:
1. the node coupling data as it has been rearranged by START
2. the node thermal data initial values
-3. the card images of the plot input data card,
4. the system configuration matrix
5. the loss mar.a.gement matrix
L The next set of tabular data printout is generated by the LILOAD





1. Each line number, its coupling node and the list of actuators
serviced by that line




The namelist, UPDATE', is printed to show _which timeline values were
used in calculating the data that follows it. Some of this data
is read from the timeline input tape and the rest is calculated
internally. The parameters output via nameiist are
1. UPTIME, time to update information
2. Total system flowrates resulting from averaging
3. Actuator flowrates resulting from averaging
4. POWER, computed from averaged fl overate
5. SKIP, power values on the timeline tape
6.; ALT2, altitude value read from timeline tape
j	 7. ALT, altitude resulting from interpolation
8. IFLAG, system configuration code
9. ISPD, system operating speed flag.
j	 .5.1.3 Line heat losses (ALT model only)j
i
	
	 Following the hamelist output is the line heat loss output from
TNERMP and TNENMR for each system.
I
	
	 1. The actuator number and the lines attached to them





4.	 Inlet, outlet, and boundary temp for each line
5.	 Heat loss rates	 (BTU/min) and flowrate (gpm) in each line
This data for each system is followed by the total
 }leaf loss values
for the lines on that system.
5.1.4	 Boiler Water Level	 (ALT model only)
The amount of water (lbm) in the boiler and the amount of water
(lbm) transferred from the storage tank to the boiler is tracked and
is printed out for each system.
	 These numbers are generated in PAINT.
5.1.5	 Heat Balance - Error Values
For-the purpose of error detection the total heat input to the
APU/hydraulic system is compared with the sum of the heat stored
and the heat leaving the system.
	 The values, computed for the three
systems combined, are summed in the subroutine QBAL.
The eight values output are;
1.	 BTU's in due to main pump shaft power
2.	 BTU's in due to turbine heat leak
3.
	
Total _ heat in
4.	 BTU's out by water boiloff
5, 	 BTU's stored in capacitance
6.	 BTU's out due to coupling to structure
7.	 Total	 heat out
i
8.	 Total	 ;p eat in - Total	 heat- out
The titles for these columns of output are read from input cards.
5.1.6	 BOILP Output i
To track the operation of the grater boiler (OV-101) and the pool
54 ^;
i
mode for the spray boiler (OV-102) the following values
calculated in the subroutine, BOILP, are printed.
1. Inside boiler pressure, psia
2. Ambient air pressure, psia
3. The pressure difference, psia
4.. The saturation temperature, OR
5. The boiling rate ( BTU/min)
6. The flag to tell if the steam vent is choked (=2) or unchoked
7. The number of iterations required to find a pressure solution.
5.1.7 Actuator Node Number List
Due to the changes in system configuration t^hroughout a mission,
the list ofactuators used by each system changes. A list of the
actuators on each system is printed out each	 interval.- Due
to the use of the loss management matriX without regard to isolation
valves, an actuator will appear to be on its primary system even
is	 Y
`	 if it is isolated at the time or not applicable to a particular
vehicle (i.e. engine and umbilical retract actuators listed on ALT
missions.) The actuators have zero`flowrates and have no effect
on the system.
5.1.8 Node Thermal Data
The mission time and then the following data is printed out for
each node in the INODES array which is defined in the main program.
1. Node number and name




3. Inlet fluid temperature, OF
4. Thermal capacitance, C. BTU/°R
5.. Fleat transfer coefficient, UA, BTU/hr-°R
lb BTU6. Dynamic thermal capacitance, wcp, hr 1b °R
7. Heat load, Q, BTU/hr.
Some accumulated heat loss values are printed out in the "UA"
column of the ALT version next to the structure nodes where
there would ordinarily be zeroes. Following is a fi st of the
structure node number and the value printed there.
250 - APU heat, system 1
251
	 APU heat, system 2
252 -- APU heat, system 3
253
	 heat'out by water, system 1
254 heat out by water, system 2
I	 255 - heat out by water, system 3
256
	 line heat loss to air and structure, system 1
257 - line heat loss to air and structure, system 2
258
	 line heat loss to air and structure, system 3
259 - component heatloss to air'and°structure, system 1
260
	 component heat loss to air and structure, system 2
261 -• component heat loss to air and structure, system 3
5.1.9 Accumulated Consumables
At the end of each set of node th:_rmal_ data, . the following con,
sumables values are printed for each system.
1. accumulated ^,dter usage (1bm)
2. accumulated fuel usage (ibm)
3. accumulated energy usage (hp-hr)
5.1.10 Summary Table
At the end of the mission a consumabl es sunu»ary table which shorts
loaded and consumed values for -Fuel and water along with remaining
margins  is printed. Th e accumulated water values are tracked inp	 a	  w 






summary table values are collected and printed out in the sub-
i
routine PRTTAE. Several constants for the table are input from
i
cards. The format and definition of these cards is in Appendix A.
I 5.2 Graphical Output
Several different parameters are available for plotting with no
changes to the program. The parameters which will be stored on
the CALCOMP tape on any given run will be determined by the input
i
plot cards. The format of those cards is given in Appendix A.1_.
On these cards there is a space for the plot type number associated
with the type of plot desired. The following is a list  of the
available plot types with the type number. (Note: all plots have
ground elapsed time as the independent parameter)	 Plot types
6-16 were designed for ECLSS and will not be enumerated.
I
1. fluid temperature (°F)
2. component temperature (°F)	 a
3. flowrate (gpm)
4. heat rate (BTU/hr)
5. water remaining (lbm)
17. 'fuel used (lbm)
18. energy used (hp-hr)
19. fuel remaining (lbm)
20. ambient pressure`
21. boiler pt.-essure
i	 22. miscellaneous; G(X,3) (boiling rate), altitude
23. miscellaneous; G(X,7) (error heat load values, power)
i Due to the 'method of storage allocation in TAHAP, a node number is
a
required for each plot card. For some type of plots this isn't
j
applicable (i.e. power, altitude, fuel, and pressure), so these
j variables have been assigned to portions of the G-array or C-array 	 i
as listed in Table C-1 or assigned an arbitrary number (use 35 for
r	 altitude.) The node number and plot type are used in PLOOT
57
Al
ialong with the value of the plotting variable to put the necessary 	 j
information onto high speed drum. Minor changes can be made within
the PLOOT routine so that new parameters can be plotted as long as
the variable needed is in COMMON.
-i
The plot titles are processed in the subroutine DRAW and are based
on the plot type number. The other support routines for DRAW are
SCAL and ICNVRT.
If it is desired to change graphics routines, the PL00T and DRAW
routines can be deleted and replaced with a routine which generates
a standard binary data tape with time as the first word on each
record. With such a data tape several of the graphics packages







This section consists of a detailed description of each subroutine
called by either the ALT or OFT versions of TAHAP. The description
includes each of the following items where applicable.
1. Identification
2. Purpose
3. Supporting Subrouti nes
4. Argument List Definitions
5. Common Block Reference
A list of the common blocks used by that routine along with each
variable input or output from the routine by that block
6. Local Variable Definitions
7. Functional Flowchart










Identifi ca ti on
Name	 BOILP
Author/Company	 T. DeLuna/MtDTSCO`
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 System/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To determine sensible and evaporative heat sink performance of
i
water boiler and to compute water usage.
Argument List Definition
M	 inlet node of lube oil heat exchanger
Mll, - Outlet node of lube oil heat exchanger
M2	 Inlet node of hydraulic heat exchanger
M32	 Outlet node of hydraulic heat exchanger
P2	 - Ambient air pressure
a
EA	 - Effective steam vent orifice area




Steam valve open flag
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variabl es 	-




G (Ml ,I)I=8 , 9 , G(M2,I),I=8,9
FLAG, 11-TER
j	 BLANK COMMON P(Ml ,L), P(M2,L), F(MI ,L) 	 P(1411 ,6) , P(IAU,L) , F(Ml l ,L)




IWAT	 WAT, Dld, WATI_FT







Name jyj^e Units Description
A R Constants derived for conversion from
B - R pressure to saturation temperature from
C R subroutine DEWPT in FEAR




DELW R lbm. Water boiled this timestep
DELTAP R PSIA Pressure difference (ambient-boiler)
FLAG R Flag for type of flow, 1=unchoked, 2=choked
GAMMA R Ratio of specificheats for steam
GRAV R ft-1bm/'Ibf-sec2 Conversion from lbf to lbm
H R Heat of vaporization
ITTER Number of iterations to get a
pressure solution
PI R PSIA Boiler pressure
PIDOT R Time derivative of boiler pressure
PIOLD. R PSIA Pressure calculated last comp cycle
TEMPS R OR Saturation temperature
WMDOT R 1bm/hr Boiling rate
1
























































USE ITERATIVE PROCESS TO SOLVE
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR UNCHOKED
STEAM VENT FLOW FOR A PRESSURE SOLUTION
I	 VENT FLOW
IS
(, B	 N0	 WATER
BOILING?
YES
USE ITERATIVE PROCESS TO SOLVE DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION FOR CHOKED STEAM VENT FLOW FOR
PRESSURE SOLUTION
D
USE PRESSURE SOLUTION TO COMPUTE 	
3
SATURATION TEMPERATURE
COMPUTE WATER USED THIS TIMESTEP, LUBE
OIL HEAT EXCHANGER OUTLET FLUID TEMP,
AND THE HYDRAULIC HEAT EXCHANGER OUTLET
FLUID TEMP





E	 3 of 3
DEFINE LUBE OIL AND HYDRAULIC FLUID HEAT
EXCHANGER OUTLET FLOWRATES
STORE VARIOUS PARAMETERS (E.G., BOILING
RATE, AMBIENT AIR PRESSURE, BOILER
PRESSURE) FOR PRINTING AND PLOTTING
RETURN
CALL PLATEC (LOBE OIL HEAT EXCHANGER)
DETERMINE SENSIBLE HEAT SINK PERFORMA'CE
OF HEAT EXCHANGER CONSIDERING COUPLING
TO GEARBOX, AND TO BOUNDARY NODE
i
CALL PLATE (HYDRAULIC FLUID FEAT EXCHANGER)




COMPUTE BOILING RATE AND AMOUNT OF WATER
BOILED THIS'TIMESTEP
STORE VARIOUS PARAMETERS (E.G., SATURA-








Author/Company - C. A. Zook/MDTSCO
Machine/Language - Univac 1108, EXEC 2 System/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To determine the ambient air temperature and calculate the structure tempera-
ture and the compartment air temperature at each of the boundary nodes,
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output
ALTD	 ALT





Local V ar iable Definitions
Name	 type	 Units	 Description
ALTEMP(X,1)	 R	 ft	 Altitude values for table look-up
ALTEMP(X,2)	 R	 OR	 Cold Day ambient air temp for corresponding
altitude




R	 OR	 Normal Day, ambient air temp for corres-
ponding altitude
BTEMP
	 R	 OR	 Ambient air temp at current altitude for
predetermined type of environmental condition
FACTK	 R	
sec	





Author/Company	 -	 FEAR/TRW with major modification by G. Steines/f1DTSCO
Machine/Language -	 UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To retrieve the plot data from high speed drum, rearrange, it, prepare
scaling and call CALCOMP routines
Supporting Subroutines
CAP	 -	 CALCOMP routines
CDATE	 -	 Checks date for plot title
ICNVRT -	 Converts numeric to hollerith for plot title
SCAL	 -	 Performs x and y - axis sealing
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables'
-
















R	 Array of data for l st trace i,t group
BETA	 R	 Array of data for 2nd trace in group
BIG	 R	 Max value for y-axis	 (input)
DATUM
	 R	 a	 Array cotntai n i ng data for all the traces




Delta y value for y-axis
Name Type Units	 Description
DTIME R hrs	 Delta x value for x-axis
GAMMA R gray of data for 3rd trace in group
IDIV I Counter for frequency of points
s ki plied
IPLT I Node number of parameter being plotted
IRDADR I Location on drum at which to start
reading data
ISAVAD I Storage variable for starting location
of data on drum
IWRADR I Location on drum at which
KTRL I Flag for, direction of plot on paper roll
NIP I Counter used to determine whether
NNPLTS I Number of plots plus 1	 (x)
NSET I Number of traces on plot
NSETSV I` Total number of traces in this group`
of 5 (max)
PARO R Starting value on y-axis
PHI R Array of data for 4th trace
REST R Array into which to put data from
record of high speed drum just read
STIMS R Array containing X values
THETA tZ Array of data for 5th trace
TITEL I Array containing number of y-titles
to use for current group
TO R First value on X-axis
YTILE I Hollerith array of y-axis titles
XMAX R Max value for y-axis	 (determined)





FIGURE 6-2 FUNCTIONAL FLOWCHART OF SUBROUTINE DRAW 	 DRAW
I of 3
DRAW
PRINT OUT ESTIMATED PLOTTING TIMES
CALL SCAL (TSTP,	 TSTRT,. XAXIS,	 DTIME,	 T0, ERR)
DETERMINE X—AXIS SCALING
DETERMINE IF ANY DATA POINTS ARE
TO BE SKIPPED
f




READ NTRC PARAMETERS FROM
HIGH SPEED DRUM INTO DATUM
	
3
PREPARE Y-SCAL)NG. DETERMINE SCALING IF
SCAL VALUES IWERE NOT INPUT.
CALL SCAL (XMAX, XMIN,`-XAXIS, DPAR, PARO, ERR)








PREPARE Y-AXIS TITLE BY CONVERTING THE
NODE NUMBER TO HOLLERITH AND INSERTING
IT IN THE Y-TITLE ARRAY FOR THAT TYPE PLOT,
YTILE-(5, NUL)
E
DF'ERMINE NUMBER OF TRACES ON THIS PLOT
 WHICH CORRESPONDSGO TO THE.CALL TO C
TO THAT NUMBER OF TRACES (NSET)
I	 a
CALL CCP (1, ETC)
DRAWS THE SET OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE
AXES, SCALES, AND TITLES
DEFINES LEFT BOUNDARY OF PLOTTING AREA
CALL CCP (2, J, 1)
PLOTS FUNCTIONS FROM CCP (1)
f
J	 NUMBER OF POINTS ON PLOT
CALL CCP (5, 32767, PLOTIM)
PLOTS INDEPENDENT AXIS, SCALES, AND TITLE j



















MOVE DATA, SCALING, AND TITLE OF NEXT
TRACE IN THIS PLOT GROUP INTO POSITION
FOR PLOTTING




Author/Company	 FEAR/TRW - this routine formerly part of PRINT routine
Machine/Language	 UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To rever^s.e values of timing indices K and L, to update values for cycling
fluid and component temperatures.
r
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variable













Author/Company - T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To compute pump effieiency shaft horsepower and case drain flowrate.
Also converts units on flowratc from gal /min to 1 bm-BTU/hr-1 bm-°R considering
a constant specific heat and density.
Support routine
FUNC	 Function subprogram which outputs value of polynominial curve fit
evaluated at a given X.
_Argument List Definition
I	 System no.
N - Node number counter - used to differentiate between identical nodes
on each system.
A
Comiion Block Reference /Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output
Blank Common	 F(N+4,K)	 C(N+I,)), 1,=4,6	 I

















v	 COEF6 thru COEF8 are used to calculate case drain flowrate from total
I -
system flowrate
Name Type Units Description
CDFLW R gal/min Case drain flowrate at current
temperature
CDH R gal/min Case drain flowrate at 240° -
f
pressurized
CDL R gal/min Case drain flowrate at 105°	 -
if pressurized
COEF1 R Coeff. for pressurized mode, 100/
speed TFLW ^ 10 gpm
j COEF2 R Coeff for pressurized mode, 100% speed
10 gpm < TFLW :^- 70 gpm
COEF3 R Coeff. for pressurized mode, 110% speed
TFLW < 10 gpri.
COEM R Coeff. for pressurized mode, 110% speed
10 gpm < TFLW ` 70 gpm.
COEF5 R Coeff. for depressurized mcde
COEF6 R Coeff for depressurized mode
CGEF7 R Coeff for pressurized mode, 105°F
fluid
COEFS R Coeff for pressurized mode, 240°F fluid
	 1
ICNFIG 1 Operating configuration 3=Pres, 2=Depress,
1=off
M I Operating speed flag, 1=100/, 2=110%
1
PEFF R -Pump Efficiency





FIGURE 6-3 FUNCTIONAL FLOWCHART FOR FLOPWR
FLOPWR
t





COMPUTE PUMP EFFICIENCY AS FUNCTION OF
TOTAL SYSTEM DISCHARGE FLOWRATE
PEFF = f (TFLL--J)
PART B
COMPUTE POWER AS FUNCTION OF TOTAL
-SYSTEM DISCHARGE FLOW, SYSTEM PRESSURE
AND PUMP EFFICIENCY .
POWER = f(TFLW,_PDRP, PEPP)
PART C
COMPUTE CASE DRAIN FLOWRATE AS A
FUNCTION OF TOTAL SYSTEM FLOWRATE'
COFLW = f(TFLW)
PART D
CONVERT TOTAL SYSTEM DISCHARGE FLOW AND
CASE DRAIN FLOWRATE FROM GPM 1"0 WC
COMPUTE FLOWRATE INTO PUMP AS COMBINATION
OF DISCHARGE FLOWRATE AND CASE DRAIN FLOVI.








Author/Company - T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To determine accumulated fuel and energy consumed,, fuel remaining and
prepare accumulated fuel usage values for summary table.
Argument List Definition
TOTFUL	 total fuel loaded or total usable fuel depending oil 	 of
i
fuel plot required (defined in MAIN)
P2	 ambient air pressure
i
Common Block ReferenceJInput-Output Variable-
BI ock Name	 Input	 Output









Name	 Type	 Units	 Description
BAND	 R	 Value for creating band around time
value so that summary table values
%g ill- only be computed once.
,l
ENERGY'	 R	 hp-hrs	 Energy consu-,-°ed on current comp cycle
FRATE1	 R'	 lbm/hr	 Fuel usage rate at sea level
FRAI'E2	 R	 lbm/hr	 Fuel usa ge rate in space
FURATE	 R	 lbm/hr	 Fuel usage rate at current altitude
M	 L	 Operating speed flag, 1-100 , 2=110"
PU	 R	 lbm	 Fu0 consumed on current comp cycle
P'WR	 R	 hp	 Shaft horsepo,•rer for current system
75
eFIGURE 6-4 'FUNCTIONAL FLOWCHART OF FUEL
FUEL
DO I	 1, NTURB14
DETERMINE HORSEPOWER, PWR, AND OPERATING




GO TO MM 
2' 
CALCULATE FUEL USAGE	 CALCULATE FUEL USAGE
RATES AT SEA LEVEL	 RATES AT SEA LEVEL AND	 i
AND SPACE AT 100%	 SPACE AT 110% SPEED
SPEED. FRATEI, FRATE2	 FRATEI, FRATE2
^	 a
INTERPOLATE TO FIND FUEL USAGE VALUE
FOR CURRENT ALTITUDE, FURATE	 i
^^	 1
COMPUTE FUEL, PU, AND ENERGY, ENERGY, i
USED THIS COMPUTATION CYCLE BY SYSTE14 I
ACCUMULATE FUEL AND ENERGY CONSUMED
AND COMPUTE FUEL REMAINING.







Author/Company	 - C. Avis/LEC
Machine/Language	 UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To output value of 'a polynomial current fit at a given X.
Argument List Definition
E array name for coefficients being used
X - variable at which to evaluate the polynomial
FUNC - the value of the polynomial at X.








N ame	 - HYDACT
Author/Company - T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To build the arrays of actuators assigned to each system for specified
system configuration and to compute the resultant total thermal capacitance
and heat load on each system.
I
r	 COMMON Block Reference/Input-Output Variables




C X ,1) X=1 ,43, 	 IDUW I) I = 11 ,13











Name	 Type 	 Units	 Description
ICNFIG	 I	 Operating, configuration, 3-pressurized
2=depi~essurized, 1-off	 3
ISYS	 I	 System number found in 1 oss management
matrix. Final value is system that a
particular actuator is on for current
comp cycle.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
J	 I	 Index used for each actuator.
OF POOR QUALITY
JK	 I	 Position of actuator in actuator array
for system just assigned to
i
JL	 Total , number of actuators on each system











INITIA'LI:ZE COUNTER, JK, OF
ACTUATORS AT ZERO
DO I _ 1, NTURBN
INITIALIZE COUNTER OF ACTUATORS FOR
SYSTEM I AND ZERO ARRAY OF ACTUATOR INLET
AND OUTLET NODES ON SYSTEM I







I	 YES SYSTEM ENCOUNTERED
(CHECK PRIMARY, 1ST AND 2ND
	
(	 STANDBY RESPECTIVEL Y )	 AND ADD 1 TO NUMBER
	









(CHECK PRIMARY, 1ST AN	 YES SYSTEt1 EtdCOUNTERED
	
{	 STANDBYS RESPECTIVELY) ADD 1 TO tdUiNBER OF
2 < LMC < 3	 ACTUATORS ON THAT
SYSTEM
	
NO	 1I9ASSIGN ACTUATOR TO ITS PRIMARY
SYSTEM. ISYS	 LMMTRX (J, 1)
ASSIGN ACTUATOR NODE A POSITION (JK)
IN THE ACTUATOR ARRAY FOR THE 'SYSTEM TO
	
(	 WHICH ACTUATOR WAS ,"ASSIGNED
TH
(
ASSIGN INLET NODE OF ACTUATOR J 1-0 Jl-',
	
(	 POSITION OF INLET NODE ARRAY AND OUTLET
	
(	 NODE TO JKTH POSITION OF OUTLET ` NODE ARRAY
A
0
DO I	 1, NTURBN
RECALL TOTAL NUMBER OF ACTUATORS, JL,
ON SYSTEM I.	 +
"ZERO VALUES FOR THERMAL CAPACITANCE AND
HEAT LOAD OF THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM I
j-	 COMPUTED LAST CYCLE.
DETERMINE ACTUATOR INLET NODE, NOD,
r	 CORRESPONDING TO NOTH POSITION IN ACTUATOR





C(Y„ 1) - C(x, 1) + C(NOD, 1)
DETERMINE PRESSURE DROP, PDRP, FOR SYSTEM I
IN ITS PRESENT CONFIGURATION, ICNFIG.	 I'
i
r	 l	 ^
CALCULATE HEAT LOAD OF ACTUATOR, NOD.
C(NOD, 4)





- SUM HEAT LOAD ON HYDRAULIC SYSTEM I
C ( X , 4 )	 C(x, 4) + C(NOD, 4)




( LBM-BTU/HR-•LBM °R) ASSUMING CONSTANT












Author/Company	 -	 T, DeLuna/MDTSCQ
Machine/Language -	 UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To compute specific heat and density of the hydraulic fluid and the heat
transfer coefficient for the hydraulic heat exchanger,
Support Routine
FUNC - outputs value of a polynomial curve fit at a given X.
Argument List Definition
I - ` System number
N - I'lode number counter -	 used to differentiate between iden-ti cal nodes
on each system
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables




(	 PRESR	 SPH, DENS
Local	 Variable Definitions
Name	 Type	 Units	 Description
61
i
CPCOEF	 R	 Coeff.	 for calculating specific heal:
of hydraulic fluid
RHO COF	 R	 Coeff for calculating density of
hydrae i i C fluid k
TEMP	 R	 OR	 Fluid temperature











	 UNIVAL 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To convert an integer number to hollerith' characters so that they can be
included in the plot title.
Argument List Definition
II - Node number of node being plotted.
Local	 Variable Definition
Name	 Type	 Units Description 1
IIA	 I Digit holding hundredths place of
node no.
II10	 T Digit holding times place of node no.
{ II1	 I Digit holding units place of node no.





Subroutine LILOAD (ALT model only)
Identification
Name	 - LILOAD
Author/Company	 J. L. Walker/MDTSCO
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V'
- Purpose
To read in line data and construct actuator-time matrix.
Common' Block Reference/Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output
LINES
	 LINUM, LDGF, KNODE, LTH,
IBIG, SPACE, NODLIN, NLCNT
SHAPE, ; EMISS
Local Variable Definition
Name	 Type	 Units	 Description
iINODE	 I	 Array of actuator nodes serviced by
line, LLNUM
LLNUM	 -I	 Line number	 a
LNCNT	 I	 Index for LINODE array	 j
LN	 I	 Actuator node in LNCN'f
of LINODE array
NLCNT	 I	 Counter for number of lines servicing
a'particular actuator
NL	 I	 Column number in actuator-line	 j
matrix of the line index number
84





e INITIALIZE DATA FOR SHAPE, EMISS, SPACE
ZERO LINE COUNTER LINDEX
0B
f
ZERO COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF ACTUATORS
IN LINOD'E ARRAY FOR A GIVEN LINE
ZERO LINODE ARRAY
INCRE^-IENT LINE COUNTER, LINDEX
READ IN LINE DATA FROM TAPE, LINUM
LDGF, KNODE, LINODE, LLNUM, LTH, IBIG,
FOR ONE LINE
ADD 250 TO KNODE TO AGREE WITH BOUNDARY
NODE SCHEME IN MAIN PROGRAM
`_	 r
DETERMINE WHICH ACTUATORS THIS LINE
j	 SERVICES FROM LINODE ARRAY. INCREMENT
EACH COP,RESPONDING ACTUATOR ROW OF
NLCNT FOR EACH ACTUATOR ENCOUNTERED
FILL THE CORRESPONDING POSITIONS OF THE
ACTUATOR-LINE MATRIX, NODLIN, WITH THE
LINE INDEX, LINDEX, FOR EACH ACTUATOR
ENCOUNTERED












Author/Company	 -	 J. L. Walker/MDTSC0
Machine/Language -	 UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To compute the flowrate in each of the hydraulic lines,
Argument List Definition
IS - System number
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables




NOD L I-N {
Local Variable Definition
Name	 Type -	 Units Description
INTG1	 I
i
First two digits of line number
INTG2	 I First digit times 10
INTG3	 ;I 2nd digit of line number._Line is 	 j
pressure line if off, return if even.
KEY1	 I System flag for pressure lines	
i
KEY2	 I ;System flag .i o ►° return lines	 3
JK	 I Number of actuators on system IS
LLL	 I Number of lines 'servici ng actuator NN




v	 DEFINE SYSTEM FLAGS, KEY1 AND KEY2
e	 DETERMINE NUMBER, JK OF ACTUATORS ON
SYSTEM IS
DO ND = 1, JK
e	 RETREIVE'NODE NUMBER, NN, OF
ACTUATOR IN ACTUATOR ARRAY NHYD
o	 DETERMINE TOTAL NUMBER OF LINES,
LLL, ON ACTUATOR NN
DO LL, 1, LLL_
RETRIEVE LINE NUMBER OF LINE CONNECTED TO
ACTUATOR, NN, COMPUTE FLAGS WHICH TELL
SYSTEi'•1 NUMBER AND WHETHER IT IS A PRES-
SURE OR -RETURN -LINE'FROM THE LINE NUMBER'.
:T_
ADD ACTUATOR FLOWRATE TO THE FLOWRATE
FOR ALL LINES SERVICING THAT ACTUATOR

Name	 - LUBOIL
A uthor/Company	 T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To compute specific heat and density of the lubrication oil, the flowrate,
WCP, through the gearbox assuming constant flowrate in gal/min and the heat
transfer coefficient of the lube oil, heat exchanger.
Argument List Definition
I _ - System number
N	 Mode number counter used to differentiate between identical nodes
for each system.
f	 Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output
f









R	 lb/ft'	 Density of lube oil
jt 	 SPHL	 R	 BTU/lb O R	 Specific heat of lube oil'
I









COMPUTE THE TEMPERATURE AVERAGE ACROSS
a
i
GEARBOX, SPECIFIC HEAT AND DENSITY OF LURE




SPEED, ISPD = 2?
NO
CALCULATE HEAT REJECTION RATE AND LUBE
OIL FLOWRATE FOR 1001 SPEED
Y
CALCULATE HEAT REJECTION RATE AND LUBE
OIL FLOWRATE FOR 110% SPEED
t a
_	 CONVERT TBAR TO OF
COMPUTE flEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT,









Machine/Language -	 UNIVAC 1108/EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purposes
To determine resultant fluid flowrate, WCP , and temperature when mixing
fluid flow from two or more branches.
Argument ,List Definition
N	 -	 Node resulting from mix
NODES -	 Number of nodes to mix into N
INDEX -	 Array of nodes to be mixed
Common Block Reference /Iriput-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 - Output
Blank Common	 F(INDCX(I),6) F(N,L;),	 C(N,3)
C(INDEX(I)3)
Local Variable Definitions'
Name	 h2e	 Units Description i
'	 SUMi	 R	 BTU/hr;	 Sum of the flowrate in each branch
times its fluid temperature
ZUM
	 R	 1bm--BTU/hr-1`bm-°R	 Sum of the flowrate in each branch
No Functional	 Flowchart Necessary
w
Note:	 The DIMENSION of INDEX must be defined in MAIN.	 The values






Author/Company	 - FEAR/TRW, modified by J. L. Walker and T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system, FORTRAN V
Purpose
To solve equations for proportioning flow split between two branches in
response to prescribed temperature, location and proportional gains.
Argument List Definition
N	 Node to split
I	 Spl i t N into I, Flow XM
J	 - Split N into J, Flow 1-XM
M	 Control node
TC - Control temperature
R	 Desired gain, XM change per degree 	 a
s
MAX	 Max value of XM
MIN - Min value of X14
Common Block. Reference /Input-OutPUt_Variables
Block Name	 hpL 	 Output




Name	 Tye	 Units	 Description
i	 XM	 R	 Fraction of flowrate at N to assign to I
_
GG	 R	 Max value of XM minus a bias
HH	 R	 Min value of XM plus a bias
FOD











t	 FLOWRATE AT I EQUALS XM TIMES
FL',VJRATE AT N
C(I, 3) = XM*C(N,
	 3)
^f
FLOWRATE AT J EQUALS REMAINDER OF
FLOWRATE AT N
C(J,	 3)	 = C(N,
	
3)	 — 3(I, 3)
ASSIGN FLUID TEMPERATURES












Identi f  cation
Name	 PLATE (PLATO, GPLT(ECLSS only)) modifications for PLATO
by T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Author/Company	 FEAR /TRW
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To determine diffusion node heating (PLATE) or to determine hydraulic and
diffusion node heating.(PLATO)
Argument List Definition
M - Inlet node of component
N - Outlet Node of component
-	 Common Block Reference/In.put-Output Variables
Block Name_	 Input	 Output










PMLMK	 R	 OR	 Sum of the present and past values of
component temperature
ICUP	 I	 Flag to signal that PLATO has been called,
SAVEQ	 R	 BTU/hr	 Heat load of inlet-saved  to be retrieved
F
later




Twice the fluid temperature of the inlet
IiAWCF
	 R Ratio ofhe heat transfer coefficient









Name	 PLATEC (entry PLATOC, GPLTC(ECLSS only))
A uthor/Company - FEAR/TRW
Machine/Language	 Univac 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To determine diffusion node heating for components thermally coupled
to other components or boundary nodes (PLATEC), or to determine hydraulic
and diffusion node heating for components thermally coupled to other




Computes the heating after PLATEC (PLATEC) has factored




II - Inlet node of component	
1
JJ - Outlet node of component.	 1
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output





LEEP, JBIG, RVAL	 9








Name Type	 Units Description
ICUP I Flag to signal that PLATOC has been called
NSTRT I Firsc position in IBIG array that contains
node that node'II is coupled to
NTRY -L Last position in IBIG array that contains
node that node II is coupled to
SUM R Sum of the products of coupling value
and temperature difference for each node
that II is coupled to
TEMP R	 OR Temperature difference between
node II and node which 11 is coupled to
for conduction/convection coupling.
. Difference of temperature values to the
4th power for node II and each of the
nodes which II is coupled to for radia-
tion 'coupling
a
Note: Coupling values for node II to structure nodes or other components
should be input through subroutine START.	 See Seca 4.1.2 Node Coupling












SAVE INLET HEAT LOAD
SET ICUP	 1
DETERMINE POSITIONS IN ARRAY OF COUPLING
NODES (IBIG), IN WHICH-NODE NUMBERS
FOR NODES COUPLED TO NODE IL FOR CON-D





COMPUTE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN I
COMPONENT TEMPERATURE OF NODE II AND




SUM THE PRODUCTS OF THE COUPLING VALUES
AND THE TEMPERATURE', DIFFERENCE.
J'
SUBTRACT HEAT LOSS TO COUPLED NODES




ADETERMINE POSITIONS IN ARRAY OF COUPLING
NODES (JBIG) IN WHICH NODE NUMBERS FOR
NODES COUPLED TO NODE II FOR RADIATION
COUPLING ARE STORED, IF ANYi.
DO I	 NSTRT, NTRY
COMPUTE DIFFERENCE OF COMPONENT TEMP
OF NODE II TO THE 4TH POWER AND THE COM-
PONENT TEMP OF THE NODE COUPLED TO NODE II
TO THE 4TH POWER
SUM THE PRODUCTS OF THE COUPLING VALUES AND
THE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE.
SUBTRACT HEAT LOSS TO COUPLED NODES








Author/Company	 - FEAR/TRW, modified by T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Machine/Language - Univac 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To put data for plotting on high speed drum for each plot defined by the
plot input cards. (See Seca 5.2 and Appendix A.1)
Supporting Routine
RWRITE -.Subroutine in RANDIO utility routines for accessing high speed drum-.
?[[ Arguments defined in local variable definitions
I
Common Block Reference/Input-Output V^rjables
Block Name iu —Ut	 Output
ALTD ALT
ARRAY G(MUG,I),	 I=1,2,3,7








Name	 Type Unit,	 Description
ISTAT	 I Status word for utility package
IWRADR	 I Address on drum at which to write data
NIX	 I Counter for number of plots
NNPLTS	 I Number of plots plus X-pai-ameter
NUG	 I Plot type	 i
MUG	 I
i




FUNCTIONAL FLOWCHART FOR PLOOT	 PLOOT1 of 2
PLOOT
INITIALIZE COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF PLOTS (NIX)
o ASSIGN VALUE FOR TIME AS FIRST WORD





A 2 of 2
NUG _ 17
XX = ACCUM FUEL USED (C(MUG, 17))	 -	 C 1
NUG	 18 r
-4XX = ACCUM ENERGY (C(MUG, 18)) 	 C
NUG	 19
-	 - --
XX = FUEL REMAINING 	 (C(MUG,	 19))	 C
1
_NUG = 20
,^. XX = AMBIENT PRESSURE (G(MUG, 2)) 	 C
NUG - 21
I,,-o
XX = BOILER PRESSURE (G(MUG, 1)C
NUG	 22
XX = MISCELLANEOUS (G(ML IG, 3))	 —	
)
I	 I	 NUG	 23
XX = hISCELLANEOUS
	 (G(MUG, 7))	 C
C
ASSIGN XX TO ( NIX+1 1 TH POSITION OF
PLOTTING DATA ARRAY (PLANET)
IS THERE
MORE PLOT: DATA YES






WRITE DATA IN PLANET ARRAY ON HIGH SPEED
DRUM




Author/Company	 - FEAR/TRW, modified by T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Machine /Language - Univac 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To printout nodedata of interest at specific time intervals.
Argument List Definition
Note: There are no arguments in the call to PRINT. The following
arguments are in the call to the entry point (SELECT)
NP	 Total- number of nodes to print out
-NMP	 - Number of nodes to list ascomponent nodes (less than NP)	 a
IPARI - Array, of node numbers to be printed
I0	 - Flag to signal that SELECT has been called. Must not equal any
node; number in INODES array.
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables 	 a
_ Block Name	 Input	 Output
ACT	 NHY D, NHYOUT










PRT	 AERROR, ANAME, IGNT `, IPRNT	 ICNT
107
Local Variable Description
Name Type`	 Units Description
IHR I	 firs
IMIN I	 mina Current mission time
SEC R	 sec.
IP I Flag =1	 if PRINT called
=2 if SELECT called
ISKP I Flag to restrict print of certain_
data on first call to the subroutine
IEND' I Flag to designate amount of C array
to print out. =4 for APU/Hydraulics
JM I Total number of actuators on a system
NAD I Array of inlet nodes on a system
MADE
l
I Array of outlet nodes on a system
NMPI I Start of loop for printing node number
connected with fuel used, 	 a
NMP3 I End of loop for printing node numbers
connected with fuel used.
VMP4 I Start of loop for printing node numbers
connected with energy used
NMP6 I End of loop for printing node numbers
connected with energy used.
















WITHIN COMP CYCLE OF
STOP TIME?





` NO	 IS IT TIME












` PRINTOUT WATER BOILER












B	 2 of 3
PRINTOUT HEAT BALANCE
LUES (OUTPUT FROM QBAL)
A 	 G(I, 7), I	 1, 8
PRINTOUT OUTPUT FRO 111
	
BOILP, Pl, P2, TEMPR,	 {
WNDOT, FLAG, ITTER
PRINTOUT LIST OF INLET AND
OUTLET NODES FOR EACH HYDRAULIC!.
SYSTEM, NAD, NADE









SHOULD EVERY NODE 6E





PRINT THERMAL DATA FOR 1
SELECTED NODES, INODES
P, F, C(X, I)I = 1, 4
PRINT THERMAL
DATA FOR ALL NODES








Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1103/EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To perform a heat balance for accuracy assessment and error detection by
comparing total system heat input to total heat dissipation.
Common Block Reference /Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output
ACT	 NACT
ARRAY	 TINIT, G(X,4), G(X,5)	 G(I,J), I=1-, 8











	 R	 BTU	 Total heat stored in component capacitance
by one system counting boiler capacitance
twice
DUMM2	 R	 BTU	 Heat stored in capacitance of boiler
NSTRT	 I	 First structure node that node (N+N1) is
coupled to
NTRY	 I	 Last structure node that node (N+NI) is
coupled to
SUM
	 R	 BTU/hr	 Total BTU/hr out via conduction/convection
for node (N+NI) for one comp cycle
i
i12
SUM R BTU/hr Total BTU/hr out via conduction/convection
for node (N+NI) for one comp cycle
SUMR R BTU/hr Total-BTU/hr out via radiation for node
(Na+Nl )
TCCUP R BTU/hr Total BTU/hr out via coupling to structure
for one system for one comp cycle
TOTCUP R BTU/hr Total BTU/hr out via coupling to structure
for all three systems for one comp cycle












ZERO TEMPORARY STORAGE LOCATION FOR
HEAT STORED IN CAPACITANCE OF MAJOR
COMPONENTS. DUMM1 = O.
DO N1,	 1, 14
j	 SUM NEAT STORED IN CAPACITANCE OF
MAJOR COMPONENTS AROUND LOOP OF
SYSTEM I, DU"1;17
COMPUTE HEAT STORED IN CAPACITANCE OF
WATER BOILER, DUMM2, AND SUBTRACT IT FROM
DUMM1 SINCE DUMM1 ADDS THE WATER BOILER
I
HEAT TWICE.
,ADD THIS TO HEAT STORED Iii CAPACITANCE
OF ACTUATORS
G(5, 7) = G(5, 7) + DUMM1 — DUMM2
DO N1	 = 1 ,
	
12
DETERMINE POSITIONS IN COUPLING ARRAY
WHICH CONTAIN DIODE NUMBERS AND COUPLING
VALUES FOR NODE (N ± N1)
DO J = NSTRT, NTRY
SUM HEAT LOST TO STRUCTURE DUE TO
CONDUCTION/CONVECTION COUPLING BETWEEN






DO M = NSTRT, NTRY
SUM HEAT LOST TO STRUCTURE DUE TO 1
RADIATION COUPLING BETWEEN NODE (N + NI) 11
AND NODE IN POSITION C'1 1
e SUM TOTAL HEAT LOST TO STRUCTURE VIA
CONDUCTANCE FOR SYSTEM 1
o SUM LINE LOSS AND COMPONENT LOSS FOR
SYSTEM I
© SUM TOTAL HEAT LOST TO STRUCTURE
FOR ALL THREE SYSTEMS G(6, 7)
SUM TOTAL HEAT OUT THROUGH WATER
CAPACITANCE ANDCONDUCTANCE
G(7,	 7) _ G(4,	 7)	 + G(5,	 7) + G(6,	 7)
- 3






Subroutine RSTART (OFT model only)
Identification
Name	 - RSTART
A uthor/Company	 T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
Machine/Language	 UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To provide, the capability forreinitializing the component and fluid
temperature after a particular mission analysis has been started. A flag
in the main program determines whether a new set of node data cards is to be
read in or the temperatures are to be set to a constant temperature,
Argument List Definition
ICHECK Flag set so that routine will only be called once
Common Block Reference/Input Output Variable
Black Name	 Input	 Output
ARRAY	 TINIT








IRST	 I	 Flag for type of temperature
reinitialization
1 =define as constant 	 i
2 = read in now values














Machine/Languate	 UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To provide scaling for the x or y-axes. Support. routine for DRAW
Argument List Definition
XMAX - Maximum value of parameter being scaled (input)
XMIN - Minimum value of parameter being scaled (input)
XI	 Axis length desired (input)
DX	 Change in parameter per inch (output)
XO	 - Starting value of parameter (oU`Eput)
XE	 Error value used in iterating for best scalina.
Local Variable Definitions	 a
This routine consists of a mathematical process which uses the maximum
and minimum Valdes along with a desired length and iterates fora
solution for the chagge of the parameter per, inch which will be some power
of 10 times 1, 2 or 5 and result in the closest possible to the desired
length. The local variables, A,, B, C, D, E, and W are merely terms in
the equations used in this ;process.
No Functional Flowchart Necessary.
4
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Subroutine SPRAY (OFT model only)
_Identification
Name	 - SPRAY
Author /Company	 - T. DeLuna/MDTSCO
1





To determine the amount of water used to keep the hydraulic fluid and
lubrication oil at or under their control temperatures. This subroutine
was writtenfrom preliminary information and should be rewritten as soon
as spray boiler design data becomes available.
Argument List Definitions
Ml	 - Inlet node of-'lube oil heat exchanger
M2	 - Inlet node of hydraulic fluid heat exchanger
Mil	 - Outlet node of lube oil heat exchanger
M22;	 - Outlet node of hydraulic fluid haat exchanger
ISPRAY_'- Flag set to show the SPRAY routine has been called
's
7
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output
8l ank Common	 P (Ml , K) , DELT	 F( I, K) , I=M1 l ,M22 - ;j
F(I,K), I=M1,M2	 C(I,3), I=Mll, M22
C(I,3), I=M1 ,M2 a






Name Type Units Description
BTUH BTU/hr Heat loss rate used to bring hydraulic
fluid down to control temperature
BTUL R BTU/hr Heat loss rate used to bring tube oil
down to control temperature
COEF R Coefficients for computing heat of
vaporization at current temperature
DEN R lbm Water used to bring fluid to control temp.
DIFFH R OR Temperature diff between hydraulic fluid
and control temp.
DIFFL R OR Temperature diff between lube oil and
control temp.
H R Heat of vaporization
TCH R OR Control temp for hydraulic Fluid
















SPRAY EQUAL TO .1
COMPUTE HEAT OF VAPORIZATION FOR STEAM
AT PRESENT TEMPERATURE
a
COMPUTE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LUBE OIL
TEMPERATURE AND CONTROL TEMP j





DETERMINE AMOUNT OF WATER NEEDED TO
BRING LUBE OIL TEMP DOWN TO CONTROL TEMP
COMPUTE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HYDRAULIC	 ?
FLUID TEMP'AND CONTROL TEMP













DETERMINE AMOUNT OF WATER NEEDED TO BRING
HYDRAULIC -FLUID TEMP DOWN TO CONTROL TEMP
ADD TOTAL AMOUNT OF WATER USED TO AMOUNT
USED SO FAR IN MISSION
DEFINE OUTLET FLOWRATES EQUAL TO INLFT
FLOWRATES
DEFINE OUTLET FLUID TEMPERATURES FOR







N ame	 -	 START
EUthor/Company	 -	 FEAR/TRW with major modifications by T. DeLuna/MDTSCO,
Machine/Language -	 UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To initialize data, read in block of input cards, consolidate array of
thermal coupling values, and define print frequency
Supporting Subroutines
CLOCK - Utility routine which outputs time of day
PRINT - Increment print frequency counter, Initialize TIME incremenentiny
counter,
RINIT - RANDIO utility routine for acquiring starting address on high speed drug
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables












TYME TIMSUM, AMSNTM, FUDGE
SUMARY (I ,J)	 I=1,4, J-1,3




CLICK R Argument in call to CLOCK routine. Used
for greeting printout
ICOUPL I Flag for restricting addition of heat
losed through coupling to certain
components =1 if shoud be considered.
IERROR I Index for reading in error calculation
titles
IWORK I Node number pair for coupling
IZERO I Array equivalenced to all of blank common
for ease in initializing at zero
JJ i Counter used for assigning each conduction
coupling node and value a position in
arrays being created, IBIG,`VAL
LL I Counter used for assigning each radiation
coupling node and value' a. position in
arrays being created, JBIG, RVAL
LOCK I Variable used in greeting printout
MOREV I Variable from original version-use unknown
NCON I Counter for number of conduction coupling
values read
NJ I First node of coupling nod e pair
-
i
NK, I Second node of coupling` node pair
NODE I Node number on input card and
subsequent position in blank common array
NRAD I Counter for number of radiator Coupling
values read
NSC I Number of coupling data cards to be read
NSYSUPi I Index for reading loss management matrix
WORDS R (;hollerith_words) Array of words to choose from in
creating greeting.	 Greeting has no
tearing on run- igno1ne
WORK R Array Of coupling values read
126 (1)	 - conduction/convection(2)	 - radiation
tr	 `




ZERO ALL OF BLANK COMf'10P^
1f
REARRANGE RADIATION COUPLING NODES FOR
EASE IN RETRIEVING COUPLING INFORMATION
LATER. CONSTRUCT JBIG AND RVAL COUPLING
ARRAYS
PRINTOUT NUMBER OF NODES, DELTA TIME,
START TIME, STOP TIME,, PRINT INTERVALS
 DELT, TIME, TSTOP, PRNT
PRINTOUT TITLES FOR NODE DATA
DO I	 1, NNODES
	READ IN NODE NUMBER,, APPLICABLE	 j
PARTS OF C-ARRAY, INITIAL COMPONENT
AND FLUID TEMPS AND NODE NAME	 J
{
I	 AND PRINTOUT SAME DATA
Ef




I READ IN PLOT INPUT CARDS CONTAINING:
IPLT, JPLT, BIG, WEE, NTR, AND




ACQUIRE HIGH SPEED DRUM ADDRESSES





Subroutine THERMP (ALT model only)
Identification
Name	 THERMP
{ Author/Company	 - J. L. Walker/MDTSCO
Machine/Language 	 UNIVAC 1108/EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
I	 Purpose
To determine the heat loss and resultant fluid temperature in the hydraulic
pressure lines from the pump to the actuatorsdue to conduction convection
and radiation coupling to vehicle structure and compartment air.	 -
Argument List Definition
IS	 System number
Nl	 - Node number counter - used to differentiate between identical nodesj	
on each system
i
PAMB	 Ambient air pressure
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variable
t
Block Name	 Input	 Output
ACT	 NHYD, FLW
Blank Common	 IDUM, F(X L), P(X,L)	 C(I,4), I-251, 203
F(X,L)







Name Type Units Description
AREA R in' Area of the line segment being solved
BASE R BTU/hr- ft2-° F Convection coefficient base factor for
current temp
ILTH I in Length of Tine segment to use in. lineE solutions
ID I Line index of line being solved
INN I Number of line segments in line ID
INTG3 I Second digit in line number
JK ! Number of actuators on system IS
KEY1 I Flag to determine if line ID is a
pressure line for system IS:
-KEY2 I Flag to determine if present line being
solved is first Tine downstream of pump.
KI I Number of 16ths of an inch in diameter
of line
K2 I Structure node coupled to line ID
LASTID I Line index for the previous line solved
LTHEND I in. Line segment shorter than ILTH remaining
at end of line or length of line shorter
than ILTH
NAL I Number of lines to be solved for actuator NN
NN I Actuator inlet node number
T2 R OR Temperature of structure node that line
ID is coupled to.
Ti R OR Inlet fluid temperature of line segment
TC R °R -, Predicted center temperature of line segment
TO R OR Outlet fluid temperature of line segment
TEMPZ R °R3; Coefficient computed using boundary
temperature and temperature at center
point of line segment to linearize
radiation coupling
i
TFILii R OR Convection film temperature
TDEFF R OR Effective boundary temperature
UACOND R BTU/hr-° R Conduction coupling coefficient
UACONV R BTU/hr-°R Linearized convection coupling coefficient
UARAD ' R BTU/hr-° R Linearifed radiation coupling coefficient
UA R SITU/hr-°R 131 CoMbined coupling coefficient
DETERMINE ACTUATOR NODE NUMBER, NN, OF
NDTH ACTUATOR ON SYSTEM IS
DETERMINE NUMBER OF LINES, NAL, SERVICING
ACTUATOR, NN
DO LL = 1,. NAL
Y
DETERMINE LINE INDEX AND WHETHER LINE IS
A PRESSURE OR RETURN FOR SYSTEM IS
DEFINE INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE EQUAL TO
PUMP OUTLET TEMP IF FIRST LINE TO ACTUATOR,
OR TO OUTLET TEMP OF LAST LINE SOLVED
OTHERWISE..
i




COMPUTE FLAG TO CHECK IF LINES ARE
PRESSURE OR RETURN LINES
® RETRIEVE DATA FOR NUMBER OF ACTUATORS,
JK, ON SYSTEM IS
DO ND = 1, J K









DETERMINE AREA AND CONDUCTION
COEFFICIENT OF SMALL ER LINE SEGMENT
L
COMPUTE INLET AND PREDICTED CENTER TEMP-
ERATURE OF LINE SEGMENT, IN.
A
CALCULATE LINEARIZED RADIATION COUPLING
COEFFFICIENT FOR LINE SEGMENT, IN, USING -
	 !
TEMPERATURE AT CENTER OF LINE SEGMENT
CALCULATE LINEARIZED CONVECTION COUPLING
COEFFICIENT FOR LINE SEGMENT, IN
a ADD UP TOTAL COUPLING FOR LINE SEGMENT, IN.
A COMPUTE EFFECTIVE BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE &	 3
OUTLET TEMPERATURE OF LINE SEGMENT., Ifd




DACCUMULATE HEAT LOSS RATE _IN LINES
tSubroutine THERMR (ALT model only)
Identification
Name	 THERMR
Aathor/Company	 - J. L. Walker/MDTSCO
Machine/Language UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To determine heat loss and resultant fluid temperature 'in hydraulic return
lines from the actuators to case drain mix node due to conduction, convection
and radiation coupling to vehicle structure and compartment air.
Argument List Definition
IS	 System number
N1	 - Node number counter - used to differentiate between identical nodes
on each system
PAMB - Ambient air pressure
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables
;I








NOJLIN, NI_CN,I ,' LINUPI 	 QDOTL












AREA R in, Area of line segment being solved
BASE R BTU/hr-ft2-°P. Convection coefficient base factor for
current kmp
CAPHR R BTU/min System capacitance heat soak rate
ICNFIG I Present system configuration
3=pressurized, 2=depressurized, 1=off
ID Line index of line being solved
ILTH I Length of line segments to use in line
solutions
INN I Number of line segments in line ID
INTG3 I Second digit in line number
JK I Number of actuators on sys IS
KEY1 I Flag to determine if line ID is a return
line or system IS.
KEY2 I Flag to determine if line ID is first
line in actuator's return line path
KEY3 I Flag used in determining total flowrate
in return lines
Kl I Number of 16th 
of 
an inch in the line's
diameter
K2 I Structure node coupled to line ID.
LASTID Line index for the previous line solved
LTHEND I in Length of remainder of line after line
divided into segments of Length, 	 ILTH-
NAL I Number of lines to be solved for actuator,MM
NN I Actuator node number-	 a
T2 R_ OR Temperature of structure node that line
ID is coupled	 to,
TI R °R Inlet fluid temperature
TC R OR Predicted center temperature of line segment 	 a
TO R OR Outlet fluid temperature of line  segment
TEMPI R OR Coefficient computed. using boundary
jtemperature and temperature at center of
line segment to linearizeradiation coupling
TFILM R OR Convection fill ►► temperature
136
_g
iName Type Units bescription
TBEFF R OR Effective boundary temperature
UACOND R BTU/hr-°R Conduction coupling coefficient
UACONV f BTU/hr.-°R Linearized convection coupling
coefficient
UARAD R BTU/hr-'R Linearized radiation coupling coeff ,i ci ent



















COMPUTE FLAG TO CHECK IF LINES ARE
RETURN LINES FOR SYSTEM IS
©	 RETRIEVE NUMBER OF ACTUATORS, JK, THAT
ARE ON SYSTEM IS
DO ND 	 1, J K
DETERMINE ACTUATOR NODE NUMBER,, NN,
OF NDTH ACTUATOR ON SYSTEM IS
DETERMINE NUMBER OF LINES, NAL, SERVICING
ACTUATOR NN
DETERMINE LINE INDEX AND WHETHER OR NOT
3
LINE IS RETURN LINE FOR SYSTEM IS
DEFINE INLET FLUID TEMPERATURE AND FLOW
RATE IN LINE ID BY MIXING THE FLUID
i
COMING FROM BRANCH LINES.
i
DETERMINE AREA AND CONDUCTION COUPLING
COEFFICIENT OF ILTH INCH SEGMENT, CONVERT
} FLOWRATE OF LINE ID, AND DETERMINE NUMBER












DETERMINE AREA AND CONDUCTION
COEFFICIENT OF SMALLER LINE SEGMENT
I
II
DETERMINE INLET AND PREDICT CENTER TEMP
OF LI14E SE&MENT ID
CALCULATE LINEARIZED RADIATION COUPLING	 J
COEFFICIENT FOR LINE SEGMENT, IN, USING	 I'
TEMPERATURE AT CENTER OF LINE SEGMENT. 	 I
CALCULATE LINEARIZED CONVECTION COUPLING
COEFFICIENT FOR LINE SEGMENT, IN	 I	 r
ADD UP TOTAL COUPLING FOR LINE SEGMENT, I
IN
d COMPUTE EFFECTIVE BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE	 I
AND OUTLET TEMP OF LINE SEGMENT, IN.





ACCUMULATE HEAT LOSS RATE IN LINES
Z
PRINTOUT LINE DATA FOR LINE ID
INTING TEMPERATURES IN FAHRENHEIT
V
SET FLAGS TO SIGNAL THAT LINE CALCULATIONS
WERE NOT FOR FIRST LINE IN PATH FROM
ACTUATOR TO MIX NODE
ACCUMULATE CAPACITANCE HEAT SOAK RATE
FOR ACTUATORS ON SYSTEM IS
i
ACCUMULATE TOTAL HEAT LOSS RATE, AND
CALCULATE ACTUATOR COUPLING HEAT LOSS RATE
1
,
PRINTOUT, LINE AND ACTUATOR
HEAT LOSS RATES, THE CAPACITANCE
HEAT SOAK RATE AND TOTAL HEAT
DISSIPATION RATE.










Name	 - TRANS (GTRANS (ECLSS only))
Author/Company	 FEAR/TRW
Machine/Language - UNIVAC 1108, EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To transfer flowrate and fluid temperature data from node II to node JJ.
Argument List Definition
II - Node with known flowrate and fluid temperature
JJ - Node to which to transfer data
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output
Blank Common	 F(II,L), C(II,3)	 F(JJ,L), C(JJ,3)










Author/Company	 J. L. Walker/MDTSCO
Machine/Language	 UNI VAC 1108/EXEC 2 system/FORTRAN V
Purpose
To zero line f1otwrate, heat rate, and temperature arrays and to zero line
heat loss rate arrays.
Common Block Reference/Input-Output Variables
Block Name	 Input	 Output
Blank Common	 Q1, 4), I=251,253
Lines	 FLOVIL, TEMPIN, TEMPOUT,
FLACUM, FLOWT, QDOTL











rAPPENDIX A. PROGRAM USAGE
This appendix presents the information necessary to execute TAHAP
successfull y . An overall deck setup, the sequence of the input data
cards, and the specific data card requirements and the format of those
cards are listed and described. Differences between the ALT aind OFT
versions are noted where they occur.
Deck setup for TAHAP is illustrated in Figure _A-1. The input data deck
card sequence is summarized in Figure A-2. Data format requirements

















A.1 INPUT DATA CARD FORMAT REQUIREMENTS
The following lists summarize the card formaLs for each of the cards
identified in Figure A-2.	 All integer values must be right justified.
1.	 Title card
FORMAT COLUMNS DATA
A 1	 - 72 Any title
2.	 Mission run control 'card
FORMAT COLUMNS DATA
I 1	 -	 5 Number of nodes
F 11	 - 20 Time computation increment (hrs)
F 21	 - 30 Mission start time (hrs)
	 -
F 31 - 40 Mission stop time
	 (firs)
F 41	 - 50 Print	 interval	 (firs)
I 51	 - 55 Number of CALCOMP plot traces
I 56'- 60 Number of Coupling Data cards
66 - 70 Flag for type of Ambient Air Temp
profile
2 = Cold Day, 3 = Hot Day, 4 - Nominal
(ALT Only)




F 11	 20 Mission stop
 ptime
F 21	 - 30 X-axis length(inches)
F 31	 - 40 Y-axis length
	 (inches)
I 41 - 50 NOPLOT (ignore)
4. 	 Sunu»ary Table control
	 card
FORMAT COLUMNS DATA
F l	 -	 10 Time at end of Pre-Launch Phase (hrs)
F 11	 -	 20 Time at touchdown (hrs)
F 21	 - 30 Time at end of Post touchdown (hrs)
F 31	 - 40 Length ofMission from Takeoff (firs)







5.	 Node Coupling cards
	 (one card for each pair of nodes)
FORMAT COLUMNS DATA
I 1	 - 5 Ij	 coupled nodes
I 6 - -10 J f
j	 F 11	 - 20 Conduction/ convection coupling heat
i transfer coefficient from I to J and
conversely BTU/hr - OR
F 21	 - 30 Radiation coupling heat transfer
coefficient from I to J and conversely`
BTU/hr - -R4
I 50 Flag for including heat transfer in
heat balance equations in QBAL




only one card -for each pair of coupled nodes.
The order is insignificant.
6.	 Node Thermal Data cards (one card for each node)
FORMAT COLUMNS DATA
I 1	 - 5 Node number,	 I
I 7 Indicator defining number of additional
' cards (used for ECLSS only)
F 11	 - 20 C(I,	 1)	 - Thermal	 capacitance, MCP
BTU/°RI	
F 21	 - 30 C(I, 2)	 - Heat transfer coeff., UA
BTU/hr - OR
F 31 - 40 C(I, 3) - Dynamic thermal capacitance,
WC
1 bi^- BTU /hr-1 Una- °R
F 41	 - 50 C(I, 4)	 - Heat load, Q
BTU/hr








j	 A 71	 - 80 Component or node name
7.	 Plot Input cards
FORMAT COLUikiNS DATA
1 1	 - 5 Node number
I G - 10 Type of plot desired	 (see Sec.	 5,2)
F 11	 - 20 Max value of dependent variable if
machine scaling is not desired
F	 '; 2'1	 30 Min value of dependent variable if
machine scaling is not desired
I 31	 - 35 Number of traces on this plot.	 Thi s
num{)e^r must be on the plot card for




One card is required for each trace. The cards for
the same plot must be kept together.
Heat balance title cards (8 cards)
Titles for each value output as described in Sec. 5.
FORMAT	 COLUMNS	 DATA
A	 1	 12	 Title of heat balance value
9.	 System Configuration Matrix (27 cards)
FORMAT	 COLUMNS	 DATA
I	 1 - 5	 Number representing configuration of
System l
I	 6 - 10	 Number representing configuration of
System 2
I	 11	 - 15	 Number representing configuration of
System 3
_ 1	 71 - 72	 System configuration number
(optional	 - written on card to help
keep cards in order, 	 not read.
3 = Pressurized, 2 = Depressurized, 1 = Off
Cards must be in numerical order for configurations 1 - 27'
10.	 Loss Management Matrix
FORMAT	 COLUMNS	 DATA
I	 1 - 5	 Primary system for node T
I	 6 - 10	 lst standby system for node ;I
I	 -	 11 - 15	 2nd standby system for node I
i	 20	 Input a zero
I	 71	 - 72	 Node number (1)
u (optional	 - written on card to keep
cards in order, not read)
Cards must be in numerical
	
order -for nodes l	 - total	 number of
t actuators, NACT.	 Presently there are 37 actuators for ALT
4
-
model, 43 actuators for OFT model.	 The variable, NACT, defined
1




11.	 Summary Table constants
FORMAT COLUMNS DATA
a.	 F 1 -	 10 Loading value for fuel, system 1 	 (lbm)
F 11 - 20 Loading value for fuel, system 2 	 (lbm)
F 21 _ 30 Loading value for fuel, system 3 	 (lbm)
F 31 35 Loading and in-flight measurement error
for fuel, system 1	 (I bin)
F 36 - 40 Loading and in-flight measurement error
for fuel, system 2 (1bm)




for fuel, system 3 (lbm)
F 46 - 50 Residual quantity for fuel, system l
	 (lbm)
F' 51 - 55 Residual quantity for fuel, system 2 (lbm)
F 56 - 60 Residual quantity for fuel, system 3 (lbm)






F 11 - 20 Loading value for water, system 2 	 (Ibm)
F 21 - 30 Loading value for wate,r system 3
	 (lbm)
F 31-- 40 Residual quantity for water, system 1
	
(lbm)





A.2	 INPUT DATA TAPE FORMAT REQUIREMENTS
'	 Data tape inputs include both mission timeslines and fine data.
A.2.1	 Mission Timeline Input Data Tape Format
Each record of the timeline input tape must contain each
of the following 56 words;
Word # Type Units Description
{
1 R hrs Time
Flowrates for:
2 R GPM SSME 1 TVC Pitch
3 R GPM SSME V TVC Yaw
4 R GPM SSME 1 Engine Controller
5 R GPM SSME 2 TVC Pitch
6 R GPM SSME 2 TVC Yaw
7 R GPM SSME 2 Engine Controller
8 R GPM SSME 3 TUC Pitch
9 R GPM SSME 3 TUC Yaw
10 R GPM SSME Engine Controller
11 R GPM Rudder Motor #1
12 R GPM Rudder Motor #2
13 R -GPM Rudder Motor #3
14 R GPM Rudder Servo
15 R GPM Speed Brake Motor #1
16 R GPM Speed Brake Motor i#2
17 R GPM Speed Brake Motor #3
18 R GPM Speed Brake Servo
19 R GPM LO Elevon
20 R GPM LI Elevon
21 R GPM RO Elevon
22_ R GPM RI Elevon
23 R GPM Body Flap Motor ##1
24` R GPM Body Flap Motor #2 0
25 R GPM Booty Flap Motor #3
-	 26 -	 -R GPM LO -Brake Module
27 R GPM, LI Brake Module	 3
28 R GPM RO Brake Module
29 R GPM RI Brake Module
30 R GPM L MLG Uplock
31 R GPM R MLG Uplock
32 R GPM L MLG Strut
33 R GPM R MLG Strut
34 R GPM NLG Uplock
35 R GPM NLG Strut
36 R GPM NLG Steering
j	 37 R GPM NLG Restrictor
38 R GPM RL G- Restri ctor
150
A.2.1	 (continued)
j	 Word # Type Units Description
OFT ALT
3 0, R GPM LH2 ET Umbilical Retractor 1 OFTACT (1)
40 R GPM LH2 ET Umbilical Retractor 2 OFTACT (2)
4i R GPM LH2 ET Umbilical Retractor 3 OFTAC', (3)
42 R GPM L02 ET Umbilical Retractor 1 OFTACT (4)	 i
43 R GPM L02 ET Umbilical
	
Retractor 2 OFTACT (5)
44 R GPM L02 ET Umbilical 	 Retractor 3 OFTACT (6)
Total System FlQwrates for:
45 R GPM System #1
46 R GPM System #2'
47 R GPM System #3
Pump Shaft Horsepower for:
48 R HP System #1 not used, read and
49 R HP System #2 written out for
50 R HP System #3 comparison only
51 I - System Configuration Flag
APU Speed Flay for:
52 T - Svstem 41
53
-	 1 - System #2
54 I - System #3
55 R G Vehicle Load Factor










A.2.2 Line Data Input jape Format (ALT Model only)
Each record of the line data input tape must contain each of the
following 53 words.
Word # Tie	 Units	 Description
	
1	 I	 -	 Line number I
	
2	 I	 -	 Landing gear flag to identify
reverse flowlines
	
3	 i	 -	 Coupling mode number (Structure
mode minus 250)
	
4	 I	 Complete list of actuators whose
line path includes Line I. Zeroes
	
50	 I	 will be read if no more actuators.
	51	 I	 -	 Line number I
	
52	 i	 in.	 Length of line I
	
53	 I	 16th in.	 Diameter of line 	 in number of






APPENDIX B. COMMON BLOCK VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
This appendix presents definitions for each of the variables appearing
in each COMMON block in either the ALT or OFT version of TAHAP including
the blank COMMON. Several arrays which are large general storage arrays
are defined in more detail in Appendix D. For each COMMON block, each
variable name, type, units and definition is provided.
Table B--1 presents a reference table for each of the COMMON blocks.
On the left is a list of the COMMON blocks. On the right is a list of
each of the routines, main program or subroutines,-from which that





COMMON BLOCK REFERENCE TABLE
Common Block: Routines
Blank Common: BOILP, DRAW, DRIVER, FLIP, FLOPWR, FUEL
HYDACT, HYDFLD, LILOAD, LLNFLO, LOOP, LUBOIL,
MIX, MOD, PASS, PLATE, PLATEC, PLOOT,
PRINT; QBAL, RSTART, SPRAY, START, THERMP,
THERMR, TRANS, ZIPIT, MAIN1, MAIN2
ACT: HYDACT, LILOAD, LINFLO, PRINT, THERMP, THERMR,
MAINZ, MAINZ
ALT: PRINT, MAINZ
ALTD: PLOOT, MAIN1, MAINZ
ARRAY: BOILP, PLOOT, PRINT, QBAL, RSTART, MAIN1,
MAINZ




GLOB: PASS, PLATEC, QBAL, START
HYD: FLOPWR, FUEL, HYDACT, HYDFLD, LUBOIL, START,
F THERMR, MAIN1, -MAINZ
1 LINES: Li'L-OAD, L'INFLO, THERMP, THERMR ZIPIT.
LUMP2': DRIVER, DRAW, START -
I
PRESR: FLOPWR, HYDACT, HYDFLD, THERMR
PRT: PRINT, START, THERMP, THERMR, MAINZ,` MAIN2
PSST'. DRIVER, DRAW, PLOOT, START












COMMON BLOCK VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
C R Variable Storage array for node thermal
properties.	 Described in detail
in Appendix D.
DUM R Variable Storage array for miscellaneous
real	 values.	 Described in detail
in Appendix D
F(N, X) R °F or °P. Fluid temperature of node N
IDUM I Variable Storage array for miscellaneous
integer values.	 Described in detail
i'n Appendix -D
K I - Most recent or previous value index
for F and P
I
- Current value index,for F and P
NNODES I - Number of nodes
P	 (N, X) R °F or °R Component temperature of node N
TIME R hrs
i
Current time in mission	 (G.E.T.)
1'STOP - R hrs Mission story time	 (G.E.T.)
ACT
( FLW R GPM Array of actuator flow rates to be
used in` solution
NACT I Total number of actuators
s	 NHYD	 (I,	 X) I - Array of actuator inlet node numbers
on ;System I,	 1 =	 I,	 S
rJHYOUl	 (I,	 X) I Array of acttidtor, outlet node numbers





Var i abl e Name T	 e U.. i is Description
ALT
BH2O R 1bm Amount of water currently in water
boiler, system I,	 I = 1, 3
BH2OF(I) R I bm Amount of water that has been
transferred from system I storage
tank,	 I = 1, 3
IALT I flag for type of mission
1 =ALT, O=OFT
ALTD
ALT R ft Current altitude
ARRAY-
FLAG R, - Flag nor type of flow in boiler
I = unchoked, 2 = choked
G R Variable Storage array for miscellaneous	 a
real	 values.	 Described in detail
in Appendix ,D
ITTER I - Number of iterations required to
find a pressure solution
TINIT(N) R OR Array for storage of initial





D I ; (I) R l bm Amount of water consumed i n one
-Computation cycle by system I, 	 a
I '- 1 
	
3	 a
IWAT(I) L _ Node numbs of heat exchanger
system I,
	
I = 1 ,' 3
IWAT(I') R 1 bill Amount of water consumed by
system I,	 I ,= 1 ,	 3
WATLFT(I) R lbm Amount of water remaining in





Variable Name Type Units Description
DAMMIT
DH R BTU Values used for
ERG R BTU ECLSS Heater energy consumables
I ERG I -
EXTRA
ICOUP(N) I - Flag for determining if `component N's
coupling value should be used in
error calculations 1 = yes, D = no.
GLOB
IBIG L - Array of `nodes involved in conduction/
convection coupling
JBIG I - Array of nodes involved in radiation
coupling
KEEP(N) I - Array which connects node number N
to positions of IBIG array which con-




Array which connects node number N to
pos itions of JBIG array which contain
the node numbers for the nodes N
is coupled to._
RVAL R BTU/hr-°R Array of radiation coupling coefficients




IFLAG I - System configuration flag
IPDD I System configuration matrix
ISPO XO` J - APU s e^ d fl ag for system I,	 I - 1, 3p





Variable Name Type Units Description
HYD	 (continued)
POWER R HP Current pump shaft horsepower for
system
	
I',	 I = 1,	 3.
TFLW R GPM Total system flowrates for system I,
I	 = 1,	 3
LINES






FLACUM R GPM Return line solution flowrate accumulator
FLOWL R GPM Array of line fiowrates
FLOWT R GPM-°R Return line solution flowrate x temp.
accumulator
IBIG(I) I 16th in. , Diameter of line I in number of 16th
of an inch
KNODE(I) I - Coupling node (structure node number
minus 250)	 for line i	 a
LINUM(I) I - Li tie number of 1 i ne I
LDGF(I) I - Landing gear flag for line .I
LTH(I) I in. Length of line I
NLCNT(N) I - Number of line connected to actudtor 	 '!.
NODLIN^ I Actuator-line matrix containing each
actuator connected to each line
QDOTL(I) R BTU/min Heet loss rate in line I
SHAPE R Radiation form factor
SPACE R Array containing line support spacing
TEMPB R Not used
TEMPIN(I) R OR InIct fluid totttianratar^e for lute I






Variable Name Type Units Description
LUMP2
BIG(J) R Variable Maximum value for Y-axis for
plot J	 (input)
TITLE A - Title to be used for run and plots




DENS (I) R l bm/f`t3 Density of hydraulic oil at the heat
exchanger inlet for system I, I = 1, 3
PDRP(J) R psid Pressure drop for system in configuration J
J = 1 = off, 2 = depressurized,
3 = pressurized
SPN(I) R BTU/lb-OR Specific heat for- hydraulic oil	 at
the heat exchanger inlet for
-system I,	 I = 1,	 3
PRT
AERROR A - Titles for heat balance - error.
values
ANAME(N,	 2) A - Name of node N, N = 1, 300
ICNT I` - Counter for printing at desired
interval





Node nurlber for plot (trace) J
IWRADR I' _ Nigh speed drum address at which to
start 4 ri ti ng pl ot  data
JPLT(J) I' _ Type of plot for plot J
NOPL_OT I a_ _ Not USN









Variable Name Type Units Description
PSST (continued)
NPLTS I - Total number of traces
NTR I - Humber of traces on plot J
PLTSEQ I - Not used
TSTP R hrs. Stop time to be used as limit of X-axi s
XAXIS R in. X-axis length
YAXIS R in. Y-axis length
TYME
AMSNTM R hrs. Length of mission rrom takeoff
(used for reinitialization capability)
FUDGE R hrs. Time value to subtract from UPTIME
to avoid long period of no APU/'
hydraulic activity
SUMARY R lbm_- Storage array for consumables values
for summary table;	 Described in
detail	 in Appendix D. E
TIMSUM R hrs.
A
Time values at which to divide








IAPPENDIX C. GENERAL STORAGE ALLOCATION
In the Thermal APU/Hydraulics Analysis Program (TAHAP), several
arrays are used for 'general data storage. This appendix presents a
detailed definition of the contents of these general storage arrays.
Since this method of data storage was originally defined by FEAR (Ref. 1)
large portions of the C, DUM, and IDUM arrays are used only in ECLSS
consumables analyses. These areas are pointed out where they occur. The
following is a list of the array names, and the COMMON blocks in which the
arrays are located, whose contents are defined in Table C -1.




















P (I, X) - Component Temperature at node I,	 1	 -	 1,	 300
F-array description
F(I, X) - Fluid Temperature at node I,	 I = 1,	 249
S
Vehicle Compartment Air temp at node I, I = 250, 261
Ambient Air temperature for I _ 262
C-array description
For	 all	 L,	 I_ -	 1,	 300...
C(I,	 1) - Thermal	 capacity
y
C(I, 2) - Heat transfer coefficient
C(I, 3) - Dynamic thermal capacitance
C(I, 4) - Heat rate or heat flux
C(I,	 5)	 -	 Specific heat
C(I, 6)	 - Concentration of .H2O
C(I, 7) - Concentration of N2 Used only in ECLSS
C{I, 8)	 - Concentration of	 02 Consumables analyses
C(I, 9)	 - Concentration of CO
C(I,	 10)	 - (varies in different routines)
C(I,	 11)	 - Partial	 pressure ofH20
C(I,	 12) - Partial pressure of K2
C(I,	 13)	 -	 Partial	 pressui.,e of 02
C(I,	 14) - Partial	 pressure of CO2
C(I,	 16) - Heater energy
I'n the following, only the specified portions of the array are full.	 The
K node numbers assigned for I are used for the node number requirement on
the plot input card if the parameter is to be plotted.	 The three values
,. for I correspond to systems 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
C(I,	 17) - Accumulated Fuel used,	 I = 275, 276, 277
s
C(I,	 18)	 Accumulated Energy used,	 I = 275, 276, 277







(2) Ambient air temperature(3) - not used(4) not used(5) - Accum consum (ECLSS).l(6) - Accum consum (ECLSS) 2
(7) Accum consum (ECLSS) 3(8) Accum consum (ECLSS) 4(9) - Accum consum (ECLSS) 5(10) - not used
(11) - not used(12) - not used
(13) not used
(14) no:used
(15) - not used(16) NOT. weight of H 2O (ECLSS)(17) - Mol. weight of N 2 (ECLSS)(18) Mol. weight of 02 (ECLSS)
(1'9) - Mol. weight of CO 2 (ECLSS)(20) - not used
(21) - Specific heat of H 2O (gas) (ECLSS)(22) - Speicfic , heat of CO 2 (gas) (ECLSS)
(23) - not used
(24) not used
(25) - start time
(26) - not used
(45) not used
(46) A consumable lst condensing sdbl
IDUM Array Description
IDUMM - inlet node no. -1st evaporator called (ECLSS)
(2) - inlet node no. 2nd evaporator called (ECLSS)
(3) - inlet node no. 3rd evaporator called (ECLSS)
(4) inlet node no. 4th evaporator called (ECLSS)
(5) -- inlet node no. 5th evaporator called (ECLSS)
(6) -` No. of boilers
(7) Flag used in THCAP to properly call EVAP (ECLSS)
(8) - Flag to prevent summing of consumables for 1st call to
PRINT






('11)	 No. of actuators on system 71(12); No, of actuators on system #2
(13) x No. of xtuat ors on system #3(14) - Flag for RSTART to signal if it should assign values or














Flag for BOUNDT for type of ambient air temp. 2 = Cold Day,
3 = Hot Day, 4 = Nominal (ALT Only)
(20) - Counter for number of plots to supply plot routine
(21) - not used
(22) -	 No. of condensing sublimators (ECLSS)
(23) - Node no. of lst condensing sublimator called	 (ECLSS)
(24) - Node no. of 2nd condensing sublimator called	 (ECLSS) -
(25) --Node no. of 3rd condensing sublimator called (ECLSS)
(26) - Node no. of 4th condensing sublimator called	 (ECLSS)
(27) - Node no. of 5th condensing sublimator called	 (ECLSS)
(28) - Flag to prevent summing consumables when THCAP is in
sensible heat region (ECLSS)
(100) - Flag set to zero when PRINT or SLEECT have written
data that timestep
G Array Description
For the G-array also, only the specified portions of the array are full.
The node numbers assigned for I are used for the ` node number requirement
on the plot input card if the parameters are to be plotted. The six
values for I correspond to the lube oil heat exchanger, system 1, 2, and 3-,
and the, hydraulic heat exchanger, system 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
G(I, 1) -• Initialization and manipulation of boiler pressure Via}
where I	 102, 152, 202, 110, 160, 210
G(I, 2) - Ambient pressure (psia)
where I
	
102, 152, 202, 110, 160, 210
G(I, 3)	 Boiling rate (1bm/min)
where I	 102, 152, 202 a
G(I, 4)-'- Boiling rate (l bm/hr)
where I = 102, 152, 202 	 j
G(I, 5) - Heat of vaporization
whore I = 102, 152, 	
a
G(I,  6) - Time derivative of the boiler pressure
where I = 102, 152, 202
C (l , 7) - Posner heat in for total of the three systems (BTU)
G(2, 7) ;- Turbine Treat in for total of the throe s,ystsis (BTU)
G13, 7)
	
Total heat in for ^toQl ` of the three sys a t_,ar: (BTU)
GO, 7) .- Heat: out by water for total of the three systems (BTU)
ii( 5, 7)	 Heat stortTd4h capdc-itanc o for total of Lori' }.}it"es systca s (8 TU)
G(G, 7) -- Heat out vier coupling to structure fo r Wal of the three
systems (Ulu)
164 a
G Array Description (continued)
G(7, 7) - Total heat out for total of the three systems
G(8, 7)	 Total BTU's error, heat in minus heat out
G(101, 7) - Power, System 1 (hp)
G(151, 7)	 Pourer, System 2 (hp)
G(201, 7)	 Power, System 3 (hp)
GO, 8) - Pressure difference between the ambient and boiler
pressures (Psia)
where I = 102, 152, 202
GO, 9) - Saturation temperature (deg)
where I = 102, 152, 202
SUMARY Array Description
For each of the following definitions, J = 1, 3, representing systems
1, 2, and 3 respectively.
SUMARY(1, 1)	 Present loading value for fuel
SUMARY(2, J)	 Loading and in-flight measurement
SUMARY(3, J) = Residual quantity for fuel
SUMARY(4, J') = Minimum usable quantity for fuel
SUHARY(5, J) = Prelaunch requirement for _fuel
SUMARY (G, J) = Flight requirement for fuel
SUMARY (7 J)	 Post--landing requirement for fuel
I	 SUIIARY(8, J) = 24-hr. -launch hold recycle requirement for fuel'
SUMARY(0, J) = 107, Dispersion factor for fuel 	 I
SUMARY( 0, J) . = Usable margin for fue l
I
SUMARY(S , J) I	 11, 20 store the water quantities which correspond
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6 0 c VAPOR14ATION
	
FrtOM	 TElvPLkATtRE
7 • c CKTPR	 CRITICAL
	
P R LSSURL	 RATIO
60 c DELTAP	 UIF"FEREt,,CE	 BETWEE N 	C uRR(: N T	 AMt3 !LwT
9* C PRESSURE	 AND	 LAST	 SO L UiIU N 	O f	 VOILLR
1c* c PRESSURE
I i s c DELb	 *ATER	 (SOILED	 AWAY	 TH15
	
TitjE^TE N inM__..`.i2* C
EA	 =FFECTIvL	 ORIFICL	 AREA
13* C FLAG	 FLAfo	 FOk	 TYPE	 OF	 FLOW
1^* C FkST	 FIRST
	 TERM	 OF	 M AJOR	 DIFfLNENTI A L	 LVN




	 kAT10	 Of	 S T'Et1FIC	 HEATS_FUk	 STEH
17* C H	 HEAT	 O F	 VAPOPIZATION
18 10 C P1	 601LER	 FRLSSURE NSiA
_	 iY°	 _ c PvUE55	 Pt2E55URL	 G U L55	 FOR	 ITTE KATIUr+	 PnutEyy__.___T'S ,n
Z;,'+ C PICOT	 TIME	 DERIVATIVE	 OF	 PRE550KL
__





Z2* C Rk	 PRESSURE	 RATIO
zj* C STVC	 STEAM	 VALvL	 CL05L0	 FLAG
""Z4 L ST Vv	 STEAM	 VALVL	 OPEN	 FLAG
-__-_.--
25« C TEMPS	 SATURATION	 TEM P ERATURL ULU R
26+ L 4;y9?T
	 nOILING	 RA -L LbN /HR
27 9 W!yD0T	 OUILING	 KATE
2Sw C
2 ci+ C M1	 -	 LUBE	 OIL	 INLET
300 C M I 1-	 LU(3E	 O I L	 D^iTLET
31* C MZ	 -	 HYDRAULIC	 FLUID	 INLET










s<, 4 CUti hl' ON	 Pt30ss21lF13r0,21^C(3G0^2Q1
.37* CVMMGN	 DUM(IOGI o1 D(1,0100)
3t* tUmim0pi
	 /C(:'11:uP/	 IwAT( 10) •$VAT ( ICI 9U0	 10
	
1VATLFT(3139 • CUMt•ION	 /AkRA Y /	 G(30Cr10)tT1f4IT(30rj).FLAGr1TTLk






















^QUIVA6ENCE(IDUM(6),N*AT)U 111. E Ns1UN KEY( 1 25)	 -- -- - 
DATA GRAY /32.174/A/7449.73/8/14.4285/CC/62.66/
DATA GAMMA/1•31/R/85-b5p7/
0A T A CC : F / i +'i'?S284 1 E Gat
	 -1 .387541 1 E uO,
. 	 1.59674L0 L-U3,
	 -1 •01922GO L-U6
CA a EA,3dvu•





IF (STV.C. L L•Z•	 Tp 9
DLLTAP=G(M1,1)-F2
litOELTAP,LE•-19SIG(Ml,l)=P2-I.5






If (PIC'L.u • LE. e ll 41 )KLY(MI )=D 
1F(KEYCMI).EQ.0) GO TO 25p
9 C.',TINVV
l L!"P5=A/(b-AL`JG( F 9)) + CC
TLNtiYxAUS(C ( M 1 t3 ) )
IF (T `^ R A Y+LT • l0.) 01.=0
T l kRY=Ab5(CtM2,3) )
I F( T E'ri k Y • L T• 1 ;, •) U H. p	 ___ _ ___ _.__.__.('(MI,K).LT.Tt+`)PS) GO TO 249
=CGLF(I)
L)V 13 I= Z,4
73 ''_	 - COEF(I)+ °tM;,K)#+t1-lI
	
__.-----
T ti L) = 0.
TNn; Z =1 .T,^.;iH 1 ate.
TKO ^2 n 1 •	 _.— _..__
tDL.LE • U) GO TO 2
-.I= EXP(-UAAC P I )
..2 = 1 . - T R r i L IC(M1 0 3)/H • TRrtL2
1LE•0) GO TO 4
= C(m2,2)/C(N2,3)
LXN i -UHt' LPZ)
Tkt	 19-TRMHI
















i .2c	 A/PART	 +	 CC
IG	 =	 F'i•(f'ART•.2.)	 -	 ---,.
!U+' =C("il^i)*A/H	 -










IstRR.LE+CK'PR)	 GO	 TO	 10-
i:S • SC('-UziGkAV*2••GA`^r1q /R /;'GAMMA - l.) 1••(- 1•/2.)
I I6• ---F^i5T*5CN0
117 0 TUKIG=((('1••(2•E1))•(P20•L2)-(Pl••LI)*(P2••E3))
118 • IF (T'JkI(;•LT•O)	 (,U	 TO	 151
I ) 9• 1- t 1 T TER•(jT•0)	 GO	 To	 32
I2 G
1 2 1* «T I M0P	 ----




1i f• • (')COT	 =	 (P1-PIOLU)/DELT
I 0MQUT=UL*F(M1,L)'JH-F(M'2•L)-(OL' DH)•(BOKI(3) - T1MUP • N1UuT / UuuKI^_	 _.	 -	 ----IF' (ir i! D'JT •LE-3)	 ITTE^i=70	
- —j1y• IF (i.M[)UT•LE•G)	 GU	 TO	 150
!;,+ YP'i= St0iT( TOR IG/dUKIG)+t (DL+DH) • BORIG ;TIMDP • P1UUT / Ubu R lcm	 "• )LNU/CA
(• U E L T Y =	 Y 0 - Y P R	
_.____-_L•	 .. _.-_._ __ _ _.. __	 ITTLR




• ut	 (j3	 TO	 3,
'l:vAr35(VELTY/YC)
7 • 31	 _	 U.i,	 CK•LE.•u0^-13))	 FLAG	 I •
: K • L E • • C O	 C))	 G O 	 TO	15O (	 R^i,E.5u^)	 GU	 TO	 20L
j =E1.12••(P1••E41"tP1^*E21-tPi••f.5)•l"Z••E311
) -	 = tl./2•)al i./,tirk "t TURIG/yO H I^) )•IOTU*il^/ lsUKlt;)





1 L'	 `i4xTIhiUP•tl• /UdOKIG/DELT+(2•-NART)•PIUUT/N1/UDUKIU/PAKI)







1'-	 =(GKAV•vt.h:MA/R)•t2• /(GA`iMA+) 	 1)••(IGAMrA+1.I/(VA11MA- 1•) )j! I	 T',EK•GT•0)	 G O	TO	 ICI
b + Pi--	 T=(FRsT•CA-BOR)G*(UL+Uti)-PI•CA•SWRT(ThKu/uCklj))*UbORIG/TIMDP
^of6
t z L`L • r ( H 1 rL)".M• F ('1 2th)-tUL • DM) • tU0RI	 I - I IMOP	 eJ	 vx1^	 --
"i1(J'T•LL.J)	 G')	 Tp	 2^3Q
y+ cvRIG
	
a	 tP10020) /dORI'a 	 _	 ----
%+ 4NK=5WNT(TZORIG)+((DL+DH)•bORiG+TIMOP•PlDuT/LbURItj)•ThKD /`q
-^ JLLTZ	 =	 Zq-	 PR
* ITTER=ITTCt+1
r ZC=A85(Z01
• IF 17C.L.E.:i)	 CHCKZrI.E-5
1 r • IF(iC,Li:
	 0)	 GO	 TO	 41
rHCKZ=AbS(UELTZ/ZG)





I F(ITTER+6E. 5 G3)	 GU	 TO	 200
U ZTR^'I = t1./ 2.) • (l./5QKT(T40HIG)) • (2. • Pl/buhtia - 11A+(PI••2eTl______	 --
*	 /tDPUKI.+•I;yDRIG•e2.))1)
DZTR`t2-IDL+CN)+t%+/0;}CkI G)
GZ7:^r'3=T I MU )' • 1 1 • / UbO R I G/DELT + (2.-PART) •P I UUT /F' 1 /UrUR l,j/PAKI_L...










t lU^;	 140.	 SQLUT 10 N, 	 I N	 12 	 12Pi__I TTL.	 AT I ONS )_
r ;SIT
C _o,,.iPUrL	 SATURATION	 TENPLRATURE
uU	 TO	 152
151 CUNTINUE
" I T T F_ R	 =
	 6Y








9G H	 s H +	 LULF' (1) • TE M PR * * 1 I-I )
CC COMPUTE
	 r,ATER	 CONSU M LC	 ----
D EL.,	 _	 0%)OT•OELT
2 F t r)11	 L)=T'*ML2•P(MI,L)+TRtILI•F(M10_)
L130 F(M22,L)'TRMli2*P(t$Z.L)+TRMNI•F(M2#L)





























IF trtl.tvE, 1ViAT( I 1 ) Go O i6j
GU TO 180
CUNT I;iUE





Uw I )a DELit
Uu I9C ;=1,NWAT	 —
ATtT1 = *AT (1) +
uA(1) mo o
UAN: o 4,!1+()ELT















G (m1 ^2J^ P 2	 —_	 ---






.ALL PLATO- ;M2 ,^22)
F ,L) =PtM`.L)($TV^v.GT,:;) bU TU 252
s Mj,L),LE.TL MP S) GE) T O 252-
=Cl"(I,I)•It'l)^I L)_TLMP5)/N/DELI_
4 ) : 4MOOT
r	 H
L 1 a T F_ MP
't M 2:L ► = TEMPS
^c L.; a ^c^ 1)0T + DEL T
uU TO 95
2 CU N T I NV E 	 _	
—_----
If ISTV0oLE•v • ) G O Tr.; 25i---
P7=P2+5TV0
IFt:3Cmi 11 •GT * P7)	 (,(MI I ) 7°S T VC 'P2
















3x^cS^N,i	^+^1 t nQ	t V i Sd)	SIHnSS3>yd	9;
N311 nA•
 1 ^^1 f AWV
	












































	I 	d14	1 NJ? NOdWO3	Tey..
tw	C)Inf	300N	1V	dWI1	0In1d	HZr~ZI/31111	VIVO+5►,
tV13H1'11009) wniVO)'(IHd'(1OS1+)wniV0)'t..r










15151XdX"s)d1	S11d' l5Z)l ici,^' Iczi J1d.7	dN/1SSd/
	Nowwn3
1 t5Z)1341` t5Z)511;	C	)I 1111/Zdwnl/N0Ww0]
.Lr
.0























H1^N31	;IXbx	_	__	_	___._____._]_.	•ti-2 C p W	IqIxV-X	10	3n1rA	9NI
i»V1S	01o•z2


















03 id 1 XS
	
393«2 t














____ --__ _--• -. -- __-. _._, ^___ _ _ N 3 r. I83d
	
3n-:VA 	X	V 113 0 _.__ _.
	








S 1 1 ^^^	Nn I id I8DS30	3WVN	3%;V I NVA3.£






DATA X / I / 2of4
Vlr(ITE(6,200)
F UrCIAT(I H U,2 4 X,1 9 HES T • PLOTTING TIMES )




IF (XAXI S (1) .GT• 9) KTRL	 Ip	 -	 --------
KTRL = 10
15AVAC - IRDAUR
ti ^^LTS = I4PLTS •
Iuir	 v
r
C	 DETERMINE I F ANY DATA POINTS ARE TO bE SK1PPLU
C
63 IF (NPLP T 5 / NIP •L'f• 15001 GO TO N4
IOlvml,u1V+1
v.GT.B)C0 TO 5 r0	 ^_	 —.-_---
^:P•2
_(6,35) X,;aIP
55 FQKMAT42Cr.0	 THL FREGI * OF PLOT 13,20H I5 etlNt, DOubLLW TO 13 )
G J	 T U	 a 3
IF'M 1=kIP-1
;. = I N T ((NP - .PT5*OT I M E	 P•2C (TSTN(11 -T 5TI(Tt 1 ) 1	 'UI I M L) )
` M D	 .LT.	 1)	 MD	 a	 I
9. DC ILRMI 14 E	 (4 J I-, BER	 OF	 PARAMETERS TO 'READ------
9.
97+
^^ * C ICC.NTkC =	 NTR(X) GROUP	 OF	 5	 (MAXJ
9 j*-_...	 . 4 r I^ (NTRC-5) I,2,3
-
1 N'5AV=NTRC
'	 (WTR.(11TkC + 	).E61.01	 GO	 TO	 2
► NT ri CnNTFC+ N T	 (NT R C+X )i/•..__
_ GO	 TO	 4
lu g• 3 NTNC=NSMV
2 CONTINUE




J=	 + 1 a J	 IS	 NUMdLK	 of	 (;ATA	 PU110 5	 IN	 BLOT	 --
CAL!,	 RREAU	 (IR0AUR9RE5TgWNPLTS,ISTAT) ^-
s 'f8 IF	 (ISTA T	.EQ.	 I )	 G0	 TO	 '+0
il* lF	 (RLSTt1)	 .LT.	 TSTRT(1))	 GO	 TO 49
:20 STIME(J)	 =	 RC5T(I) —_--•	 _.__^.__	 _._—_.
X 41=to	 RC- I ..
114* O:I	 7	 IR=C,N1
115 4
116*
7 i%ATUMi ib3Q*IR +J) 	 =	 REST ( X+IR*1)
1 ^(ST1 M L ( J 1 	 •GE•	 TSTP(l))	 GO	 TO 77 R HAVE	 AI(RIVED AT	 LND uF	 P LOT	 KANGL
117 •
113 «
149 1KUADR	 is	 IRDADR	 •	 N,IPLTS
1F(IRDAOR	 . '• E.	 1(+RAOR)	 (30	 TO	 77 Is' HAVE	 AKr(IVLU	 AT	 LN),	 OF	 DATA
:19 0 IF(NIR M I • L T. I)	 G 4 	TO	 4i
?^.
^.














Z2- GO	 TO	 44	
_____	
.— DRAW	 __	 ---
.	 - 7 7 i R D A D k
	









2-• IFfABb iBIGIK1)l•GT.1•E-10•JR•AAS(oEE(K1))96791•E-101	 lau	 Tv	 20
134 • AMAXIJJ)=- 1iC 	 : r •	 __.__r_-.	 ____^_	 ^_--
1J2+ OO	 5	 II-19J
133#0 JFi 1 A JJ- 1
134+ AMAA (JJ)=A ►IAX1(),MAX(JJ),UATUM(JV+I	 • 1500+11)1	 -^
135 • A1'i114 1 JJ)sAM1NI(X1''IN(JJI,UATUM	 ; M 1	 •15vi: +II)1
13^,• 5 CONTINUE
1.17 • uU	 TO	 1G1	 —
1 3 8+ 2 C X m A X (J J) = d I G t K l )
139•. __ XM1N(JJ)xAEEtK1)
10I
CALL3CAL(XMAX(JJ),X MIN(JJ), Y AXI S (1),UPA RJ J.J)9FARu{JJ),ERK)
S CQNTIN +JE
C PREPARE




I 1 = I, ►J T R C -
NuLaJPLT(A-1'*IZ)
YTILE(5,'4 UL )= ICN V R T t IP^_T(X-I + IZ) )Ov	 70	 1 Y = i +'^TITELiI YrI Z)-YTILE(IY,Nu LJ
7C CUN T, INUE
PLACE	 DATA	 FUR	 ONE	 PLOT	 ON	 TAPE
NSET=t4TR/X	 NUMBER	 OF	 TkACL5	 UN	 T H 1.p 	PLOT
N )LT5V=NSET	 of	 TOTAL	 NUmDLR	 (%f	 TKALES	 1+v	 1 N1 S	 4HOuP
OF	 5	 (MAX)
63 GO	 TO	 (11,12,13,14,15),NSET
It CALL	 CC"! 1xKTkL , TZ7DTI'4E,STIME , O•r1I,PARO ( 1)rUPAK ( 1)ICJICOALPHA
^1+r #r71,T*-TLL,2C9Z0H	 7I1vE	 tMKS•),54,T1TLL(1,1))
^)•
» 12
CA	 T 	 18	 }o	 T	 M	 M	 F	 4•MUtALPHA
.ALL - CCF(1xK T `ZLt 	 vxp	 J	 ErSTI	 E,C^•,22r	 AROl11ruPAK { 1)•1x1 
•	 r'AR0121xVPAk11),x,169Mu9uETA




	 TO	 1 R__ __
CALL
	
CCP(I,KTRLrTLirOTI11E,STI M E,G•,33,"AR O (1),U P A R t1),I, 1 4•t1U t h L PH A 	 ^"-
♦ 	 r°ARO;1l , UPAK{2 ) 14x16iMUxoETA





C ALL	 CCPCI,KTRL t Tu^,OTI M Et$TI M E,C • ,4 .4t P A R0 (1)iU PAR (1)r1,I 4•MU r NLPHA ____^	 °-
,PARO(1),uf'A R tl),1x 16•MUsuLTA
t PAR0 (J) t ut' A R (J) r 1, 2 J0MU 1 %3AMMA











GU	 TO	 18	 T	 TO	 e	 m	 9 0 	 ` eliUrALPNAC ALL	 CCF'(,,t:	 kLr	 rOTI ,7t^..r e Ti ' _	 • r55rPAR0(liruPARf11•! ► 1
5':.- ^FARVi219VPAkll)r2r16wmO,*LTrPAR0t3) ,UFAR(.i) r1,2O•MVI%SAMtIA
U'eHlr P A K0 t4)rUPARI'1)ro,2bM --s	 A	 ( y )rUP	 kfy)#J,2.	 q
^r 7 2 , T I T L E , 2	 2.0H	 T1"1E	 (HR5.1,54,TITLL(1,1)
' 54 	 T I T E L (1 . 2)
,59,TITEL(1 ► 31
05,10ITLOIs4)
54 , T I T E L ( 1 s5 J 
Cu,-T I rauE
u• CALL	 CCP(ZrJtl)	 - -
CALL	 CCP(5r32767rPLOTIM)
^23 4 f i TE (6, 2iJ2 )	 NLUT I M






IF(;4SET5V+ 1 T R tNS E TSV	 +	 X)	 •GT•	 14TkC)	 GU	 Tu * 80
C MOVE	 REMAI(aING	 DATAv	 SCALI NG 	 AND	 TITLL	 !, ,sTU	 Pu5IltON	 t1I K 	 PLUTTINIi
Z+ C
`^;^ N I r ! 5;;^s t 5•NSETSV)




	 66	 ) Q	 I r N 's















t. S 1 5 r i R)	 T i T E L t I S, `3 ) _--
67 1NUL
=r;TR(riSE T 5V	 •	 X)
SY =rd5ET5 V+ N5^ T
C CHECK FOR MORE PLOTS
C
c0 X=X+NTRC
1 GQ	 T G	 iuu"
5 0 C4LL	 C'-P(6)
CP.LL
	
EXI T	_ 	 ._-c














_ - D E S C P. I P T I U N--	 -- _-- -- - -U 1+1 T 5	 - -- ----
C(N+40) F L O..RATL	 INTO	 PUMP LbM - dTU/tlK•LbM-K
CUFLo CAST	 DRAIN	 FLOvRATE t,PM	 ___
—TCDEF) PRESSURIZED ,1004 1 FLOwRATL<10 GPM	 ----
CuEF" PRE55UK I UD:10C%, FLOViRATt> 1 u GeM
CUEF 3 PRESSURIZED91103, FLOORATL<10 Gell
CUEF 4 PRE5SUR11EU9110*9 FLUORATL>10 GrM
COEF5 DEPRESSURIZEDtI00%CDEF /j ULPR'ESSVR I LED
CUEF 7 PFF:`_,SURIZLD,105	 DEG	 F
CUEFE PRESSURIZED	 240UEG	 F
I SYSTEM	 t4Utt4LFi
ICNFIG CUHaEtJT	 SYSTEM	 CUNFIGURATION
IRDO SYSTEM	 CONFIGURATION	 MAINIA
PDRP PRESSURE.	 DROP	 IN	 CURRENT	 CUNFIGURAT1uN^
PcFF PUM°	 EFFICIENCY	 --
PjOiER PUMP	 SHAFT	 iiORSEPONER















:Ti'J £ FLuP . '	 _CULATES:
P U MP r	 .CIENCY AS A FW4CI UN O f' SYyTLM
	
FLOP	 it IN GPM
PART 5
	
PO AL ff AS A FUNCTION OF T"L r-FFILILNLY,
THE FLU,h R ATE,AND SY5TLM CUNT I%au"AtioN
PART	 CASE DRAIN FLONRATE A5 A FUi.CTIuN OF
SYSTct^FLO ,&R A TL IN GPM
PART D	 CONVERTS YOUMETRIC FLO VjmATE TO MASS
FLOtsRATE
FLOP:vR






D I M E N SIO N CO`-F1( 7 ),COEF2 ( 7 ) , C OE F3!7 ), CO E F4( 7 ) ,CO EFy(7) 	--
•	 ,COLf6j7),C(:iF7(7),COEF9(7)
DIMENSION CL`FLY4 (3 )
CUM rt O N N i L t DFLT,TIME,TST O P, NN ODES --
LOhmON P(330t2),r(300,2)905CU,?_C)




Cti^^`",OFi/t1YUI1Pp ^v( 2713) ► :•MMTRXISC,'!),FUi^ERt3),15P0(3)•IFLAG,TF1.n(3)_	 `_




- " 2 DATA COEF3/-•15472 v? IE-2s•96847460E°1s+246971JOc-zt••1o934G14c-2t
+339-.3dt2E-3,-,1362180CL-4tO•/
DA TACO;:F4/•235W4v5410t•41172-12L-1,-•1171659YL-2t•I1db620 YL -4t
.;;,945d19E_ 5,-,33"v2iF5F:-9,.lybd74a7^-1G/


















66*	 C	 1:rC%	 SFLEU
67 • 	C
6 E
	 20	 GO	 TO	 (22,22v24) ► ICNFIG
69 ,	22	 P l-fF = FtjNC(CCEF5,W1	 -----W	 DEPRESSURILEa____.__—_
70 1G U	 TO	 5G
7109	 _.	 _- .24	 I F (TFL,, (I ! • GT, I,',)	 GO	 Tp__25------720
	 PEFF=FUI:C(C0EFItW1








)	 G O	 T O	 35	 __.	 _
..'	 i"c:F F =F UNC (COEF 3, W )
t:I	 G0	 T 	 50





5C	 PUivER(I )=	 TFL.ti(I )9	 pDRP(ILNFIG)/(PEFFa1714•)
,.d	 GU	 ;0	 (60,7i^tSC ) TICI4FiG 
O Z+	 : 9	 C
"Py




PG 9	 9 20	 cy Gz	 93+	 6?	 CUFL 4(I) =,J•h C^ 9 ,1  
	
G O	 TO
	 I G !7
*	 C	 DLPRESSURIZEU	 hIuDE
C 




•	 C	 PHL55UR I ZED	 MODE
Cu:_=	 FUwC(COEF7,Q1..	 _.	 -	 -	 -- ---- ----	 —..
:r	 CJri=	 FUfCtcOEF8QJ
+	 CUFLVi(I)	 =	 COL	 +	 (CDH — CUL)	 01	 (F(N*4,K)	 —	 565.)	 /5y5••
+	 I i	 CJA T I PJ UE
C	 FAKT	 D
C
. 1;.	 C(ti+6,3)	 =	 TFL'N (I) -220•
iI1	 C(tv+5,3)	 -	 CDF04(I)*7209
12 f	C(r;+4,3!	 _	 ^i +5131	 +	 C(N+6931





CUM, ILA 7 I0N:	 No	 D I.AGNCST I CS.
134
IWTERVAL AROUND i:ML TO LHL(.K Fuk
SAVING V A LUES FOR SU M MAmY TAOLL
FUEL USAGE kATE AT SEA LLvLL
FULL U S A GE KATE IN SPACL
FUEL USAGE HATE: AT CUR k t.NT ALT i iUDE
APU OPERATING SPEED FLA(.














YA.'iIA d L- ',AME	 OESCRIPTI vn 	 _--_VnIT5i
SAND









13 9 	Ujr)Ett5,ON TOTFUL(3)
	




	CUMMO	 ? ( 34C, 2 ) , F ( 3 G Q r 2 ) , C (•30C, 20)
	
16 0 	:Ui-iiNOtt pUr1(10C),IDUM(100)
	






Qr	 EWU I VALr NCE (IOU i (I 0) , tITURbN )N = Z 7 4
	
1 a 	 D u I00 I=j,11TUR13N
	
23 • 	i F ( PVi R - LE. `.) V0 TO
	





lye	 IU C0 1-iT INUL	 —	 -30•-- - -	 FkATEI= 5.:5 `+• P W R . + 69.5,	 -.	 191.. SLA LEVEL _. 100;6
	
31 ► 	 FnATE2= 4.53 • F ►Y k t 33.29	 Ial SPACE	 10uis
	
3Z e	GO TO 30
	






	 ^. SEA LLYLL	 l IJ$
	
7e	 FkATEI= 5,054* PAR + 69055	 -
	
s+
	 FkATE2= ".593 • P VI R + 33.29	 :d 5F„Ct:	 l IiJb
	
?R	 30 FORATE=FRATEZ+(FkATEI-FRATE2)°(P2/14.7)	 1.+INT(-rcrOLNTE FUR hLT11UJE
PU = F URATE•DELT
C (ti+ j , 1 7) =C (Iv+ 1 , 17) +F'U	 WSUM F ULL CON^U MEU
CS v+I,19)=T OT FUL (,)- C(N +1 ,171 ----	 WCUMPUTt. F UEL ktPlAjNjlrG
L i-iL ;1GY-l F`Qe0''J ( I ) evLLT	 i,iCUM VUTF E ivt: tcb Y CUrvSUMLD
C t 1i+ j, I S ):C (tJ+ i, 2 6) .ENEPGY
C	 PKEPAKE FUEL USA G E INFORMATI O N FOR SUMMARY TAbLE
r
F,AWD a .E + CLLT
IF (TIME.(t•( TIMSUM(1)-HA'Nut•AND.TI-M E.LE.(TlMSUM(1I+E A 14U) ►
SUMAKY(5,I)=C(N+I,I7)
	
1K	 IF(TIME.GE .(TIMSJM(2) -UAtvU).ANO.TINE.LE.(TIMSUM(2)+BAIiU))
	
2:	 •	 SUMAKY(6,I)= C(N +1,17) - SUMARY(5,I)
	
3 s	 IF tTIME.GE•(TIMSUN13) •• NA N:)) .Atv D, T) (iF.i.E.(
 ( IMSUM(3)+13ANU))
	

















































VARIABLE	 NAME _	 DE5CR!PTI011 	 UN115
C(N1 0-7,1) THERMAL	 CAPACITANCE	 OF	 MYJKAULI-	 S Y STE M	1
C(NI*7,4) NEAT	 LOµU	 ON	 SYSTEM	 1
ICNF I to SYS TEM	 CO;^F I GURA T I Ot,
IFL AG iySTEm	 CON r IGURAT10h	 FLAv	 —
Jr. COUNTER	 FOR	 NUMi1LR	 OF	 ACTUATORS	 UN	 LA CK
SYSTEM








LMMTRX LOSS	 MANAGEMENT	 MATRIX
NACT . TOTAL	 NuMbER	 OF	 ACTUATOK5
NnYD ARRAY	 OF	 INLET	 NODE	 NU M bL1t5	 FU R 	ACTUHTUma
ON	 SY5T!=•"	 I
NHYOUT AgRAY	 OF	 CUTLET	 NODE'.	 NUMbLRS	 FON
ACTUATClia
	 ON	 SYSTEM	 I




CUMMON P13U-t 2), F1 3 r 0 7_,),C(3 0,20)	 __—.--
CU(VION ()UMl l30), TUU!l(l00)
CUM"ON /ACT/ 14NYO(3,50i,;4HYJUT(3e50)91iACT,FLn(50)
CUPl y 0N /PkE:5 R / SP4(3),DLNJ,t3),PDKP13)CUN110r, 14YD1 IPDO(27,3),Lr-i.*ITKX(50,14),E'OoEK(3)91_5PU(3),IFLAv
Lwu!VALENCE t I 0UM( IQ) tNTURdN)









37 • UU	 6C	 J=IINACT
Lil	 =rj
LM	 :2	 LM+l
IF(L?4MTPX(JjLM), E w*C)	 QLi	 TO	 30
ISMS
	 c	 L-M MTRX(J?LM)
LrL
!F(L.)IC*LT*3)	 t2 0	 TO	 ?U
C, Q	 TO	 55
L m m 4:
---
-
LM	 =	 Lr	 +	 I
IFIO'.MTRX(,:LM)	 EQ:o)	 ISYS=LilMTRXtJ,ll
IF(L!-IrtTkX(i	 Lri):E(k, 	0)	 GO	 TO	 50
lt:*'S	 s	 LMtITRX(J,Lfl)
1P00IIFLAGtl5YS)
I F	 L M C o L T . 2 1	 (30	 TU	 140
lou , 1(10+15YS)	 2	 IOU;-. (10+1S1'S)
JN	 =	 lt3um(1c*lSy5)
N H y (!UT( j 5YSv JK) 	J+50
6 0, CU NT I N t; E
N1	 ! uc,
	--
D J 	 IQ	 I=I  , N T U k ON
JL=IDuV,I10+l)
I - 7 1 14
70	 t4u	 I v iL
(JL,E' .Cj )GU	 TO	 79
-' U s 11VI YD (	 1,'14(%) (N0D,j. c' *V)	 GU	 TO	 65





ACTU Ok TUKS	 PLK	 SY!)TLM—.
65 CO"TINUE
ICt-qFIG=IPL)O(IFLAG,I)
HLAT	 LUAU^)	 UN	 ALTUATOr^'^
C t	 +	 4 )=C(NI+7,	 )+W,	 OF	 A C 7 Q A I O tKS	 PLk	 S Y	 T Em71	 4 0 D	 ^Wsum	 0A, q )
L(i,u0,3)	 =	 FLo(NU0)•220•
CUNTINUE




OF COMPILATIO N :	 NO	 0146NCSTICS.
197




•	 C	 VARIABLE NAMc	 DtSCHIPT1(rht
	 WNITS
	
5° 	 C	 KNODE	 COUPLINb NUDE
	6"	 C	 L I NDL.X	 LINE NUm 8LR INDEX
	
7 r.	 C _	 L I NUM	 ARRAY OF LINE NUMBERS
	
6 • 	C	 L;NOUL	 ARRAY OF ACTUATUk !tl WHuS 	 LINE_PATh,,
	
9•	 C	 LINUM(LINDEX) 15 INCLUULU
	
1G • 	C	 yUOLIN	 A,CTUATOK-LINE MATRIX
	
11 6 	 NLC'4T	 CUL'tvTEK FOR NU M BER OF L 1NE5 - ON ALTUATOR__
1z^
	
1^ • 	C	 T H I S 5/R LOADS THE Li;^E 04TA,CUN5Tk'JCtS THE ALTUNTO R X LitvE MATRIX FKUM THE
	1 +	 C	 LINE A ACTUATOR k0h VECTOR IrIPUT CATAtCOMPUTL5 CAPACITAN(.t A1vu LUAUS ThE
	±y•	 C	 uUUN(yARY NODE COUPLING VECTOrc•
	
16 0 	-	 CUMMON KtLtD E LT, T IilL9 T5TOP,:gNUDE5
	
: I •	 CUMMON P(3C-t2),F(3;0,2.),((30Ct2t0)
	
i G a 	CUMMON Dust (I CL) t I DU;4 (IOC )
	
I y•	 CUMMON/LSNES/ LI N UM(260).KNODE(260),LTH(260)tl6lGt260),rLutiL t 160)t2C+ _._._.	 ±	
















^^	 * :• s23.?s^ • u• 116.4/	 _____
	ZY •
	L i t^qL;( =t7
iL;	 10 CONTINUL
:1 ! L.,4 : T = Ce
	
32 • 	Ou 14 I=2,30
	;3+►	 III Llt4QDE(I) =O
	
3^*	 LINGEX = LINDEX+l






3d+	 <-'oOUEILI ajar) = KNJUE(LI14DEXi « 250
3 9 	 1: L NLNT-LNCNT;:
	400	 __	 Ltr = L I NODE (LNCN )
	
" l •	 if tLN,Lt^.O> GO TO 12
	
?*
	 Lt+-,T ( LN; =NLCNT ( LN ) +1




^•	 GU ;0 1l
12 LttC'JT=Li,CNT-I.
A is1TE(6,3)LINUM(LINDEXl,KNODE(L. INDEX ),(LINUUE(M)tM=1tLNCNTI
3 FUNMAT(5X,21S,3;;I3)
	
3d	 GU TO 1u•.__-._.
	
10 0 LItvUEX=LINDE%-I	 -	 ---
	
'•	 WkiTEt6,4lLI;^OEX
4 FURMAT(IH1t31H dd•e• LINE NUMBER INDEX ••• + • /15 H	 TU ThL NVMdLR Or
• LiNES =tI5/)





























VARIABLE NAME	 DESCRIPTIuN	 !BITS
FLO'J;L	 FL0woRATE INTHE tiYCRAULIC .
 LINE5 —__----_..._ upm
ID	 POSITION OF. LINE NUMER IN ltic L INE AKRAYb•
!NTG3	 SECOND DIGIT O F THE LINL NUmbEK
I=PRESSURE LINE SYS 1,	 2=KLTUhN SYb 1
3=PRESSURE LINE SYS 2 1 ' - y=METUtlt + , YS 2
5=PRESSUFE LINE SYS 3,	 6=KLTUKry SYS 3
LLL	 NuMgER OF' LINES UN ACTUATUK Nry
Nr4	 ACTUATOR NUMBER UU SYS IS
CUM'"Ot, K•L,vt! T,'1Mr,TSTUP,t^WOUES
CUi MON (' 1 30C, 7. ; + F tJy;3,Z) rC13Jt1,20)
CUMMON/LINES/ Li N Uii(260),KN-ODE(260),LTH(260),lb1Gt160),FLU.tL(&oo; t
TE M NIPt(250 ) , T ^; M POT ( 16 p ),LU U i (1601,5i'ACtt1Q,1 ► ,
NODL1Nt50,761,NLCNTl50),WUOiL(260)•JHANL,EM155,











) _. f t wF / l —r,
2 = !^}*Ii^TG1
ia3 =	 TG1 -INT(72{± -G -C) INTG3 r- 2
1 '	 '4.KLYI) FLUWL00) ° FLO*L(IUI • FL,r(14N)











C VARIABLIE	 N AME	 DESCRIPTIut4_- --UNITS -
N+1 r 14	 HEAT	 LOAD	 ON	 GEARBOX
,(N+1,3)	 LU R E	 OIL	 FLOYYRATE
 BTU/HR	 — --
LoM -bTU /HH - Lb"i-K









• DIMENSION	 SP`(L ( 3 ) r UENSL (3 )
M 0 N	 K9L I ;)"- LT I T 1 M Ei T i IUP, 14 NUDESC U Ft __--
i. Ci!;m0t4	 P(30	 ► 2) ► F(3r:002).Ct3Ct3 ► 20)










'^	 ! 1vc 0LN5LtI)"-.:19^`	 8•TBAR+70.69
Irt,5?u(i).L4.2) G O	 TO	 10
_' __ _ - _. _ _ --_.___--- _.._._.
^G "Q C .:4+ 1 r ^)	 1 q o '3 7 .2	 +	 2 6 ^ 2 I 4 	 •r 0 r, E K (1
C(«+1,3)'	 SPHLtl)	 +	 DENSLt11'	 26.468
Ir	 NP	 4. 946 +•G24ePQ4 CR( I )
C t . i+ 1
	
r 3) =5NHL ( I ) +UF.N5L (I) •33.668
2:.	 CUI+T I NVE
c T3AR-1)6C.	 FaComPUTE	 C t A, 2) FOR	 -	 -------_
=(i2o./I34.)*	 C( h+ _	 ,31/5-PHL(I)	 +dLudL	 UIL	 hLAl L XCHANGLR
`391 ;354;(FLRL•••29819)
3I 4.$8993795#70A4-1355.651
3 2 ' _-- 2 • 1 6 E 8 3 9 8	 ^ T B ,'^ R + 6 U 3 • 3 5 p 7 "	 _,^.f_.____._	 .___ ____.^____
^• L=•2395562	 •	 T B AK	 -	 660919291
}» ALFLR	 a	 ALUG1-(FLRL)
ALUA2 1s 	AUL+A1_+ A LF ' L R 	+	 A2L•(ALFL49*2)
JSL	 =	 AMAAI(UAiL+UA2L)
Z,2)	 n(I34./IC4	 .)	 +	 USE
? N




30 C N	 NODE	 TO	 SPLIT
4 r I	 ..	 5PL I T	 N	 INTO	 1 e	 F LOO	 XM
5 • C J	 5PL I T	 N	 I N 1	 J,	 F LO*	 / -xM
b• C M	 -	 CONTROL	 NODE
7• C TC	 -	 CONThOL	 TEMP.
80 __ C .	 R	 ..	 XM	 CHAN G E	 PLE	 UEi, P E£ -
9 • L !lAA	 ..	 MAX.	 VAV o	 OF	 XM
100 C MIN	 +	 MIN*	 VAL..OF	 XM





1,	 UELt,	 TIMES	 TSTOP,	 NyCDES
14 0 CUMMON	 P(3	 i+:2),	 F(300,2),	 C(300,20)
1 S • COMMON	 UUM ( I;.	 ) ,	 I out, ( 1 Or,
16 0 t, U	 10	 10 I
17+ LNTRY	 GMQD;NtI,Jr'i,jCjRpMIN,MAXI
1+	 • BAUI•	 C(1,13)
© AU2=	 C(J,Ic)
	 _. _0U	 1 Q2	 ;) z5 e 1 4
O2 	 C'JNT I N U L
Ct 1, I0) •	BADI
C( J ,ILJ) = 	f3AU2
ICI	 CONT INUE
I 	 (N,L).LT9TC)XM=0.
IF"tr (NpL).LT.TC) J^ O	 T O	 ID
IF iF (I*1,L).GT.TC) :1, =1.	
-
IFt;(I•I,L).GT,,TC)	 GO	 TO	 IF



















































VARIABLE NAME	 DESCRIPTIUN	 ^hiTS
-	 ICUP
	
F AG TO SI(zNAL THAT PL A TO WAS CALLLU
FINL	 U TLET FLUID TEMPERATURL
PO: L^	 COMPONENT ILMPLRATURE




Ut:tit 10,1 ) + I gum ( l oc )




AVt T x F tms L)
IK0L(M+3).LE•v) GO TO 100	
------	 -_
Fl y +L) : C(Mj4)/CSM+3)/2**5AVE;	 _	 --
r11+4js0
i0 I00
Y GPLTIM ► N)
C(`t1 2) * UUh( I 7) + C(KTI3)•UVM(l8)
=S1	 1X=Ii+4
tX -51 - clw•lx1•ou^^(ix•5) /PM
C+	 3) = CtM131
Cl
	 =) _ tC (N16) O DUh ( 21	 + C4N+91*UUMt241 • C1 M+511 • C{	 M 5)
-3).LE90) UO TO 76
_(M+2) /Cl)^i3)





+4)•DtLT - (P(M+K) -TUFMLI*TRM3+ClMtl1•P(M+K11/Iti,,(KM3






















C	 VARIABLE NAM E 	 DE5CRIPTIuN 
	
---_UN1T$
C	 NSTkT	 LOCATION O F FIRST NODE I 14 Ib1 G COUPLLD TV
C NODE M
C	 NrF(Y	 LUCATION OF LAST NOUE IN IBI(6 CuuPLLL- TU
C	 NODE: M




K, L, DELT, TIME, TSTOp, rVNODES
Cum,mor4
	
P(30092).	 F(3GG,21 ),	 C(3CUt20)
C'J;ot"ON
	
DuM. (1 ":)	 1 au ;l (I OJ )




















1 o) z BAD
NUL
^"''=:EPtIIi—N5TR1#IOOG+NSTRT-1







! _	 : E P ( I I ) / 1 : ^ v
:P(I I) -:•aTItT,;i_,00+NSTP?T - 1
T EG)00) 4 0 TO ^QO
,K)##y





.:	 y 1 =C (I I r'4 1 -SUM
FI;^-UP.Lt,,.IICAL L FLA'C(iI,JJ)
F(ICUP,EW,I) GC TU 202
















	 PUTS THE	 INFORMATION	 FROM	 EAL11.
=• C COMP	 CYCLE FOR	 f.ACN DESIRED	 PLOT	 ON TO 	 H1VN	 !)PEEL)"---
;+ C DRUM	 TO UE	 RETRIEVED -ATER	 BY	 Tnr.	 KUUTINL	 UkAA
7 » C VARIABLE	 NAME 0E5CRIPTIU+v 	 uwtT5
• iPLT NODE NUMBER OF	 PLAT
t ^• C
C
I VYnADR ADDRESS_ 	ON	 DRU M AT	 k1HICM	 TU	 WR 1 1 E	 UATA
r
^I" JPLT TYPE	 O F 	PLOTli e C NIX COUNTER	 FUR NUmdLR
	
OF	 P LU 1 5	 --- -----._
204





- --- ---- _- .	 NYL PTS----	 - COUNTER	 FOR	 NUM A LR	 OF- 	AUliv'T5_ON-EACH-	 2	 Of	 3
rLOT
16 0 C PLANET	 ARRAY	 OF	 V A LULS	 TO	 PUT	 UW Ur+E	 RLCORo	 OF
17+ C DRUM	 (1) = T; M L	 (I),Ia2,NNPLT y n UNL
I8*
C_.____.._ - ._	 -_ - _-	
- - -
	 POINT	 FOR	 EACH	 PARAMETLK	 bLI N u	 PLOTTLu -
19 0 C XX	 VALUE	 TL)	 PUT	 IW	 PLANLT	 AKrtAr
Z3; C -	 -
^1 + DIMENSION	 PLANET(25)
22^ _	 _ _ Cummolq 	 K,	 L,	 uL L T t
	 T I ME t	 .STOPS -NNCDE5
23+ CUMMON	 P;3L'C,2)t	 F(300,2)j	 C(300,20)
24+ CuMMON	 UuM( 1;01;	 IDUK(I0j1
25+ (UMMON	 /ARRAY/	 C30nt10) tTINIT (300),FLAGt1TTLK
%6+	 -"" - COMMON	 /PSST/	 NPLTSolPLT(251•JFLT(2S),PLTSLWtT$TPl5)$A„XIS(Sli
27+ +	 YAX15( S) .NOPLUT( S),NP,LPTS9NTRl2!31	 wKnVkr1 ►tpAUK
Z8: COMMON/UAMMIT/	 IERG(12),ENG(12)rDH(12)	 -- —`-
<9 • CUMMON	 /	 ALTO	 /	 ALT
COMNGt4	 /CUMEVP/	 1,,AT(I0) is tAT( 101 iD'rv r IC),ANT 1„ FT' -(3)	 _	 -
31 + E 4v iV ALLNCE	 (NERG,1pUM(16))
'1+ DATA	 CONVF/22-./	 W CONVENT	 LbM/ H K	 TU	 upM
3+ N I X 	 -S4s - NPLPTS014PLPTS+1
31>0 PLANET(I)=TIME
36+ S CUNTINUE
' 7 0 Nl'X	 o	 NIX	 +	 I
so 14 U u = JP L T ( ra I X )	 _.."' -
9+ MU(j=IPLT(N I X)
p+ GU	 TO	 (iD,<"0+3Q,4Ct50tb0+70tsC,°0t100t11^,120.130,140t150.1b0,170t
I* •	 180t190,2CO	 210	 2ZDt23r),NUG
Z •	 -	 - C ••• F LUID	 TL M PLRATUR L 	IDLGREES	 R)	 _-_.
43+ 17 XA	 a	 F (14UG,L)	 -460•
+ GO	 TO	 400
7 • C ••+ COMPONEiT	 TEMPER A TURE.	 (DEGREES	 R1. 
5 9 20 XA=	 F(+	 (;'UG,L)	 -	 46.	 -
7+ GU	 TO	 40%3
d • 30 CUli T I NUL
9+ IF(ABS(C(MUG15))•LT.•G000D1) 	 GO	 TU	 35C ••s F L,Vir	 HATE	 (L3S /nR) 	 _.._	 -	 -•-
1• AA	 a	 C1MQl"3)/C(MU(2,5)
2 + 1^0	 TO	 '4 C;j• C ap+ F LU;;	 RATL	 (GF'M)
4+ 55 XA=	 C (muG, 3) /CCNVF
a+ GU	 TO	 '100
- o.• HEAT
	 (BTU/NR)
X X 	 s	 C( MUG ,4I
GU	 TO	 4t;U
;1+ C +•+ -DATER	 RL"AINING	 (Lbs)
• ,C JO	 S4	 1	 a	 19IG
SI + 1f'	 t	 MUG	 •EU•	 IVjAT(I)	 )	 GU	 TO	 56
'52+ ---- 54 CUNT I NUt 	
_
b3+ 56 X X s	 VVATLF T (I )b4+ GO	 TO
	 4CO
65+ •0' CUNC•
	 OF	 H2O	 (LD / Lt3	 JRr	 GAS1y
660 6 0 AX	 s	 C(MUGt6)	
_.__
67+ GU	 10	 4L,0
a8+ C 00- 0 CUNC.	 OF	 U2	 (L8 / LB	 DRY	 GAS)
69+ 70 7 X	 =	 C(F;UG,71u+	 _ GU
	 TO










71• C •0 • ^ - 4C•	 OF	 W2	 (Lt3/L8	 DRY GAS) 72e---	 _. -.- e0- XX	 =	 ( ( MUG98)	 _
7J* GU	 TO	 4wG
74• C +s+ CUNC•	 OF	 CO2
	
tLB/Lts	 DRY GAS)
75 16 9u XX	 =	 C(I•JU(;p9)
760 G U
	 TO	 1403 ^^^---
77• C ++• H LATER
	
PO,iER	 (BTU/MR)
7 8 9 100 xX	 =	 C(MUG1101
. 790 (iU





•^1 • 11[ Ax	 =	 CimuGell)
b2 e UU	 TO	 4[O
030 C ++• I'AhTI<L
	
PRESSURE	 OF	 02 tP51)




86 ; C +:+ P ARTIAL
	
PXL SSURL	 OF	 NZ (PSI)
8 7' 130 XX	 =	 C ( N,UG, 1 3 )
Gu ^^-(htMHG)^Hqw [ •a. TQAL G ^ttESSURt;	 OF	 CO2
9 r' 0 14C AA	 a	 C(MUvr'ti;	 *51.7'3068
9 1 • GU	 TO	 400
920 C 0 HLATER
	
ENLRGY	 (BTU)
93 • 15C O u 	 155	 Is1,NL:RG
94• iF(MUG.EO.IEHG(I))	 GO	 TO 156
7 5 + 155 CUNTINUL
i 6 • 156 XX	 =	 L- HG( I)	 +	 DH( I ) .-S7 • GU	 TO	 4nO
9	 • 160 AA	
-	
C(t,Uu916)
^3U	 TO	 4C0Js C ae • ALCUM	 FUL L_	 (LbS)
1vl • 170 XX	 =	 CCHU(,#17)
7 4, GU	 TO	 4.OG
^• C ea• A CCU M 	ENEtiG Y 	(HP-HR)_--^._183 X X 	 =	 C(NUG,i8)GU	 TO	 407
s C •es F+JLL
	
F;Eh?AINi t1 G 	 (PERCENT U5ABLE)
-_I90 Xx¢C tMU^i, 19 )
'u4 GU	 TO	 #400, 
• C •ea A ll LiIENT
	
PRESSURE	 ( P CIA)
+ 200 Xx= G(MUU ► Z)
• Go	 10	 '+00.^
.s•s i LER	 PRi:SSW% EAPS I A)
0 210 AA=	 G(M'.^jG
• GU	 TO	 4CO
15 • C s+• M I SCELL AN LOUS	 PLOT.__
160 2Z0 Xx=	 G(M1U6,3)
.17 0 lF(VU6.Eu.35)	 xX =ALT
11 ^:* GU TO 4CO
oa r •^+ M I SCELL.A N L0U 5 	PLOT
23L AArc-(muGs")40o C 0 14 T I NUL
P LANET(Nl ;+1)	 a	 XX




R*P I TL (I HRADR,PLAMET ,I4 t)PLT5, 1 $TAT )
450 IFt JSTAT-L:4* 1)	 G O	 TO	 450
s IriRAOR










VARI AU,E 	 14A ME DESCRIPTIuN	 Willi$
AERROR ARRAY	 OF	 TITLES	 FOR	 HEA T 	 BALANCE	 VALUE`
G(1,7) ARRAY	 OF	 HEAT	 HALANCE	 VALUtS
G;I,J) I=1, 3,J =I,2,3,8ry	 -	 OUTPUT	 hkO M 	BOILP
I A L T F± AG	 TO	 LI`(IT	 PRINTING	 OF	 ALT	 OUTPUTALT	 M 15S I ONS
ICNT COUNTER	 FuR	 NUMBER	 OF	 CUM('	 L YC Lt5	 ULTWLLN
PRINT	 CYCLES
IP FLAG	 TO	 SIGNAL	 6HICH	 ROOTINL_ _WA5	 CALLEUM
IP=I=PRINT
	 IP=2=SELtLI
IPRN T NUMBER	 OF	 COMP	 CYCLS	 PEK	 PRINT	 CYCLE
IS'(F' Fi AG	 TO	 PR F-VENT	 r:;;iTING	 r4OUt.	 UA1A




	 INLET	 P)UDES	 ON	 LACti	 5Y^Ti_M
DE ARRAY	 OF	 OUTLET	 NODES	 314	 EALH	 SYyTLm
P NUMBER





PI FIRST	 MOUE	 tvUMELR	 U5ED
	 FOR	 rUEL	 U5Avc




	 OF	 NOL)E:S	 Iei	 MUVLL
•'I TOTALNUMBER	 OF	 NODES	 IiiIP AK T 	 Ar(RAY
NUP COMPUTATION	 CYCLE	 COUNTLK
N47A T NUMdE:R	 OF	 BO I LER5




A11OUNT	 u F	 4 ATER	 USED	 —_
{-	 -ION K,L,DELT•TIMEsT5TUP,1jNODES
^_ ^tON F'; 3QGt2), F t3OC^2l,C{300,20)	
_	 ^_
CUMMOti G U M ( 1 051 , I UUt! ( I DG I
CUMMON /DAMMIT/ IERG(12ivLRG(I2)rUHt 12)
CUMMON /TymL,TI`15U11(3t,AV',5Tr1 FUDGE,SUMARY(2Qt3)
CUMMON /ARRA Y / (it3G,^,i0)tTINIf(3G0),FLAG,ITTLK
C  0 M 0 N / P RT/ IPRNT,1CNT,ANAMEt3CO32I,AERRUKtt„2)^_—^
Cv; ; 0-.4 /ACT/ NHY0(3,50),f . HYO U '(13,5J) t)^ACT,FLy15OIC
	
M 0 N /ALT/ UP20(3),BH2CF(3),IALT
C;;ti;,,0N /COMEVP/ (Y, AT(10)9OvAT(IC)tUA(10),t'tATLFTt3)
DIMENSION NAD(37),1`1AUE(37)
D I 1 1E N 5I UN 1 0 1), I PART ( I I
0I+aE 1451u ,'ti ICON(5 1,CON(5),UC(5)
EwulVALCNCE%IDUMII^)tP)TURON)
LwU1VALL 11 0E (IOUM(161, NERD),( IOUM("17I,NUF')•(UUM(25),TTINIT)
FQUIV4LLNCE (NC ONtIQUM(22)I,(ICOt^,ICUtt(23)I,(v(^DuM(`+e))








3* Du	 96	 lzl,NERG	 PR ;NT




d:)* 1.06 CUN r I NUL
tj ICNT=iCr4T+l
IF ( C C 3C:; 1- 02	 9GT^ 10i	 GO ­ T o- 108
!F(AU5(TlME - ?' ST	 P )*LE,DE L T ) 	 (, U 	 TO	 108
6 1 1 4. F(ICN-; /IPRNT*LT*l)	 GO	 TU	 36
r.5-
 Ob CU N T I NUL
C(J-1 0 9 20)	 =
I C; q T = :)
IF(l5K?.Eti-0)	 GU TO	 81
6 9 ; I F I I A L T	 lq t 	 I )	 GO
	
T 0	 110
7 r, R	 T C (6	 6 )(B H 2 0	 ) 9 1 1*10 ) 	(BH20r
71* 6 F	 M A T ( I H C	 16 A	 ^l	 A TiL 9'	 I !;4	 t30ILER,;!9X,17 H ,vArL8	 TRANSFLKPLu/OX,
72 4 *6(P4,j,I0A?)
7.39 1 1 Z C L)	 T I N 0 E/4 y_..____-
  
,ilITE16,7)((ALRROR( JERROR,J)rj=I,2),IERRUH=j,6)
75O 7 FL^MAT(jH0,c,(2,X ,2A6)/)
760
779
7 >'A T t i	 I P E I' C
7 i 2
1 T` ( 6 , I J
sls Ij 8HjO_ _KA TLFCNMAT( 7 X	 2HP I , I 2x , 2HP2 , I I X	 3HP ) .7 , 9X , SHSA T_ -TL-M_P	 ti
4 H k L A G , LOAISHITTE: R//)
DO	 31C,	 N = I 9NTURt3N




DU	 12 E, 	 I	 N	 LALH	 S y brLM=j t NTURj3 N	 a	 PRIN T 	 jvUUL	 N U S 	 O 
C>- 9 * im-	 I Cum 1, *, 0 + 1 )
'i 0 0 DU	 120	 i-i,JM
IF(JM,EQ•6)	 GL) . TO	 126
8 NAD(J)=ivHYD(l,J)J• ''AUE(J)uNHYOUT(l,J)
L, ti T I `.W L
9 6w '^i'ITE(6,IZI	 Ap(,m-Ui(J)9J=1lJM)
> • 1 25 CL) 14T I NUL-.
11 F UKM A T ( I Ho , 4 H I N	 I I t 3 7
m Yc; * 12 FUr(lkl AT(IX,4 HO UT	 11,37(19))
126 CUNTINUL
TIME
I r4 = %, T I flt - I H R	 6f3 •
I fiXITE(^) •I)	 TiME,IHR	 IMIN,5EC
IC)6* FUKMAT(lHG,7mTIM,_" 	
JU/2XL
JU70 *41iNODE 19 X 14HTEMP i 2X4HTE M P I ZX IHC I 3X2HUA 1 2X ,3h4lc p l j A IHW/














1 1 9 °













1 3 t1 +






1 ': 6 #
14 `^ #












1^ 7 * 4
1.8*
NRITE(6,2)1,P(I,L),F(I,L),(C(I,M),M-3,IENu)
2 ^uRMAT(1X,I'+t3(2 x ,F10t5, 2 A 1 , 2 A F7.I,5(7..x,IPE:T-1:5)-.l
a5dX,5(ZxfIPEII.S))
CQNTINUE.
'v i.) T O 822 N=i
OU 83 I=I,NM)'
INUEXulPART(I)
I t lNU^ 14	 --
- IF t i r^ UEx.nE. i0tN 1 G 0--T 0 903'.-"





i(RITE(6,49 1 N DEA •(ANAmE(INGEX9J)+^ = 1, 2),Pl1NuLX,L),FlINDLn.Ll,
°(C(INDEXtI^)),M=I,IzN())	 _
9 F kMAT(1X,i'1t3H - t2A5t2XtFl592,7x.,4(7.XtF1292,2X),1Xtto,le
+ y (2X t lrE.l1•^ ) ,/5'I XtS (rX , 1PEiI.S) )
P{INOEX,L) = P I N EX,L1 ..460•
F { 1 +r is t X , L) - F I NUE X t L) _ *. 4 b 0 • __ 	
- -	 -	 --------- -	 _3 CUi+ TINUE
Ull TC 82
1 CU^^TINUE
13 I. P = l
tit IF(IDUM(6)•t ii • 1) GO TO 75
IF(rd'AT.LEgt: ) GO TO 75
.) :J	 '^ L
	
I a I ♦ 	 ti AT
,, K1Tc(69 .3	 :^`ATII),;J A TtI ) 	- 	 -
3 FUN, hiAT (1 i^ X t 4HINODE t I3 tSX, 26HA000MULATE: D -t:OtvSUMAbLE^	 , 1 PE 1 1 • 4 )
? CUNTINUE
CONTINUE
1 F i i 0u M ( 8) • Ect. 1 ) GO TO 2 t]
Surj =t3.
NMP) = NMP*1
'!M 3 = r MF' +3
uu 60 I= N MPI i NMP3	 --_i iv U E X = I P A k T (I)	
- -- _ _. __. -- ___ _ _. __..._-. __-,-- -_-•_ 	 -
V► RITE(6, 4 1 IN r)EXtC(j N DEXt l7!
4 FORMAT( IGX,4Hiv0UE: ,13i5X,26 HA00 0 MULATED FUEL (LbM)	 t1P:.Il•yl
0 CUNT I NUE	 _	 -	 -	 -- -- --Iv'J!^ u = )vMP*u
r1 i'.Pb 2 h4MP+0
DO 61 1 =iVr'.P4tI4MP6
V'! ITL(6,5) I`1UEX,C(INUEX ► l8)
5 FOkMAT(ICA94HNOUEt 13t5X,2b`(A000M ENERGY (HP -HR)	 _ 91PL11.4)
1 CUNTINUL
IFtNFHG.LE•O) GO TO 20
DO 60 I=1 1 `4E` fa
S UM=5^,1M+`-- RG (I )
iF(NEk(j.Elit•1) GO TU 80O',;ITE(6, 3 3) 1'7G(1 ),ERGM	 ------	 —
33 ' U tiMA T t ► OX t 4 H IiUUE, 1 3. 4x , 9H.` NENGY x , l PE l l .4 1^
rL' Cut+T 1 NUE
Li5 6H 1 TE (6 ;'!4) SUM





690 1F ( IDUM( 3) 	 EQ- I )	 GO	 TO
llr kNCQN * LL9C!	 GO	 TO	 36
Do	 Bt>
^1 t( I T EL ( 6	 53	 1 '-' Q N ( I	 ICON"!)
^ 3 F U R ti A T ( 10 A	 4 4 ON 0 0 E:	 5 X , 2 1 H C 0 N 5 U	 C 0 N 5 VM A ti	 Lb o 	 I f, L 1 1 94
3 '" CUNT INUE
1 75* j6 CUNT:NV'-
N U	 U P + I
U












SUBROUTI N E PRTTAB GATHERS THE SU M MANY TABLE
INFURM.A'i I0ty PKEPAkEO IN OTHER N uUT1h1.St LOMNUTE:b
THE OTii E t NF-CL55ARY y ALUESr'AN L PK1hTS UU1 TtiE
CONSW; A BL^S SUMMARY TABLL
R	 uN /TYME/'t I+•i5UM(31 9AMSN TMVFUDGL,SUMAKYIiO,.3)
`x'38 J=1 13
I'Y(801) = 5U m A Kj t5tJ)
^	 Ry(j3,J)=SUMARYf8tJ)
2!	 ' I =tai.
+	 1	 139 Ia598
PA;11 l = P A R T I+5UMA`l Y (I tJ)
PAKT2=PART2+SUMAKY(;.+IOtJ)
— 939 CONT I N UE
SU--ARY!19,J)- PA R T2 /)C.
3i;i'.n°Y(1G:J) = SUM A iif(4vJ) - (PARTI	 SUMANY(Yr,)))^_. 5U,l,a PYt2G,J)^ 5U M AMY( 14 t J)- (PART2 + 5UMAKYt
930 CUNT INUE
e	 6RITE( 6I103E)(IjKtigK=It3),(JKI,JKia1,3)
24 0 	1000 FUttoAT(1H1t44X,9 4FUELt Lbm+ 22X,i0HwATLN, LbM//.15Xt3(2X,7H^I^TL M 91
?^,a	 al),1X,3(2Xt7P-%YSTEM III)/) 	 -	 -
,14RITE(6 9 100!? ((5UMARY(IiJ)tJi1,3),(5UMAKY(I+1ptJ),J=Is3)t1=1910)
FUk 11 F'T(17H PRESE N T LOAUINf. t17Xt3FI0.1,2 X tJF1L•1 / /IQH UNUyAoLtS//4
o	 •X92JH!!!r.A5i1REmLNT ERRO R: (k $S ) t6X t 3F10.192 X 9 3F IU•l//4A.9nREylUUALS
*Z0A t3F1CtI92 A 13FIC•1 // 16 H N.INIMUM U5AbLE'917At3FIU•Iv4A,3F1G•I/ /Lq
a	 94 U:aAgt_E REOiNEMENTS//JAt22 H PRLLAUNCH RLtouIhLMENI t 8A * JFI0:1 [Xt
; l s	 ^3F1 .11/3Xt1 yH FLIGHT REf4ulREMENTtilXt3FI,^,•l ► 1X13h10.1//4At4MPp51
^► 	 * LAND I;4G RI&UIRE r LN j 5X 1 3F10 • 1 9 2 Y tJF10•I / /4).t27M14 HUUft LAUNCn HUL
•	 to t.,tCYC^c/ sA, II RLWL^KFMENTtISX,3F10.1,2 X t3PIU•1 / /N X 917HUI1) Lm51GIv
•5 t1CZ?,i2X,3F15 • 112X93F10 • 1 / /1 4H U5AHLE ' MAk GINtlyAt3P10.1ttxt3FIQ
+^t1^JrZ N




• Svd R OUT I NL	 GBAL _-
20 C








HEAT	 OUT b V
7^ C 1=3	 6TU'S	 ERROR
.3w C IpIG ARRAY	 OF	 CONDUCTION/CONVECTION 	 CUJPLIN^a
* C
r• C  JBG
1 RAJES
ARR AY	 OF	 RAUTATIUN	 COUPLING	 NOOtS
! 1 • C ,	 TRTi{ 
S
LOCATION	 OF	 FIRST	 NOUC	 1N	 IIJ IG 	Uk	 JbIG
12 • C ARRAYS	 CUUPLLU	 TO	 NO D L	 (I4 + 1+1 )
13 9 C NTRY LOCATION	 OF	 L„ST	 NODE	 IN	 1b(G	 04	 Jd1U
I40 ._	 _ C.	 .__ _.	 ..-	 ... ARRAYS	 C O UPLED TO	 MOUE	 (;++N1)	 ___ --_
150 C RVAL AF?RAY	 OF	 RAUTATIUN	 COU P LINb	 CULFF ICILOtp
40 C TCLUP TOTAL	 HEAT	 OUT	 VIA	 COU P 61wi	 TU	 STN U CTU k L dTU/HR
- C FOR	 ONE	 SYSTEM	 FOR	 O N L	 CUMP	 C"CLL
_ C _ ___ __--------_.-TOTCUP
	 -- To 	 AL	 NLAT	 OUT	 VIA	 COUPL I wb	 TO	 STR U CTU K k uTU/HR --
q. C FUR	 ALL	 THREE	 SYSTEMS	 P L US	 LINt_	 ANU
ZG+ C COMPOwEr4T	 LOSStS	 FOR	 UNL	 COMP	 CYCtt
110 C VAL ARRAY	 OF
.
	CONUUC71ON/C0NVLC7IUN	 (,UUNLIN%3




b w	 CUMVif N UUM ( 10(3) , I UUM i 1 0O )
27 0 	 CCMMUN /ACT/ 14NYU(3,50),NtiYOUf(3,50),tiACTIFL0150)_
28 0	C. UMI t4G`4 /ARRAY/ 61 334,10)sTIN I T(300), FL AG, ITTLK
Z9s	 c:O,1riON/GLues/KEE'(30p),Ibl,,t?.uGG1+VAL(200G) rji3e	 r	 CtE'(3iii;! tJ(3IGt2000),kvALt2G00)
3 a	 COMMON /L X TRA/ 1COUP(300)
EW UIVALtN CEINTJ*Pi5NpIDUM(ILI
DU 15 M=1,NACT
15 ;^(5,7)s(,(5 9 7) + C(M,1)* (P(`vL)-TIN1T(M)1	 tr.-OF-_ALTUAJOR<, - AUU Ihl LATER
se L.	 vs 1 0 0
37 a 	OO )GG I=1,NTURBN
38 0 	 C
39 0 	L	 PO'„cFi NE A T IN -
rw
4!*	 `	 vt1s7)s L,(1,7)+(C(N+1i4) + C(N+4,4) + C1N+7,41) 9 ULLT




C	 TURBINE M EAT IN
45•	 C
46+	 G(2,7) = 09
wow	 C	 - - TOTAL NLAT IN
5 ► 0	 C
212
8 1' s



























C	 r'--AT OUT dY r420	 L Of 2
C
Gt4,7)=G(4,7) ++a ( N 2 1 -4 	 DLLT • (GIN+2,5) ♦ lF'1N • 2,L)-TINIT t N + 111
C(252+1,2) = C ( 252 + 1,2 1+ i,(r:+2,4) • 7LLT • (GIN+2,5I + ( P 1r4 +2 ,L)-
s	 TINIT( N +2)I)	 Id *A T tk H LAT NLN
C






25 UU+'MI r 1; U M M1 + Ct N+N 1,l I 	 PIt.+N1,L)-TINITIN*N111
GIa,7)=G(5.7 > + DUMM1 - UU)'iM2
uU 25 N1•Ir14
DUM:.!2 + Cttt+tr,-1). lF'(N *10,L)-TINIT(w+1D)^-
	
-




-KEEP;N+	 N5TRT-IOCC+NSTRT-1S U hS a
IF ( y ST %iT • LU•+71 bD TO 65
JO 5v 1 1 S7RT.NTRY
N U vim1 U I G (J )TE.1P=PIbi + NI,LI-P ( N i1	L)
51 SUM =5U;I+VAL(J)^TLM P.. ICOUP(J)
6; C UNT INUE
=45TRT= LEEP(+4+NI )JIOCO
NTPY a LELP('4+NI) – NSTkT • 1CCO + N57RT –1
5U ti R = r. •v
IF (' g 5TrRT • ECt •,3) G O TU 80
UU tj5 Ms i4STF', Ii NTRY
1U,ir = SpUtIR - ii4 AL ( M) + T L ua • I COUP (M )
o^j CONT:':UE
uO CtUr,T I NUL
75 T(-L!1P = TCCUP + SUM + SUMR
Cc	 2)=C:255 + 1 d. ) + C(250 +I,4)•60••DELt	 _ 9--LINE-CU55___^
+1,2)=C:2rib+I,l)+(C(256+I,41v60*+TC(.ut3),,vLLT 	 W CvM F'Utv t-NT LUSS
p- iCCU P + (Ctj+25U,4)+C(1+25tr-4))•60*
7) :G (6, 7)+TOTCUP•DELT	 —	 -------
C	 Tu ; . , L HEAT 0 U t
r)(7,7) w G(4,7) + G(5,7) + 6(6,7)
CC	 HLAT !N – SLAT  OUT	 _ _.-------_r-
G (b, 7)=G(3,7)-G(7, 7)
Nm,,l +5v





CV- ^?	 (07T) VERSION
.  1 (OFT)
Sic- ouTINE	 ORAL 1 of 2






	 OF	 CONDUCTION/CO N VECTION	 COUPLING
6e C NUDES
70 C JgIG	 ARRAY	 OF	 P.ADIATIUN	 COU ►'LIN(a	 NUDt564 _ . C G(197)	 1=l t3
	
mEAt	 IN bTu
dTuq• G I¢4t7	 HEAT	 OUT
C I;B	 BTU'S	 LRRUR
C NSTRT	 L6CATION	 OF	 FIRS T 	 NO DE	 IN	 Ib:G	 Uh
C 'ARRAYS	 CJUPLEU-TO	 NCUL	 (N+Nl)
C NTRY	 L0CAI10N	 Ul'	 LAST	 NODE	 III	 IbJG	 OK	 Jdlu --	 --- ^1
C ARRAYS
	
COUPLED	 TO	 NO U L.	 (N+N)
C RVAL	 ARRAY	 OF	 RADIATIUN	 COU"LINi,	 CNFFILILNTS
C
TCCUP__._....	 TgTAL	 HEAT	 CUT' VIA	 COU t'L1Nu	 10 - 5TKL'LTURL t$fV /H K 	-- -
C FOR	 ONE	 SYSTEM	 FOR	 O N L	 LUMP	 CYCLL
C TOTCUP	 TOTAL	 H LAT	 OUT	 VIA	 CUU P LIW2 	iU	 STKUCTURc dTV/Hr<
C FOR	 ALL	 THREE	 SYSTEMS	 PLUS	 LINL	 Armu -,-
C- COMPONENT	 LOSSL5	 FUR"uNL	 LUMP	 CYLLL
r. VAL	 APPAY	 OF	 CONDUCTION/CONVELTION"COUPLiN',I
2 e C CUEFFICILNTS
3• C
CO"1 i ll 7N
	
K iL 10ELT	 1 14	 T5TUP,NVOCES	 --
--	
-
COM';UN	 P(3QO+Z) ► ^ (3t;Cr7.},C(^CG,2'Ji
C(j, M	 ON	 DVM 110:;	 Z Uum ( 100	
FLAG, I TTtkC.UMr'Ot4
	
/AR'iA Y /	 (3(3C1^,1C),TINIT(300),
CUMtiDN/GLO6/ X LEPi300)	 16IG(2C90),VAL(20Q0)9
a	 L.LEP( 300):JBIG ( 2000)tRVAL(200u)
CUmi •1 0 pi/EXTRA/	 ICOUP(303I
CUMi'+ON/A.CT/NHYO(3,5C),NHYOUT(3,50),NACT, FLO t50)
c^ ^tUib»L4:'^CE( N TVR H `t ,I DUM ( 1 ,0 )) 	-
^45 ) ;1=1,14ACT	 k	 HEAT	 STUKLU	 IN	 CAVAC ITAN--4
S:O)=GISr7)	 *	 C(mvll*	 (P ( M t C)-TINIT1 IW	 w	 OF	 ACT U ATORS - A V O	 IN	 LATER
IL.-, 	IsliNTURLAN





G(Ie7t+(C(N*1,'(I	 C(N+4,4)	 *	 CI N +7,4)) • 	ULLT
op Ct249+1$2)=C(249+192)
	
.'(C(t,•I,4)•UELT)	 w	 APU	 Mt A T	 P:K 5Y jTEM
x C tUROINE










-1 • [ H E.AT	 OUT	 BY k<0	 - -	 ---- _`_---	 2 Of 2	 ^--
•
54 0 G(tit7j=,514,7)	 +GIN+2 t i1+ULLT • (G(N+2 1 5)	 -	 (PtN +2 L) - TINIT(,e+2)))tt
$5 0 C(252+112)=C(252+1?2)+	 G(N + 2191 ♦ UELT + ('	 •«2151+I P(N+ZtL)-
56 0 ++ T 1 ri I T I N`2)) !	 ;	 OATLk	 M CAT	 Pi.K	 ^oYSTLM
b7 0 C
58 6 C MEAT	 STO R ED	 IN	 CAPACITANCE.
59+ C -
61 0 DU	 25	 Nlal114
6Z0 25 QUM M I= OU MMI +C(N+ti1/1)'(P(N•Nl•L)-TINIT(N+N1)1
63 0 DUMM?.	 r	 C( ►:+1:?tl)e(PSN+IOtL)- TINITIN*IO))
G9 0. - - . G(,t7)=G(5t7) - +	 UUMMI	 -	 DU?1M2. .
65 0 C V
66*- C MLAT	 OUT	 YIA CONDUCTANCE	 TO S TRUCT U RE	 -"^"	 "`-"y'^ -
67* C
bgs Uo	 75	 ^ 1;ltiz
6 y0 N5T:iTsKF_EPtN +NI)/10JG700 _	 --_ -_.__ NTKY=rFEPIN ♦ NI )-N51RT•I000+NSTRT•)
0 IF(lt45TRT•EQ*0)
	
G U	 TO	 65
730 DU 5Q JaNSTRT OTRY	 r__740 _. _	 _ N o we I a I G ( J )
75 0 TLM!lwPtN+i,ll,L)—P(N0ftvL)
76 0 50 SLIM=SUM+VAL(J) O T L MP O	ICOUPW)
77 0 65 C'.ir4 ( i NUE
76+ -__	 _. NSThT=	 LEEP(N + NI ) /l-"00 --
79 0 NTKT	 s	 LFEP( N+N I ) - NSTRT * I o C C	 +	 NST K T	 -.
800 SUMti	 =	 01
bl0 IFl.lSTRT•EQ•C)	 GO	 TQ	 67	
_ _ . __.__
8 2 0 - T14	 s	 P (N + N 1 2 t_) • 0'4	 ______ _
M:Dv	 65	 NSTKTtNTRY=36
♦ NU,,	 :	 JHlG(M)
SUMK + RVAL(N)	 a	 TEMP	 *	 ICOUP(M)_-_^--
70 85 CU;g T I NUE
03 0 80 C UN TI NU4





95+ TU T A L 	 HEAT	 OUT
96 0
970
L G( /t7)	 t.	 G('1,7)	 +	 G(St7)	 ♦ 	 (:!6t7)
c13
• C HEAT	 IN -HEAT	 OUT



























I	 NODE NVMB_K AT WHICH TO STAkT UV-LUVP FVK
LA T-m J T .7 I Ln
ICHECK	 FLAG 5 H U 4+ING THAT RSTAKT HAS ULLN CALLEv
IlI	 NQDE NUMbEK AT Y^fiICH TO StuP 00-LOUP FUKE.ltCN SYSTEM
IRST----_._._FLAG FUR 1YPE-OF REIN(T1AL1cATIuN 	 -




CUIii-1 0;4 /TYME/ TI M5UM131,AMSNT`1,FUUGLpSUMAKY(1(393)
CUMMO *t /ARPA Y / 5(3DGrlO)tTINIT(30U)IFLA(,i1TTEK












C	 Rt-INITIALIZE ACTUATQR TEMPEF ATUkE5
2 CUNT ItJUE
DO 1 C2 M'^ 1 , 50
p (rl I Kj a 560-
Tlrj 1TtM1S56p•
r 102 CUNTINVE




T I H I T ( M. )x560
'12 CU14 T I NUE
i^l




I _^iQCK x I
PLTVRN
C
C	 READ NE.o INITIALIZATIO N TEMPS
'i02 DO 6C2 I I,NNODE5
R4AJ(59502 ) NC;UE#r i NOCEvl) ,F (NODE,11
r ;1' FURilAT115 5X,1FIC*^Vj
P(r4;jVE,I)= Pt1vOJr.,I)+4609














c SVDmOUTINE	 SPKAY(,M. rM2%XI l aM77)
 
VARIABLE	 NAME	 OESCRIPTIUN	 UN115 4+
S•
C
C BTUH	 HEAT	 TO	 BOIL	 OFF	 TO	 BRINY	 HYDRAULIC	 FLUIW
6+ C TO	 CUNTKOL	 TEMP
70 C STUL	 HZAT	 TO	 SUIL	 OFF	 TO	 BR 1146	 LUdE	 OIL	 TV
• C CONTROL	 TEMP




11 + C TCH	 CONTROL	 TE M PERATURE	 FO R 	HYUKAUL1C	 FLUID
I2 9 ^ TCL	 CONTROL	 TEMPERATURE	 FUR	 ^► ---
3 _
ti4 C
Th e C M1	 -	 LU3E	 OIL	 INLET	 NOUE
I t,* 11;6	 -	 HYURAU'. I C	 FLU ID 	 IN LET	 t4OOE
I7 + C !CL-	 LURE	 OIL	 CU N TKUL	 TEMPEKATURE
I a• C T(.H–	 HYD R AUL IC 	F LV I D	 CONTRO L..	 TEMPERATURE
a C
?
1 {j+ DIMENSION	 COEF(4)




Pt3CCa2) r ) (3CiCa2) aC(3UQr20)	 _	 —_
Z 3 + COMMON	 DUM (1 O.) a 1 3UM t 1 WJ )
240 CUMP;ON	 /CUMEVP/	 IAAj(10) iwA T ( I01 aUti0(i0)
250 CATA	 TCH/680-/TCL/7a5,./
26+ UATA	 COE F /	 1,4952841	 E	 Car	 –1.3875411L	 OOr
7.7+ 1.5867400	 E-03a	 –19019220 t-Uo	 /	 --2 t+
29+ H	 a	 COEr(1)
+ UV	 I L-
31+ 10  EF(I)H	 a 	 +	 CU
4
PjM1rK)+•(:- I)
32 + DEL?,	 a	 a•
33 0 U1FFL	 =	 F(M1rK)- TCL
34 0 IF (GIFFL:LTPO)	 GO TO	 20
35+ 8TUL	 =	 DIFFL' +	 C tH l 031
0 i)Ei.v+	 =	 GTUL"UELT /4




a t:I	 s	 o I F F H	 0	 C(r)213)j+ VE_I_o.	 a	 DEL*	 +	 IbTUM +DELT/H)
41+ UU	 k c	 I=1,3
420 1F(r,.1.NE•IhAT(i)) GO	 TO-3C
10 GO	 TO	 40
+ 3' CONTINUE
• ^^ an(I)	 a	 DELA
w	 ......._._ FIAT { I )	 a	 ky AT( i)	 • DA	 I )
0 C-i:11113)aC(M113)
is IF 1, I!FfL•LE.0)	 60 TO	 50











'.,U	 TO	 80	 - .
,s C	 INUE
^+ 'N























lT1 ^ + CJ+ _.	 C._____.
C
2+ C
i • of + 5AE` p =^c ARRAY
	 Of	 TITLES	 FOR	 ERRL,K	 LALCU6AT iJnS
AfI Sk1m LEN(j74
	 OF	 "ISSluti	 MR4. 1(s MAX
	 VALUE	 O ESI R EJ	 ON	 PLOT
04 DELTA	 VALUE• 	O F	 PARAMETLK	 eLm	 INCH
FU, DGE T ; M E
	
FUUGE:	 FOR	 LUNG	 MI 55IV(+y
I„ tG ykRAr	 CF	 CONDUCT 10N/C0NvtCI ICIN - IL OUP LIN;2 -
N0	 E5
IDUM(S) FLAG	 USLD	 To	 RESTRICT	 PKIwTIN5	 DUNE	 1N
FlKST	 CALL	 TO	 PRINT
IFLAG SYSTEM	 CONFIGURATION	 COOL
IP00 SYSTEM	 CONFIGURATION	 MATKIA
IF= LT ;joDE	 NUr) S - R 	FOR	 PLOT	 DESiRLU
IROADK t(,ITIAL	 DRUM	 ADDRES5	 FOR	 KLAUINta
I i3ORK -F'!! I K'	 OF	 NJULS	 COUPLED	 (KLAU	 IN)
IitkAJR I (•+ 1TIAL	 URUM	 ADURESS	 F 0 m	 nKIIINb
J6 I G ARRAY	 OF	 RADIATION	 COU P L l Iju	 NUOL5
JPLT TYPE	 O F	 PLOT	 DFSIREL, 	FON	 IPLT
LFIMTRX LOSS MANAGEMENT MATRIX 	 -	 -----_!`
NSC NUMBER	 O F	 NODE	 COUPLING	 %.AkUS
,QTR NUM BE R	 OF	 TRACES	 ON	 THIS	 PLUT
RVAL ARRAY	 OF	 RADIATION	 COU P LING3	 COEFFICIENTS
T111SUM	 _ TIMES	 FOR	 UIVISION	 CF	 A CCUMULATcO	 !HK
CONSUMAiLES	 VALUES	 PER	 PHASE	 IN
SUMMA`Y TALE
VAL ARRAY	 OF'	 CONDUCTION/CONVLCTIUN	 I.UUPLING
COEFFICIENTS	 —~












•, J-	 -- I 1 i L	 -,	 -	 1
	
VAk 1 Ada-	 -	 CRIPTIUr,	 wtilIS
LENGTH O F AXIS
Lf?ROR VALUE ( USED INTERNALLY)
ST A RTI NG VALUE Ur PARA`LTLR UN PLOT
LENGTH OF XA515	 -	 ^-	 1N
MAX VALUE OF PARAMETER
M IN VALUE OF' PARAMETtR


















CU ,Inoa1	 K p L, DLLT, TIME 	 TSTUP, NNODES
(.L,mmUN
	
P(3CO32),	 F (30012),	 C(300•2U)
Ct;M Y-0N
	
D U M ( I;;3)
	 10UM ( IOC )
Cv;"'Ow /EXTRA/ I cou p (3uu1
	 _
C^r!TM0N HYO/IPu0(Z7,3),I_M M TRX(5D j4 J,P0 14 ER(3i ISPU(ijiIFEAGrTFL" 13T—
Ct;nM10;j /;LT/NNYU ( 3,at ),NHT0UT(3,SC),NACT,FLh(50)
CUrr:G1q /TYI'E/TIrt^iUMt3),A M'S NTM,FUDGE,5UMAHYt2093
CUMHOiq iPRT/ IPF, NT,ICNT, ANAM`t330,2), AERRURIto92^
Cu^MJ(^/vLUt3/ KEL P ( JC01,ILAIG(2030),VALI20001,
+	 LLLr tjGC),J8;G(2L0G)9RVAL(Z0Ua)
CQ''MO ► /LU^!P2/ TITLE( 12),G1G(ZS) jh1E12S)
CUMNC-- /P55T/ NPLTS,IPLT(25),JPLT(25),PLTSLW,TSTPtS),AAX)5(5),_
+	 YAXIS(5),NOPLvT(5),NPLPTS,NTR(25),1i'gRAUROIKDAUK
E;rUIVALL N CE (UELTC2,UU 1,5( I) )
EWUIVALE N CE (1DV1(3S),IYFKEvI)
K	 - PREVIOUS VALUE
- PRLS E NT VALUE
r:	 j	 218


























1 C 4 O
U :r •
1_;r•





















'P'PER A iLk=	 I n NODE	 J8FhL41Uuy UK PNL^041
	




t 4^; vALE^^C= (itER0,r,)
V T; ,,OkU 7, 7a1iH. I N f'O^J I CK L` I G j TAEt;S 'vOK I T LOOM ^nEC^ PKt.f. 	 FORA
.n LL ECS
	
IT YO5 F'KUGIF'T ANOGRAM CS PROCS PKUi'h0 ( 1K AUKSLLfKAM rku n
•l5 TO Et.uuRAf•i P(3 RAM PM SLID PK OGRL:SENTSECS PH ALL Ekt5LNTKL4tnTE n 	 — _-
•U Ltht) PRE	 UGKAM CS PKCS	 S	 SIMULSLNT^	 PKr.StNuRA`-	 -




U 	 24 1= 1,74'06
24 1 4Lk0 (I) -0CALL CLUCY.(C' ICK)
Luck-CL )Cr.*In,IIO.
LUCK S MUU( LOCK v7 )*1	
-	 - - ------kt.wU(S,I)	 TiTLE
1 c JK14AT ( 12 A )
ITE16,2} t1"UNUS(LOCK I1t1 = 1 9)tCL1CKtTI)Lt;
A E A O(St3 ) NN 0 UESv0EL T t IMLtTS{OPsPHNT,NPLT5gN5CgMUNLVilDUMtl9)
3 F o Iu ,lAT( 1 y ,5Xt4F1 .v,4I51
'i tAD(„ 19)PLTSEQ-TSIP(I)rAAAIS(I)*YAXIS(I),NUPLOTtl)
1 9 FoU%[iAT(ib,SX93F10.0,I10)
DQ "i 1 2h 1 =T I'1E
k La'O (St2C) (TIMSU M (1 ), I= 1 9.3),At15NTMtFUD(iE
20 F UK'!A I ( 5F 10.3 )
I uumi 2"; = NPLTS
If 1, ts:C,LT,1)	 GU .T0 70 7
+ICJ"dew
AAm.,i





---- -	 - —
	
-
`4 ADJ 5,Z 6 ) (IYIOR K (I,J}.J = It21t(WORK(19J)tJ"l t ill •1CUVNL(11
26 F Uf-,'MAT 12iy t Fi;;. +IJX ► Fla•i)t1Io)
If(A35(leQRK(i,l) 1 •LT•I*E-i5)	 GA TO 310
KEtP(NJ) -KELP(y.l) +1
K EEP(NK) R KEE P IN0 +1



















c i t I; I * L T -I -L — I SP	 GC	 To	 350
f	 X,	




I	 . , w , *I '-':, S S ) 	 ,- t ^^	 T 0	 3 7
3 li 0 L	 %j 
31)",
3 7
r	 T	 " 'I i-I t^
1 F	 L	 G()	 TO	 360..
N 5 C30D	 i	
).LT*IoE-25)--	 GO
U	 M= 1
lvv0RK(Jv M ) I	 bo	 00	 13 90
m , 2 1 - I	 -	 I	 I-.---	 .—.	 .
G ( L' ) = IWORK ( J i NN
F',VAL(LL)w40RK1J,2)
L L
	 L L	 I
.
F 5 5	 T 0	 360
3 q.-
3 lb W" CJ,	 i NUE
36v C 0;4 T 1 NU
(3 0	 —( j 	 627
27
rlitA' TEtt,,727)
F um	 -,(jHu,j5x,j84 r ot40/c-ji V 	 COUPLING	 ISA919HN00L	 HOUKEV	 TV	 NODE





ci c'	 To	 629
72 v	 Fl X , 1 2tiR A D	 CO UPLING-/	
I5XqI 0 HNuUL 	 tioOKLU	 TV	 NUUL
A  A
'400)	 GO	 To	 620
7	 Ja I G	 N.: T R T	 R V A L	 NS T R T
r , 4* C)	 GU	 TU	 620
ttqTRY






6  * CUNT I NUE
	
184 •	7 G 	 I;u 126 I = I I%:)
	
181,*	 '.'u 125 J= 1 t 2
	
166 0	125 1.,CKK. (I,J)xY
	
'614	 t'r 126 J = I,2 . 
	
t7i, p	126	 uKK( I tJ)=J• _ __
	169+	 tY?WiTE:t61122)	 N'4OLEg ► OEL', T I M L-	 ,,P,rRNT
	
?t;+	 172 PUtt!lAT(1-13-4X1 14t 13H 14U1)E PR0bL^	 / 5X 9 10MULLT y T = tF 1Q o t 4 M MR S
	
♦ 	 • / ^'	 TART A T eF1U•k+ 4H H 5	 SX, B H :>TUP AT t F 10 . 4,4H MKS/
	
♦ 	
. 5X, 9^4PR1`vT A T iF 1 s3. q , "H HRS/)
	
;•	 OH1TE:(6,22)
2 FORMAT(i ►i1t9A6 g X,6H(AT T-%,FIp.391H) / 3 H •• 1 j A6tiH •+ / )
22 FUhIaAT( 63X t 9HC6m P UNE N T,5 X +13 H 1NI T I AL FLUID / 7X,4HNUUL,I7A#IHU9
-	 I	 A - 	 ► i' S	 7L t	 T MP/l-	 --+ I4X t 2flUA911At3H d t P ,1 4,C,I	 i W 9	 1A t 12NIN	 TI	 L	 1	 ,	 A,1	 rllN	 T	 c
T	 st	 E	 T/2,
u0	 1=1tijr,00E5N010	 M UREt(C( N 00LvJ)t J= I, 4) , P( w U U Et 1J t . FtN^`uEtl?^	
-	 -----	 ---
5tI20Xt6E 1i^.0,2A5i
t 4)	 NOUEt(A14A HE(NOD'.	 JI,J°1,2) ► {CtNUUL ► J1tJs1r41,PINUUt.,I)e
4 2 )4 ,I4,3H	 ,2A5t6FIS.3)
"))	 =	 P (N	 E91 ) 	+	 460.
:L,1)	 a	 r(N'JDLtI)	 +	 4609
Cl




;, 0	 TO	 170
-,S)	 lC(NUDEtJ),J=5,9)
e	 -._ _. )	 (CiN (JUL ,J),Ja5, 9)
s 6 .-•.1P5E1t)•5)
8L,LT•2 ) 	GU	 TU	 1 00
4.5)	 (C(t1U D E:tJ	 JaICt14I
s6,t>	 (CtN,0E,J) sJ=l., ► 14)








t6,H)tIPLi(I),JE'LT(I),6IG(I ) ,+VEE ( I) PNTRI 	 ),IaI,NPLT^I
T{I H3,1 5X O" P LO T 	!NFG	 /	 (5X1z15t2F11.4,15)	 )
Rls•Y ITi iNIAUR,NND5)
'R ee	 I rt I A o It 	 ------
r 771?iiADR	 _.	 ..
2 JE
i ERROR= 1,A
r li)'AENRUR(IERR0R9J),J=1t2)	 _—	 —
^o i 2A67
400 t)FLAG;=1,27




^_9 • OU	 420	 iv5Y5UPc),NAC.T	 __._._.._...._ .__----.__^_.__.____^_.._._ ._

























.J k 7•1 A T ( 4 15)	 _ 
CUrr T i NU=
R Li)D(5r 1, +) ((5UMA R Y( j,J),J.zj,3) :101,3)









 - -	 ------	 ---
n;^T^ t 1' k r^T • • O:.v001) /DELI




OUM (I6) - 183- 15
	
W L!3/L3-'S OLE OF M20
D U M	 = 28•C13	 Lt.;/L8--!"cLE 0 F
_N 2 -
L) U^-	 - 31 • Y57	 IY L8 L8-t!0LE 07 U2U !.; 1, (",) = 144 • .GY
	
,ii Li3/L6- M0'4E OF CO2
UUh(21) _04439	 0 f3iU /L$ 1'2 0 /DE G R AT 77 UE(j F
Dui-. 122 ) — .2485	 fd t3TU/I_d NZ /DEG R AT 77 ULb F
U UM(23) _ ,2193	 id rlTU/Ld 02 /ULG R AT 77 UL:3 F
DUM(24) = .,7:.19 N STJ/LB CO2/DLG K AT 77 ULV f
CALL rRINT





y0	 D I AGN0ST I C5.; TI C
222
Su,HOUT I NE:	 THERMP (I S s N I ,PAh•	 c RV,P
_-
c
C .1	 of 3VARIABLE	 WAME	 DESCRIPTIuN	 uldITS	 r
S ? AHEA	 AREA	 O F	 L?NL	 SEGMENT
6^ : LnCU))	 aCCUr? L`LAT OR 	 OF	 Fuo ;v RATE--- IN.`tll4E_ FR
70 ; EACH	 ACTUATO R 	_ERV1(IN y 	IT
Bw C 1bIG	 N,IMBER	 OF	 16THS	 1N9	 AN	 L41AMLTER
V* C 1D	 LINE	 1NDE/	 OF	 LINE	 BLINb	 SuLVED
I C,.	 -._....-..__ C I LTE^	 -	 LENGTH	 uF	 LINE	 SEGMLNT	
._I
I I'* '- IN'N	 NUM8ER	 t' F 	LINE	 SLGMENTS	 IN	 LINE(iU)
Ire C INTG3	 SECOND	 DIGIT	 OF	 LINE	 NUM(}tK,TFLLS	 UHLTHc,,^
I <^ L I,'IE	 I :	 P RESSURE	 OR	 R L f UR N 	 A N u	 O N	 _ _
r
_._	 ..	 W'iiCii	 5Y5+EM
TOTAL	 y U"t^ L R	 OF	 ACTUATOK:,	 5tRVILINb
4. G SYSTLm	 1
KrJ0DE	 bi)UNUARI,	 NODE	 NUMBER
C LOGF
	 FLAG	 TO	 U(STINGUISH	 SET„Et4-FURwARDVAND
C REVERSE	 F* LOw	 IN	 SYSTEm	 I	 LANUIIvG	 t, ►_ARCIRcu17
C LTHEND	 LENGTH	 tj	 LINE	 SEG M ENT	 NLMAINI N u	 AFTLR _.____Iti_____
-	 EvEi4	 uIVISiON	 INTO	 STAi4uAkU	 LLtv'VTH
C SEGMENT
C NAL	 NUMBER	 OF	 LINES	 5ERVICINU	 ACTU A fUR	 NN





900T!	 rtrAT	 L055	 BATE	 IN	 LINE	 IU	 vTu/H.R
Ti9EFF	 EFFECTIVE	 8OUNDARY	 TL,-1	 tRATU4E	 ut^3	 R71
n C TU	 LINE	 CUTLE T 	 E N ?LRATt:RL	 u Lb	 r(
C UA	 C^,^f^b?tvEU	 "FAT . TRANSf ER	 (:ULfF 1£ N f	 ^	 ^^Tu /MIN-fZ




CU"UN	 r'(3:,0 , 2),F13^,0,2),C l 3^ U^7.q)---- -_--_.- ._-.--_
CU M MON	 Du 1i( 1 1:1 0)	 I UU a (IOC )CU^SMON/L 11NES/	 LFU''t(260)9KNCDE(26U),LTH(260),IbIG(260),FLUItLt400
TE_tt i'ItJ(26U),TEMPOT1260),LU G F (ZbL),S+'A(:t12-14) I
NUOLIN150 1 76). N LC NT (50) i QOOTL( ?00),SHA F't, E ll 155^^.__
__	
_	 TEt^r^µill,2>,F'-ACUM(Za0),FLUr,T(260)




s^^	 I L...U ,	 .	 ... H / l	 /
Uu^9, r)^530. 	 T L M PvKAKY^
KLYI=	 2.15,-I






t tr 'V } , L T . I , E - 'i }	 G O	 T 0	 . -
^^	 NLCVTttjN
2	 LL=i,P ALIG^	 WODLIi•Jt^^f:,LL)
^	 - ^ 1 LJ J
..	 v2
I NTGZ,
^I,L ) 	II1TG3	 st
•	 -IL;YI)	 Li0
	 TO	 2




L	 CU'^DVC T I "N	 ;J A/ I hf^ 2 —6'f 3
^,TU/ilfi-UEUF/SUPPORT•	 SPACE	 SUPFURT	 UE-*4 ^ 1 T Y	 P E R	 I L	 b$P/V*A-/4-Ift
U A	 N il	 FL	 -A	 A c L
"A' b	 L -t 	K
t9v .`P	 a	 220.	 0	 FLUOL(1D)
709 1 ;-N-L.T'i i I L;	 / I L TH
71 0 :-TmE-No	 =	 LTH( 1 0)	 -ILTHOINN
F i L T m EN D	 6- T - C )	 I NN	 -	 i N N
Mr,	 T	 (o,	 I
DU	 A	 I 	 INN
I NN )	 GO	 TO	 29
.-:,0,EQ* C,)	 GO	 TO	 29'
AREAo'- THEND/iL T
x	 `A C:0
	 D	 L T H E N D	 L T H
9	 u E --Ir	 E Q	 T	 T t:mP I N I I L)
I F 	r-	 T	 T IT(,	 m(T	 -TI)/2.	 TO
I	 TI	 wT(j
•LCULA T L	 RA
L
 JATIUN	 UA/IN	 -BULTZ M AN	 uj*qlS?7E;j'j
N E-l^ 1 4E	 T"l-;PE'i ATU R;-'-	 T O	 CE N TE R 	 POINT	 FORi,'A	 U	 UIFFOr-14Ct	 lJRLulLTlUN
! I -	 T TZ -	 r(-%2,L)
T L ri p Z	 =T1 94 3	 +TI* 0 2*TZ	 +Tj eT2**Z	 +	 T24-4- 3
UAkAD	 =5HAPE 4 ANE AO TF'i'A PZ. s l: !f397E-II*EMIS:3
C	 CALCULATL	 CU4VcC 
r ' 
ICN	 UAjINCH	 FILM	 CVEFF!CILNT5	 bASLU	 O N	 TAOLL	 10-5v PENRYb
I C	 C 11; t-( I C A ^.	 E N L71NEENING	 HA N D130 0 X,	 F OURTH	 EDITION,	 6ASE	 FA(.IUR	 FUR	 AIR	 15
2{ C	 Llt4EAk;-Y	 lljTLf'POLA7F-L)	 BET4EEN	 0	 ANV	 200	 Fe	 NUMUui(A pH 	 MA p flN ;j	 PUNLTIONS AKL
3- e, alTtil,',	 EYEBALL	 RESOLUTION	 FOR	 i)T/DU	 FROM	 I()	 TU	 40U	 ANU	 FUR	 V KL.) !)	 FROM 14,7	 TU





='496^6*ALO G JOtRATIC)	 -	 3,22/t242•C4+1N/`TIU)
02127*YDT D U	 +	 9.1 655*YP	 --11765	 ----____r_
I C)
	 FLOG
TF:LM-4SO * )*	 1•E-4
CFACT*bASE
FILMHOAR'LA/liq 4*
C-4 ONL)	 +UARAD	 +	 UAC^;NV(JAroNj)+UARAo) 4 P(KZqL)
	
+UA-1-QNV*F(K2tL)j/UA
1 ,14N) TE ,,, FUT t ID)	 =TC
+ I	 IN E v 1 P R N' T )	 G0	 TO	 300
T	 i U	 =	 TL M. f, I 'c t ID)- j•; 6;,. 





TbEFF,	 QDOTL(Iv),FLuwLtl0),NLLi4T	 N I4
?9	 F	 (2Y 
1 
l3v!X9l7j5ttl5,zAtl5t5FlUo39l5)
T	 (ID)=	 'fLMPIN(ID)+46Q*(iD)x	 TEMPOTI (ID)+46a•




1 2 1 • 	300 CUNTINUE
122-	 -"" 3 CWiTINU£




	 2 CU14T i hUE1260 	 C CALC U UATE ACTUAT OR IN LET AND OUTLET E(,, UI 'b R1,,oi Tr.MPth,,TUKE'5" C^.^^i^tRic+u
127=	 C	 PRESSURE L)kUP AT ACTUATOR - NU ACTUATOR NEAT ..u>> C K jNL-M i IA•
12b*	 FivAN L) = TEMPOT(LASTIO)
115 • 	1 CUNTfNUL
1300	 —	
- RLTURN
131 • 	 ENL)
Tufr. -
i






SudROUlIN L 	Tr! LRM8tIS,Nl,FAf!Lj ; 1	 Of
VARIAdLE	 NAME T I UN
A;i E A Ai?EA	 OF LINL	 SE(slIENT
FLACUM - ACCOIUI.ATOk OF'FLO'011RATE 1	 1-1:4 L	 IUM-------4
EACH ACTUATOR dERVICI,,,oj	 I"
I t3 I G ij;NBER OF	 16THS IN.	 IN	 iijp.mLTER
I:; LINE	 INULA OF	 LINE bLiN.	 SULvLu
I ^ T LENGTH OF	 L	 t:E
t.F	 LINE
S..GMLNT
%iL%GMCNTS	 iNi	 L.I[.EtAL;IN N NUMB 
It,iTG3 SECOND DIGIT	 OF LINL	 NUrULf;" 
ILINE 15	 FRESSUXE OR	 RLIOK14	 AN.	 Q;V
w H I C H 5 Y S T -';* ,i	
-
TOTAL NUMBER OF 4CTUATOKS 5LRVILINQ
SYSTEM I
4OUNOAR y N G UE NUMBER
F L A G T U U1  INGUISH bETs,LLN F.-;^	 Ailt'
REVERSE F LOA IN SYS TL,-. 1 &.At ,,' 	 t04 14LAri
CI R CU I T
LENGTH OF LINE SLGMENT KLriA4NI h Q AF fLR
EVEN ulv.%ION INTO STANoAsilj Lc.NGT-,
SEGMLr,T
tiutlaEFz OF LINL5	 ALTUAJuk
i4CT,;ATOR NUMbE k ^ERVICI.,,Q
LOSS	 I ' ,s	 -HEAT	 r"-' A T -^ 	i ,	 L I N i - 	 1,
:. F F i: C T I v L s UU ND AN Y T F-:l P L t(A T u K E
LIN E UUTLL T TEM3LRATUHZ	 u L 4 k
COM;INEU HLAT TRANSFLn	 0 V u i M, I
JK
KNODE


















































THIS b/R COMPUTES I HL INLET AND OUTLET TEMP wF 5YbTElit1b) RLIuKN
STAhTING AT THE ACTU A TOR OUT LE 7 S ANLu GO ING IC TmL •t ATL.N L;OLL.Lr(
C OMMON K 9 L p U EL T	 1 OE t, T 5 T UP v N N ODE. 5
COMMON
COMMON GUM110C) I luum(ioi)
C OMMON/L I NE S! L I INUm ( 2,,0)rR N t: OL C 2 6.s 1 L T m 2oG	 1	 6-2
TL h PINf260),TE M FGT( 2o )pLU G ri - (,'tw*)qs ,AcLt20s4)j
2	 NUDL I N ( Si & 7o ) o ,iLcNT %' SO 9 Lx DC I L. t 2 ^,-j r StAPL , E-1 I ;;S v
TE M Pti i I 1 2 ) , FLA LUM, 26 ,3 s FLCr, T t zor-,
COMMON /ACT/ NHY D ( 3 50	 NjJY0 U T ( 3 5Q ) 6,ACT i F L.# % :Dw 0
Cutit40t,j /P;iT/ I?kriT•ICNT,A!rAi,E(3L"0,2),ALt(Ruttta.2J
COMMON /PliES H/ Sf'ti(3)CUmMUN 1HYD1 IPUU(27t3),LMMTtiA(5Oli),PC- .#Lr% tj;llsew(3)31!,-A-3
DATA ILTH/IC/
C A P H R a 0
YV= 1 * 42 0 ALOGIC( P AMd)	 1.45759










5 if 	 1 IV T G 2 = L 1 w E! 1 ^j r  
	
-__	 2_of .. 3
e,0• —'-____.-INTG2
	 =10 • 1 1 4 T b2 	-
oi• INT^33
	 n 1NTGI-INT^62
02 0 IF(LDGF(1U).GT-C)	 INTC3	 X2








65 • F-LACUMI I t) )	 =	 F'LACU-"f(ID}	 +	 FiV,iN:;
66• sU	 TO	 3
67 • 100	 CUNTINUE	 ---
6d • IF(KEY2.EW.C)	 TE M rINI10}	 s	 FCWN'	 L.)....-
6q• FLACUM(IU)	 a	 FLACU:i(10)	 FLW(N.'4)
10• IF(FLACUM(ID).LT•`"LG.y(_(I0)) 	 KEY3	 =	 10
Ii • IF(KEY2eEQ#%-	 FL^':^i ( Lill	 = FLO YiT( ID)	 +	 r- LYJ(Ni4) •	F (tvry +S:iiL)	
-72 • IFIKEY.t.^E•v)
	
FL •: •iT(I0)	 =	 F LUViTt;I)	 ^ r L0AiL(LA^T1D} .TcrtF p T(LASTTU)
73• IF(KEY3.GT.^)	 Gi]	 TO	 2
74• TiiiPIN(I0) » 	 FLUAT1/D3 /F.j'.vLt ID)	 __--
7S • KI=	 I61G( ID)	
----- - ----
-76•	 -- _ _	 K am :	 KNUUE (ID)
71• UALUNU=.G1•ILTri/SPACE(KI,I)
70 0 AMLAr*ly63495341LTH •Kj






81• IF(LTHENU.GT9Z)	 INN	 =	 INN	 +	 1
d2 • IF(INN.LT .1)	 INN=i
d3 • __--- OG	 4	 1(v =1, INN
a 4 • IF(IN.NL* IN-N) 	 GO	 TO	 29
by• IF(LTHEND•EQ•0)	 GU	 T O	 29
ji b * AXLA	 s	 AREA•LTHENO/ILTH
d7 • _.._..	 UALONC	 =	 UAC ONO •L T H E NO/ILT H____ . -.---_----.-
ba • 19	 CUNTINUE




91 •  If l ! N	 N L. I)	 T 	 = ( TO - T 1 1 /2•	 +T0920 if l ; {a.NE. I)	 T1=TO
93 + T1.	 TC94• %-	 P(K2,L)
95• - -- _	 Tz.:!i3 Z	 =71 .0 3	 +TI.02.T2	 +	 T1 • T?a . 2	 ♦ 	 TZ+ •3^-_-	 -- -.__-..--	 '96 0 UArc„D:5HAPE •ARLA"E.'41 55+TLMPL + 1 . 18 y 7E- 1 1
970 KAi10=(TC-F(K2:L))/K1.16.
980 TF:LM=(TC+F(K2,L))/2•
9y• IF(KATIU•LE.1•E-5)	 -ATIO	 =	 1•E-5
lace YVTUO.	 .`^686 • ALu G lo(RATIO)-3 . 22/ ( 22#04 + K M ; iU) 	 -.bi93
!0) • FLA	 =.2227 +Y 0TD O 	+•3655 + YP	 -•11765
102 • Cf,.CT=It?••+FLUG
IJ3 • dASL-.89 - (TFILM - 460.)+	 1•E - 4
10 4 4 F1LM H 	 =CFACT•bASE
la y• UALQf1v=	 F1LMH+AkEA/1459
106 0 UAs	 UACOND	 •UAkAO	 +	 UACONV
107 0 6CPa220••FLOWL((U)
1075 • TuEFF=((UACO+4U+u Ati AD)•P(K2.L) 	 +UA CONV•F(K1%L)) /uM
).i^ • Tu=(T1-TdtFF)•EXP(-UA/NCP)+TBLFF
IIL+ vuUTL(lU) &Q DOTLtIU )+UA/60.•((TI+TO)/2. - TBLFF:
ll:• 1F(IN,Lts 1NN)TEM P UT(lU)	 =TU	
_-_--
lit • Cur.' 114 L;
113 • CS jS•25;j^4)aCtI5+2Sr,^h)•000TL(;';
114+ liilCHf•1.1rE•1Pri'•T) 	 v0	 TO	 3001 I5• TLMP;w11J)•	 TLMP1+^1i01-y60.
lIto TLn ► :t	 u•(ICi•	 TEMPDT()Dl-s6
r
3 of '3
117+ LFF:	 T bEFF	 -460911b•..____^._____- K1^^1I^ ( I CNT+I.EQ.1PRNT) " YiRITE(6,199) N N+^ I J.E,	 L;E II Cj	 Th(:1}),
119 • TL( iPIN(I0	 TEMPUT(If;	 TbEFF t 	yOUTL(I W ),	 L cj,sLt1	 %+NL^-i4i	 N1:)
1C0 + lyy Fuk+iATl2z,I3+lx+i7+5xvIE,#2X.I:,5r1;,.3^15)
121• FIN(ID) +46.T th p IN(ID) a 	TLM	 ,:0 TLMPUT (IO) a 	TENPOT(1D)+4bG•
123 0 TucFFa	 TdEFF	 +460.
124 6 300 CUNTINUE
125• KLY2 =10
	 --
12b • 3 CU;vTIhUE
127 • LAyTID	 aIU
128 0 2 CUiiT I N U E
129 0 CAPHi=CAFHkl (e(rJN+L)-P(NN+K))uC(NN+I)/6G•/UL-I
130 0 C(I5+259+4)=CAPMk





CANHR	 a	 SYSTE M (15)	 CAPACI rANCL	 HEAT	 51,AK	 KATE	 (oTU/M Irv) i +	 -	 dAKr1Uv)
133 • C	 ••• C(IS+250,4)	 a	 SYSTEM(I5)	 LjN E 	HEAT	 LCSS	 n„TL	 it:TU/('1101340 ^ ...0	 000 C(I5+ 2y 3i4)	 i	 SYSTEM(IS)	 1;,TAL	 HEAT	 Ld55	 n„Tk





1 4 0 0 IF t ICNT+i•EQ.1PR N-i )	 Y+RITE(6+=G0) IS+Ct	 C( 15+2^^^4) ^CK>rhK+
1 4 1•
I41• ----2GC
•	 ,: 1 1 5+2 5 3 0)
FUkMATtl0A,lC)M$$ 5 	SYSTEM,12,3eH	 r+c,iT	 LOSS	 M,,;ES	 I	 IU/;,1 it, )	 -	 Ll(^LS
i 4 3 + 0s +F8.3+12h	 CJU?Lli4u'= % F8.3+6h	 SOAK	 = +Fb,j,^m	 T u7:: L 	 =+^u•.3/)I4ti• Ft:v1+7+L)=TL`tPUT(LAyTID)
145• C141+7+3)=,yCP
146• kLTURN
1470 --	 -Ertu	 •




APPENDIX E. SAMPLE OUTPUT
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Thernal data Initial Values
rOMpONENT






. UOU 50.000 5G • 0:70
•UUO SO•UUU 50000)




*CUh	 _._.., - -	 5U•OOJ - -	 5U.OU°J
.U00 24)Oou 24.040+
.UDU z4*uuu 140Guu










. coo 40*UUO 2U.000














-	 _ 2	 23.500 200•C *QUO
»	 3Y.4J0 ZUO.[ CO
38 2UG0C ;J
-	 205db 2UCL^ s^LO
•	 3	 .3	 `1 ZUO.QuU •ODU 
J	 6 9317	 __ . _..._._ .__ _	 200 • G c i	 - -- -_.__._ ._ _._ -_._ v 0 U 0	 -------
»	 !	 2.2y4 200.OrC 9000
--	 ' 	 Z	 Z•5b5 %00.0pLt 9000
.369 ZUa•GGO •CUO6.31
-	 l5.514d "UO •L "10U
.:Cold;] iOU4000 *(JUG
7,35b 2 CU 0-00 0000
,5v6.______..____2C0
•GCO	 -- _.UUU	 - --- _...._._-
-534 200.000 9000
•524 2000000 0000
66 i Z0,^•U00 .U(JO2	
- -• '
.5i2 %UU•C ,'3o •OJG
-	 1L;	 561 1CJ0U00 •OUO
234
- .r.dary Actuators Being
r	 e Serviced
J 22 16 11 21 20 !0	 14	 13 17 28 2-^ 29 31 3U 37	 3 2 3y 35 tee, 33
J IZ 1b 19 21 10 10	 14	 13 17 26 Zo 29 31 30 37	 32 34 ,7,5 36 33
L; 18 19 2 1 ZG 10	 1't	 13 17 Z8 26 29 31 3U 37	 32 39 35 36 33
^. 25U 22 1b 19 21 20 1 0 	 1 14	 1., 17 28 16 Z9 31 30 37	 32 34 35 36 33
l ZsU 10 17
1 25J 10 14 13 17
F 25U 10 14 1:+ 17
e'a 2bb I v 1 4 13 1%
2 28oG 22 18 19 21 20 33	 36	 3 5 39 32 37 30 31 29 26	 28
25c :.z
2^v 1 8 14 21 20 33 34	 35	 34 32 37 30 31 29 26 28









2b, U .33 36 35 34 32 37	 30	 31 29 26 28 -
2'-j3 24 31 3G 37 32 3`:	 35	 36 33 26 Z6
1. 1 29 31 3U 37 32 3'i	 3	 36 33 26 2b
il9 31 30 37 32 3`+	 35	 36 33 26 2d
x 7 2 6
' ^>,4 2 17 26 31 30 37 32	 sti	 35 36 33
A 2Y 26 31 3u 37 32	 34	 35 36 33
3 26 --	 -
:!^ el 31 3;i 37 32 34	 35	 36 33
25 29 1 3; 37 32 3 4	 35	 36 3
258 2S' 31 30 37 Z2 34	 35	 a6 -
- 258 24
25b 29
258 31 30 37 32 34 35	 36	 33





3C 37 32 34 35 36	 33
►-^
^ O.
25^ 30 37 32 3 1t 3$ 36 33






_ 254 34 35 .36 33 "'	 y
259 2S 35 :36 33 --
2`	 ' 34 35 36 33
2 34







-	 - a 33 36 •
26 ' 3
d Z6: 33 .
2 6




260 2 4 35 36 33
-
i Z S Y 34 35 36 33
:Z3 2S4 34 3S 36 33
.	 i 2o7 J 0
-	 ...^ 2 5 7 .50 _ _. ..	 _.. ..	 __. _ _..^._ --	 _...._ _.	 ......_. _.. -.	 __ _...	 -...._..._ _._.._...___ .- -.•.__.__.	 _.^-.. r ..-__—_..	 .—_r^^ -^
6 . Z'b7 30 37
,.: 257 3L
-: 3 2 `_ 7 32
Z!3 3C 37 32 3 q 35 36 33
_ 2 b J 30 37 32 34 35 36 33
_ 258 31 '
253 37 30 37. 3" 35 .v 33 31
^J 2S8 29
30 37 34 3  35 36 33 31 29
i 1 2_b6 3C- 37 .1:: 34 .35 ;16 33 31 29
.^ 4 2Sd 26
30 37 '32 34 35 : 6 33 31 29 26
c; 2 30 37 .32 3 4 35 3 C• -13 3 1 Z 9 26 _..._.__-__ _-• -- _._ ______..__._.__._ —_._ ^_._-... s	 ---- -_-- -_-..
= ZJt 257 28
2 2)!^ 7 26
•	 •• I  ,4 2 8
^.S4 30 37 32 3 µ 35 36 33 31 29 25 28 -
25C 30 37 32 Z: S 3S 36 33 31 29 26 •'-8
2	 C 7o 23 25' 31 33 36 35 3! s2 37 30
2a3 21
a 253 20 _.	 ..-.. ..
..	 1	 •{ Z '1 .3 2 0 21
2 LG 21
y 2^U 2; 2;; 33 : b 3S 3`! 32 37 30 31 29 26 28
b Z a 2 1 8
19
2!^2 18 19
- l_5 lb 19
- -----	 2i	 3 2S; 1 S 18 21 -20 33--36 35 3 ,1 32 -37 30 31 29 26 28-_..__.._
2:-,6 22
6/.33 256 22
: 1 22 25 0 19 :8 22 21 20 33 36 35 3 ,4 32 37 30 31 29 26	 28
-	 2.:2 1 2S0 1 ? I b i.Z .'. 1 ZO 3S 3 1-, 3S 3't 32 3' 30 31 29 6-
a::Z4 255 10 1`- 13 17
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.n .^i ,ji ;1
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it :/1 .n Ji n
 -
.n


































































x) tT Y r
•1 :l 




























V'^,1 -irlr) 1,-}n), f"1 











































































z 2b 1 23 i 3 : 9 2 1 20 27 25
2 13 1V 11 20 21 Z5
2	 5 I? i 5 1 3 1 7 ^_..
b 15(; I1 15 13 17
1 21a0 11 15 13 1 7 23 18 i9 21 ZO 2'7 25
2b Ii 1	 1 1 5 13 17 Z3 la 19 21 20 27 25
2:)0 1 15 13 17 Z3 16 19 2 1 2U 27 2 
- 2SU 12' 1 6 13 17 2 11 20 21 19 16 28 27 30 26 25 29
25u i2 16 13 17 2U 21 19 iii 28 27 3U Zo 25 29
2
	
1) 11 16 13 17 24 2u 21 19 18 23 27 30 26 25 2916 25J 1t 16 13 17 2"9 2() 21 19 18 Zb 27 30 Z!. 2 291 3 2b:j 1 Z 16 13 17 -
Z3 -0 12 16 13 17
2`i 1.55 1 Z 16 13 1 7
tI ZSj Z4 2:i Z1 19 18 23 27 30 26 25 29
33 2 Z+i
25'. 20 21 19 lb 28 27 30 26 25 29
ZS J. ?J Z i
2Z3 20 21
2 .+ 3 2
2 13 u 1 18 22 27 30 26 25 29
2 18
2 t, Z 1	 ^ 1 d
2 1-2 16
25Z 19
250 2d 27 30 26 25 292 y J 29 25 26 3v ; 7 lts
2 ZY 2.' 26 -1 27 [d
" l Zb 27 3U





1 .3O I	 .	 _. _ - —
30 -
' 26 25 29
3 26 25 211)
26 -
1 2 7 2^
4 i 25
29
Z	 b Z y
tj 29
s 25







27 25 26 28
2a 27 26 Zcj
28 27 16 25
2.38
























































































































































































































































































































ER	 IN	 6CILLf. WATER	 TRANSFERRED
TOTAL




2	 V12 SAT	 TEMP HZO	 KATE FLAG ITTEK
DO 00000 0.300 0.U00 u9000
:Cc o+oUO 000ou 00000 U0000






a79E I GC v-:1 1999
.5299T 66F-'-Olt	 .316b49t3UEfi01, .482479G^3E +O1+




+00 9 .UUUUOJ:?'3E+GU, .4i.' Y'??77E+0U ► .42499177E+UU+
r4	 - +Col .^3'i,9Y4'45c+00, .9"9Y9934E-Uls •99499Y3 4 E-01,
+4	 J i s • b'199 99`t5E *G0, . 10'199` ?3E,+O1 , • 1 `i994990E+01 +
+^	 , . 1 uogQy 4i .` F:+G1 s - .U^JJ('GUOUI" +OG, .00000000E*UU+
^ .	 '^J O, .5-C999GT.E+QGt •b6Q99962E+QU,
"U, •0'•1:1^0000£ +0G ► •00C0GU0UL+CU+
+	 , .UUUUUJOGE+CG, •1849ti93t3t+UU+
.UUQGOODUE + UU ► 	-- 900000000E+0U,
?G, .U!+	 E*^^U, •GUobQ000E*QOs +OOOOGUGOE +GO ►
.0U000UU0E +,00* •OUCQOOUOE*OU ►
•ODUU+OUiJL*UU+
197?1762E•,,^ _	 1686 4004E	 02 s +02•
a162968Z0L +02,	 .19229250E +U29
w •
a^4,
^ +i ► `1, +is
vel, meat Balance, and 30ILP Output







Line ^curdary Line inlet Outlet Boundary seat Loss
'u7ber lone Length Temp Temp Temp Rate
i	 a 250 X2.(117 :311 3J, 31 •419 •645
i1.:; 25U bs X2.582 52.545 31.1479 .boa
1111 I5U 146 2.S45 52.446 31 •1479 1 eaul
2I?_U 25U 44 12.446 52.417 31+479 •541
2123 2r 1) 7•t '20 417 51.214 31.1479 4661
Z5.j 35 51 •7.14 50.675 31 •475 03`75
as" 1911 bQ,67S 41/.C69 310SU9 19179
c5 y +9 4' 0U6 (394u6 709a92 .486
2S'j lid -1 7 0417 520264 31•`479 2.6bo
52.264 x2.253 31.475 •195;3 5Z0Z53 SZ%,21U 31 • Silo •755
1Y t^1.21IJ ,'jZ•033 310SUO •715
:; s 96 529033 S1•h74 LU9000 1.4-17
= Y 243 `1.6711- 50.5-11 .109000 2.7551S L^2.Z:U 52.1;12 310514 • 1U4
. iy .. 7 =1.[Jd 52.;-19j 31.51'4 •U49
?	 %'.h °:^ 32 r 1 99 52• 1 `a0 31 -514 9659
:^? 23` 1.Z a 52^ 15U 5.:.103 30,•275 •645
1`a'i 193 SZ•103 :+2.017 3a0Y62 0841
258 9 52.029 51.011 2 2 * Q 0 0 `-	 .UtsI25b !:i begG2.2 51.970 12.000 •094
'4 I54 52, 1u 51 Oet S2 36.7.63 0535
10 51•d' :z 51.798 22•UUU •1153 16 52•0Z2 52.ct,6 12.000 •145
tiS i !t 520006 51 .997 22•UUU •U67
^3 t; 5:0Y91 51.991 22.000 4058X58 13 51 •'1`11 5199isU 120UOU •U'i'i
- i2 51•ybU 51.971 22.000- .087
2 ^)1+5^71 5:.c•69 22.000 •U14
Lou 51.969 51•'1:1?. 36.264 0346
633
-i1.932 51.496 .369eo9 201-114
4 1Y7 51.496 51.377 360ts!_6 .509
2:•. 56 51.377 5103174 240000 •304
2..6U 16 51.3ULi 5109:BU 24.000 •117
GU 26 : 1 9itsc 519032 24.OUO *lot!
L6U 18 Z)1.032	 - SU0Sh3 -140OU0_ 011t)
26:1 60 50.563 500; 05 24•U00 •3101
:C 6'J o^) 5I•28U 3i•1b1 24.000 9421
r'6 01 3 5i.11:1 51.177 2110ODO 0019
4 220 51•;;12 510755 36.264 .756
1 ti 51.15, 11.748 120UJU •029
<55 14Y 3j.375 35.015 20.911 •210
J 95 3'J0G75 3499oU +1 • J58 00693 - 244 141.:452
	
_ 48 e Z 28 ZU •U00 2.514
'a9 '?i;:Z;_6 47.910 'd	 U U 0 : 9283
50 147971U 4io6U8 31.484 •412
,8 1'2.381 420311 22•OOU •103
6 '429129 41.1U8 21 .000 OU45














1 . 100 59
1 • IUD 59
1 . 100 59
3.615 55
3 0 b75 55





• 5 tj1 54
.Sts1 54
2 . 513 5i	 _
2 . 513 51
2 • S13 51
2.513 51
2 . 513 51
2 . 13 51
2 . 513 51
1.349 51
1 . 349 51
1 . 349 51




1 . 1 6 4 4Y
1 . 104 4v	 v
1 . 164 41




1 . 100 59
1.1LID S9
•^ d 1 55	 --
9561 54
• 543 1 54
241
h;ut `ram THEP,T I P and TPEP.'. (Cont. )
'+2133 254 41.087	 _ 41.9!2 3A.4^,2 0246 9ya1 54 ------3t 13 Z6U ,I 16.'1'11 .36.11H e	 0 	 U .141 1HSi St ---
3 :	 1 Zhu : U 30. /; H 36.641 Z4.UU0 •L':,2 • i U5 51
16 .3 cS J6.o41 36.545 11 .Oil() .l'e5 01tl5 513t I7 ihJ 2 `_,2.151 52024d 14.000 •014 1.164 qIII
1)/ toU e6 52.1'iss 57.1'13 24.000 •4'16 1.204 47




1Y/033 :1I.Y2U•f °.t31G If 	 164`!.4'19 6.1 5	
....




•', 25! 4 5I•1jU7 5i •Ht}7. 22.0(10 •U 1Y 1. 164 4l V ^+1 ^b4 2111, 'b; •	 fi2 51 •810 :+6.21,6 . 750 1 • 164 4I ^-Y 2b,4 1110 _`O l t' ,Y 5U•'I26 o•ZU1 •3U1 2•'	 13 41'-- _.-2`,'1 5 bU•4•'.6 50.412 11.000 •UJ4 2• ,13 Ill ►Z1
u l5tl / 56.422 50.417 7.1•U00 •u4tl 1.•S13 41t,
	 •'fII 50.410 /.2.01)0 •U.56 2.513 41 (7
2 41,3 11 5_.4IU SC	 399 12•Uv1) •UYJ 7.•513 41
,Y 2	 H 3 '1b.Hb12 4U•6d3 l2•UJ0 .024 3.094 41
17U Z r4 1156 4a.ad.3 4rJ.313 36•!13 •71/ 3•()14 41 C/J25'1 1Z0 47 I3!j 47.t,YY 36 •:Siff •'IYU 3.0/'1) 4131	 ti 15u I v I 4J.6 Y9 47.054 31.411 •605 3.017 41	 -.__.-_-	 •--	 ---._._._ .____-^... ___
1`,:J 20 47.Sj4 47.645 J1 •Ill .119 3.6/5 41
i_•J lub 4/.od3 If7.64/_ 31.483 .Ill 4.77;, 41
11 lSJ J'/ 41.642 47•%'23 31 *'IOU •33't 4.1/5 41
l 17,U 11,1 4'/.a11'3 'f7•bJU J1.4bu 1.6[7 4•//5 41151; 1:JU ,11.680 4t. !19 '11.460 .r;Y4 4.715 41L:,U 13 '46.916 46. )!U 31 • 't:,7 • ; 12 4.9/5 41
:5') l6 'e6.Y/U "6.957 31.457 •223 4.11i5 V1lbu bG ',6.951 46.YJ4 31 •457 .41111 4•Y/5 41 -	 - -_-__-	 - --	 - -	 --
=^	 5YSTC r I HEAT	 t	 :SS	 !tl.Tt_:)	 (9TU / N11+)	 - LINLS	 •	 '10.210 Ct)JPLING = .1ti5	 SGAK	 41:..580 TOTAL	 471.•90 ►
1175 25U SS 5,1).<'49 'JU9193 31.471 .592 2.062 12
t 1 ^t z.,u a >'l•193 5091U1 31.471 •943 2•3e2 !t	 - -- --	 - ---	 -1 1',U 4!, SU.lU3 5U•U&7 J1.41I •4Z7 2•602 111 ZSU Jn b•'J.U6Z "o J763 Ji•^1C •506 •Z1.0 It
2113 bo It e1 '.u.JUO 31•"66 •466 .1.U0 11
3 2 S u 211 '1y.JUU 46.r5II J1 -boo ... 1.(193	 ... •2U0 12 -__--- ---------	 -	 --------	 -ZSS 45 16.e 11 tn.25? 2 0•7G! If u', •ZUO 12
Z ,4 0 i3C '_-0.062 'tY.Yzl 31.476 1.379 2.662 51
Z 1'.,J ZU 4Y•921 4Y.tlY9 31.470 •Z11 2.662 511bU 1U 4'?*U9 9 4`1.135 6 31.492 .237 1.530 5l
sZ i=2 I;6 4I.dS6 4Y.5S'/ lU•U00 1.636 1•',UO 51
X17 Y6 1	 S7 49..347 ZU•UOU 1.165 10^;IUO 577 U ilU 41•dYY ';'2.157 31.492 •^G3 I• iAZ 'i5
i Z`.iU l3 4Y.6Y7 4Y.6H7. 3l • 510 •ue5 1 • 162 S5
253 71 49.032 49.574 31.51U .4:,9 1.162 55
l^,4 15'1 49.514 417.'1,6 16.291 •545 1.162 55
2b4 1Y2 811.446 -f7.133 36.193 .66 55258 i3 47.13J 4'/.Ui:4 ll •000 •104 .5d1 55	 -_-_-^-•-	 -_._...^__.-.^____-_
258 4 49.Ur4 4'/.U6y 22.13CU •037. •5d1 55Z5't 1013 •4'1.440 49.17.1 3a•293 .584 •:,d ► Sy
141 :2 'tY.17Z 47.116 eZ*UUU •U96 •5tl1 5`^3 '49. 126 'ty. t 15
	
21.001)	 °- - • 014 .5u; 5y46 35,.176 3•f I,YV0 ZU•913 •20'1 •200 11
.:	 l Y6 J'•.9UU J't.IIu J 1 •J51 •UtlC 0200 l z
2 U1 52.ZIi 51•.099 21,.000 1.171 10aU^3 57152 1 e4 ,1.YY9 51.648 20•CUO 1 • 126 1 • '=,UU 57
_ :.`J 14 01.646 51.610 J1 • ''9b •211 1•SUU 51
?42
t	 n^ l11 R, r a n, a	 ^	 ^L C 	/^^ but . r^ i,j^,	 ,^ TH R;IR	 nE
25. 14476 258 13 140.980 40.5`4£3 22.000 .068 058 5S
is 47.> 25d 9 -10.740 411.716 LZ•u:IC •0141 •5d 55
a ".i473 2S4 15`- 40•Y26 4U•820 36.4'12 •217 •b t 55 1
27 '14c5 257 S 11.014 -11.0!/1 21.000 •U16 •511 55
""•-21 44b6 25/ 13 410UJ1 40.969 11.000 •Uod .SO1 55
27 11483 2514 164 ti(;.Y69 4U•87o 36049U •19h •^ld1 5S
21 142d 1!j4 153 7rJ.d,13 'iU•7Y`: 3!)•SI2 •zd 1 • 102 5S
27 241?6 2Su 101 46.194 4U•/1S 32.416 .31'4 1•1a2 55
21 1.M21 25U ZU so. ]i's 40.711 31•'14b ,•uo'd l•Io2 SS -	 -
2; i4,Y 2,U 1Ja 4Q./ 11 '10.6Z;, 31•'+37 •365 1.16.1 55
7 .122 754.4 s5` 46.b 4v•7d1 31 0 4Si, •331 2.61,2 5t>17 l_9 ?3 1 +U I6 t 't6.7ti1 4t+s63o 31 •4S6 1.41''s Z•6t,z. 55a 2411 ZtiJ 110 44.616 4o.+)'4 /. 31.4`_,5 •918 1.662 S5










/' t I'a )
3..4SU	 •311	 2.6o2
LINr:S	 a	 21.503	 CuUPLIN6	 °
5S
.L,-6	 SUAK 230•]37	 TOTAL	 s	 2au•c2'
U 7*3"'1 51.2Y6 31.478 052S 4•S(;0 14
Z '.+U 72 ~2.296 51.243 31.176 -y/6 4.500 14
1 2y2„ Z'_,U •i3 t,7. 2 .43 5!•7.11 31 • '118 -52Z 4aSOU 14IZ 251•, 2St; 5 52•ZI1 SZ.lil1 31.478 •0oi 4-Su0 147_	 :3 15C h1, S2.2U1 2.{t`/J 31.416 .7YU I•hCL^ l4 -
11_ ^,	 <3 15+J I'4 52.073 51 .901 31 -514 1.33:1 1 • YU0 141:_ /iD17, 56 5I.9rJi '-81.61	 1 ZU-603 063U I •YOU 14
2	 J i 750 146 01.1!7 52.022 31.1178 1.763 ^•AJJ 57
I 2,11 251 Z4 52.022 51.95`/_ 31•'47! .2t>0 2.600 57
"
_;;^ 1!, J ; 7 5I •5`92 9I	 bd,2 31.499 •6bU 1 • 1 	 U 57
22 51.6UU 31.4'!9 •iSYP 1.100 57 .
j^ ;'_ 152 l:l 6JJ !a:•193 2U•U1jO I•C4S 1•IU0 illGZY ,I.;Y3 SU.-.o1) 20.(WO 2.550 1•IUO 51
71 3!:	 3 1`au 34 51 •`'YZ `.,l •Y37 31 •499 .305 1 •5011 5Y _.
t i 5 ;34 2S3 IuO 51 • •!37 'lo	 1 ZCl•JU0 1 • 154 165UU 59 -°	 --	 -	 -
2i _^ =.3'1 253 ?!. S(•7z/ SI.5U6 20sU00 1.215 1•SUU 59
:7 ^•2-1 1,'> 57 '::;..1; 4;1.05`7 20.85`6 .5SU 1•yU0 3°.
7 f, „21 2'su 2: 6 4C.UY 7 '71.931 31 •'IY9 1 • 14ti 1 •900 35`c,-31 2',Z 236 ',r.i'it 4u.15Q 1J•JL'U 2.363 1.403
7 282 I	 1 1 4 1!Z,.	 1b 41.70, 1u•L'UU 1.47; 1 • 100 57
SY ti',31 250 IU3 7+•16 47.61; 31.41+3 •71UU I - IUO 57
1 u G i'! 25U, `•,3 17. G I Z ':1 .524 31 .4112 .35b I , I UU 51
Zi Sl.3d 2S3 de 53.5116 53.384 [0.000 1.217 1•`.+110 by2: '63.1 ZS3 11;1 53.3614 SS. L) zooUuU 1 •6U1 I • 5UU 1)9
a6j3 Z^2U 13 S3.U73 S3.UI6 .:1.503 031'1 10SUU S9
2: dt7.Z 1SU 40 SU.oY2 F. U. 639 31.473 •!^U9 2.60U N 
. 1 2441 s 2 Y7. yC..n3  5U.5ii 31.473 -	 I •013 2.61:0 S9	 -	 - -	 -	 ----2 3: • 472 .4493 2.6UU 55`134 49.445 49.3.8 3164ub 1.040 4•!,UU 55`
2SU 5'% 49..;41 '4	 305 1.468 •599 4•SUJ by
Z I 1447E C7 L 4J. JU4 4Y.3U.; 11 • '161 -u20 14.000 BY














	 $OAK -	 36: • 0 05`	 70AL	 a	 3L4•SU;
243


























t•9BSZ----7.9417t----00.007 —----/£•1	- _ -	_h5•ZL	------	-Zh•ZS- -----






























































S • h z 0 t ------ 0 9.0 5
 0 0.O O Z --	----	-	6 F •	--- ---	
.... --












.'.c L.uator Assi gnments
IN 1 1 2 3 10 14 20 22 26 28 29	 30	 31	 32	 33	 34	 35	 36	 37
OUT 1 51 52 53 60 64 /0 72 76 78 79	 80	 81	 62	 e3	 84	 85	 86	 67
v 9 5 1 1 - 1 5 1 9 23- 25 .'_ 7 -	 -'— ----
:T 2 54 55 5<, 61 65 69 7J 75 /7
114 _ 7 b 9 12 13 16 17 18 21 24






ACCijMU' A i EU CON^:,UMAbLES =
ACCQ, . i.A T F D CONSUMA LLS a
AC , - LI MULA TLU + UEL ( LLIM)	 e
a CCUMULA iLU FULL I LSM)	 A
CCL;MU' A i r U FUEL I LAM)	 =
CCUM LNEkt: Y (HP—HR)
CC^M ENER5Y (HP — HK)	 r.


























SYSTEM	 1 SYSTEM	 2 SYSTEM 3 SYSTEM 1	 SYSTEM	 2 S Y S T E
M	 I
29500 295.0 255.0 161.4 161.4 161 014
2$.0 25.0 25.0 00 00
00
5114 5.4 SO4 25.0 259U 2500
.'64.6 26"±.6 264.6 13604 13x04 13601
143 27.8 3096 00 90
.0
21096 182.6 20404 4102 4;.q8
$4.3
7.8 6.4 7.6 08
3113 27.8	 - 30.6	 - .a •0
80
2811 24.5 27.3 4.2 493 5.6
-µ y 05- -5.0 -	 -35 . 9 -	 90.1
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